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Grid Systems
make his job easier

,..and yours, too!

Grid members are in

犠蹴課rlttt撮観麟
economy under varying
■Patented

|■IL
lnsert tee. Bend tab. No tools are required. A
positive lock is instantly attained. Members are
precision-formed, align perfectly. Grids take shape
quickly and easily, save time and labor.

tstern
PrOduc,s corporoliOn

Subsidiary of Geo.D.Roper Corp.

Baltimore, 1築。

咸

in 3 standard

- all with universal
red strength and

Acoustical I Firesate Suspe nsion
Architectural Metals Products Division, 1601 Wicomico St"
By the maker of Eastern's E'S.P' Demountable Wall Systems
See Sweet's 1lclEa, or write today for complete data'
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Go You, Northwestern: These Mon-
day mornings at 7:05 a mustached,
bespectacled gentleman boards a
plane at his hometown Louisville
airport, arrives at 7i57 at Chica-
go's O'Hare International Airport,
where a taxi service whisks him to
Northwestern University's Medill
School of Journalism.

And if many architects recog-
nize him, little wonder. For he is
Grady Clay, editor of the quarterly
Londscope Architecture, published
in Louisville, and contributing edi-
tor of the Louisville Courier-Iour-
nol, to cite only two positions held
by this Honorary Member of the
Institute.

Glady spends one or two days
weekly at the Evanston campus
helping conduct a 12-week post-
graduate seminar as a venture in
searching to understand the city,
its various natures and operating
forces. This is one of three pro-
grams offered by the nation's first
Urban fournalism Center for work-
ing newsmen-each with a mini-
mum of five years' experience-de-
signed to aid the nation's press in
covering urban growth. The center
is financed by the Ford Foundation.

The current seminar consists of
six weeks' concentrated lectures.
discussions, reading and book re-
viewing followed by four weeks in
the field. The 15 participants will
travel to William Periera's Irvine
Banch project in southern Califor-
nia. Later they split into five-man
teams, visit Indianapolis, Minneap-
olis, and Pittsburgh. Upon return-
ing to Northwestern, each team
submits a report, to be reviewed
and criticized by leaders of the re-
spective cities who converge on
campus in mid-April.

A Good Foundation: Gradv comes
to this new assignment well pre-
pa-red, particularly by his former
roles as real estate editor and later
urban affairs editor of the Courier-
/ournol. An indication of the high
esteem in which he is held bv col-
leagues is found in Columbio-Jour-

nolism Review, Summer. 1966.
Writing about real estate sections,
Ferdinand Kuhn said:

"Of the papers I have seen, the
outstanding one in the field is the
Louisville Courier-/ournol. Its man-
agement proceeds from the as-
sumption that the changes around
us are too important to be left to
the real estate advertisers and their
handout men. The Courier-/ournol
renamed its real estate section, ac-
curately, "City and Countryside"
and reshaped it. It put the section,
not in charge of a salesman who
is called an editor but under an
urban affairs editor, Grady CIay,
and a building editor, Simpson
Lawson.

"If downtown Louisville has de-
veloped a clutter of light poles,
signs and other ugly street furni-
ture, the Courier-/ournol editors
don't hide it from their readers.
They put it in a feature, with pic-
tures, on the front page of their
City and Countryside section. If
commercial zoning is gobbling too
much residential space, they dip
into this subject too. Their choice
of stories is as wide as the field of
urban design. They dig up exam-
ples, contrasts, ideas applicable to
their city from other cities and
countries."

More than One Hat: Grady's activi-
ties extend far beyond journalism.
He is currently a member of the
Planning Task Force on the Poto-
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mac River Basin and of the newly
created Urban Development Advi-
sory Committee to confer with Sec-
retary Weaver on implementing the
Model Cities program. Upholding
family tradition, wife Nanine is ex-
ecutive secretary of the Citizens
Metropolitan Planning Council at
their home in Louisville.

The Word Is "Evaluation": In his
role as an urban affairs observer
and reporter, Grady calls the
punches exactly as he sees them,
yet he prefers the term "urban eval-
uation" and is a strong supporter of
enlightened architectural criticism.
Speaking of the popular press at a

conference of the Western Moun-
tain Region AIA in Santa Fe last
fall, he declared:

"The architectural profession, i.e.,
that part of it represented by the
AIA, will have to continue its ef-
forts to understand and support a

quality environment whether its
members are in on the deal (get jobs
out of itJ. If there's really 'No Time
for Ugliness,' it's got to cut both
ways; and ugliness committed by
members will have to get the same
rough treatment as ugliness com-
mitted by package dealers and other
nonmembers of the AIA Anti-Ugly
Club."

He also suggested that "the In-
stitute re-examine its rule that pro-
hibits one member from making
any public evaluation of the work
of another."

Responsible fournalists: Grady
made this plea for informed report-
ing and analysis at Northwestern:

"As men and more men move
and live closer together in cities,
they exist-and this applies espe-
cially to journalists-at the inter-
section of many new forces. They
sit, as it were, at the giant switch-
board of life.

"Consequently, the urban jour-
nalist occupies a strategic role and
performs a stragetic function in the
pluralistic society: that of seeing
his society as a whole, of seeking
connections among the many dis-
parate elements of the urban world;
and of creating, by reportorial ex-
pertise and insight, new ideas and
connections. This is a great expan-
sion of the role of the journalist; it
forces him to be a creator as well
as recorder, to comprehend deeply
rather than to collect superficially.
It is a responsible enterprise-to
give meaning to the new citY and to
all who use it."

Grady CIay is doing exactlY that

-and setting the pace for resPon-
sible journalists all over the land.

ROBERTE. KOEHLER
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Vertical struts are anchored to existing facade.

Horizontal members fastened by special clamps. lock into grooves in edge of marble.Horizontal members

HOW丁O REMODEL WI丁 H MARBLE AND SAVE MONEY
The Zibell System Can Ease The Budget Squeeze And Answer Many A Design Problem, Too

It is now completely practical to use marble as thin as %,, on
high-rise buildings, old and new, inside and out. The Zibell
system of special struts and fastenings gives marbre this new
versatility and economy. Designers find it highly useful in re-
modeling work. The System's adaptability to irregular surfaces,
for example, minimizes remedial work on old structures; and its
light weight often can be supported by old footings which might
be overloaded by some of the other popular facing materials.

Get the whole story. write for the new brochure: "THE ZIBELL ANCHORING sysTEM"

the Georgia Marble Gompany
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Each rooftop enclosure conceals up to three DMS units

"Equipment room in the sky"
The futuristic, circular design of this school is repeated in

seven architectural enclosures on the roof. Each enclo-

sure conceals Lennox Direct Multizone System heating/
air conditioning/ventilating equipment for classroom
areas or gymnasium. A low (42tt) silhouette keeps the

DMS hidden.
Spatial flexibility is unmatched' Walls may be moved,

added or eliminated to meet changing needs' The DMS

makes this design possible, through flexible ducts with

movable outlets.
A single DMS unit provides individual room-by-room

control for as many as 12 zones-and is capable of heat-

ing, cooling and ventilating simultaneously.
A ovS can ventilate with 100% outside air' And it cools

free, with outside air, at57"F or below.

It offers a choice of gas, electricity or hot water as the

heat source. Air conditioning can be installed originally'

or added any time.
Whatever you're building-office, school, clinic, apart-

ment, plant-Lennox DMS allows earlier occupancy, more

freedom for alteration'
For information, write Lennox Industries Inc', 114 S'

12th Ave., Marshalltown, lowa.
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Give rne roorns with value

Cive him PACE by Simmons-
he'll appreciate your sagacity

Long-term value. That's what the
College Housing Administrator
wants. And he wants it in rooms
that are both functional and com-
fortable for the students.

So give him new Simmons PACE,
the dormitory furniture designed to
take the hard knocks of a halfback,
yet please the most discerning coed
with its style and liveability.

PACE systems capitalize on
every i nch of floor space, often free-

ing up enough for additional rooms.
Seven standard wardrobes can be

used individually or in a variety of
combinations. They're built to take
abuse and can be assembled by
unskilled laborers in minutes for a
considerable savings in labor costs.

The Wall-a-Bed@, a real space-
saver, can be operated by the tiniest
coed. lt features the famous Beau-
tyrest mattress for full comfort with-
out the need for a box spring.

PACE cabinets, dressers, desks,
bookcases and chairs add even
more versatility to your interior de-
sign. Chests, in Traditional, Con-
temporary or Elite styles, are avail-
able with legs or toe bases-or
without to fit inside wardrobes.

It all adds up to value for the
school and freedom for the archi-
tect,/designer. Ask our representa-
tive for full details. You'll appreciate
his sagacity as well.

CORTRACT D:ViS:ON e mERCHAND:SE MART e cH:cAGO,:LL 60m



Newslines
Kemper Award to Levison;
Purves Lecturer Selected
For New York Convention

Robert H. Levison, FAIA, will re-
ceive the Edward C. Kemper Award
and Dr. H. Marshall Mcluhan will
deliver the Purves Memorial Lec-
ture at the Insitute's May 14-18 na-
tional conventionin NewYork City.

The award, given in memory of
the late Edward C. Kemper who
was Institute executive director
from 1914 to 1948, is given for "sig-
nificant contribution to the Insti-
tute and to the profession of archi-
tecture."

The recepient of the 1967 award
voted by the Board of Directors is
a partner in the Clearwater, Fla.,
firm of Levison & Williams. He has
long been active in public and in
AIA affairs at the chapter, state
and national levels.

Levison Mcluhan

Last July he completed a three-
year term on the Board of Direc-
tors as director of the Florida Re-
gion, and this year he is serving as
chairman of the national Commit-
tee on Chapter Affairs.

Levison has served on Clearwater
and Pinellas County planning and
zoning boards and is in his sixth
year as chairman of the Pinellas
County Contractor's Examining
Board. He is also president of the
Pinellas United Community Fund
and until |uly served as president
of the Clearwater Chamber of Com-
merce.

Levison will be formally received
into the College of Fellows, a life-
time honor that accompanies be-
stowal of the award,

The Purves Lecture in honor of
Edmund Randolph Purves, FAIA,
Institute directorfrom 1949 to 1960,
will follow the inaugural ceremo-
nies on Monday morning fthere will
be no keynote address as suchJ.
Its deliverer, Mcluhan, is a native
of Edmonton, Alberta, and a Pro-
fessor of English at St. Michael's
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College, University of Toronto. He
is known, however, as a philoso-
pher and has been called the
world's first Pop philosopher.

His best-known book is Under-
stonding Media which traces the
shaping of man by the means of
delivery information. An opti-
mistic modernist. he sees the com-
puter as "not merely an extension
of our eyes, like print, but an ex-
tension of our whole nervous sys-
tem." The clash between the old
mechanical age and the new elec-
tronic era is, he has said, the "mo-
ment of truth and revelation from
which new form is born."

Mcluhan, 56, begins in Septem-
ber a one-year occupancy of the
Albert Schweitzer Chair at Ford-
ham University.

The convention and building
products exhibit will be quartered
in the New York Hilton with events
extending to such sites as the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art ffor the
President's ReceptionJ, the Lincoln
Center (for the Host Chapter PartyJ
and the Bowery (for the Student
Party).

The general theme is "The New
Architect." Four theme sessions
will be held-"Education and the
Future of the Profession" on Mon-
day, "Practice" on Tuesday, "De-
sign" on Wednesday and "Technol-
ogy" onThursday. Aworkshop ses-
sion will follow each theme ses-
sion, another departure from last
year's format when workshops
were held concurrently.

The Annual Dinner and Ball will
be held Thursday night and Friday
will be given over to Host Chapter
Tours of schools, housing and of-
fice buildings.

Two business sessions will be
held. They will include a vote on
whether to give a second approval,
as required under Institute bylaws,
to plans to sell the Octagon House
and its garden to The American In-
stitute of Architects Foundation.
The proposal won unanimous ap-
proval at last year's convention.

HUD Information Center
Termed Distinct Success

The Department of Housing and
Urban Development's Community
Development Information Center
will field all questions relating to
housing and urban problems the
department says.

The information center offers di-
rect contact not only with the vari-
ous offices and programs in HUD
but with urban-related activities
elsewhere in the federal govern-
ment. The center seeks, HUD said,
"to save the public both from run-
ning around and from the run-
around." It is located at 1626 K
Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
2041"0. The center, in operation the
past six months, handles some
1,200 visitors and more than 1,500
phone and mail inquiries per month.
HUD Secretary Robert C. Weaver
said it has been so successful he's
thinking of establishing similar cen-
ters in HUD's regional offices.

BRI-BRAB Wedding Is
Off but Interest Lingers

Despite the defeat of a proposal
to merge the Building Research In-
stitute with the Building Research
Advisory Board, BRI will continue
to work toward eventual reunion
with BRAB.

This was the decision reached by
the BRI Board of Directors at a
meeting following last month's
membership vote. The vote showed
298 BRI members favoring merger
and 220 disapproving, sirort of the
two-thirds approval required.

The BRI-BRAB consolidation
proposal called for operation of a
single board of directors after |une
30. All BRI members were to be-
come BRAB associates.

Proponents of the merger had
argued that it would result in better
attendance at conferences, form a
stronger and more unified organi-
zation and provide, according to
spokesmen, "even greater opportu-
nities for our membership to grow
and increase their participation in
the dissemination of building sci-
ence."

Ben H. Evans, AIA, director of
Research Programs for the AIA and
member of BRI's board, following
the board meeting, described what
he termed the "only one real" issue:

"The building industry is frag-
mented enough already and the
fewer orqanizations we have the
better off we'll be. The merger
would have resulted in a more pow-
erful, useful organization much
better able to speak for, and do re-
search for, the industry. At present

Continued on page 77
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五Lll‐electric omce building
means tthigher rentals o o o

better earnings"srys
leasing expert
"f believe the all-electric office building has a
distinct advantage competitively and can demand
and obtain higher rentals resulting in better
earnings than the average standard office building
can produce," says Murray Randell, Director of
Special Leasing for the Chicago firm of Turner,
Bailey and Zoll.

Mr. Randell made this statement in his speech,

"Why I Would Build An All-Electric Office Build-
ing," given at the annual convention of the
National Association of Building Owners and
Managers, of which he is past president.

Mr. Randell points out that "the advantages and

benefits accruing to the owner, manager and

tenants of an all-electric building are numerous

and substantial." He discusses some of these
benefits: cleanliness, more rentable area, better
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light, use of light for heating, efficient temperature
and humidity control. And he points out how these
benefits not only give the building a competitive
advantage now but will prolong the economic life
of the building. He believes that experienee to
date indicates that the operating costs of the all-
electric building are lower than in a conventional
building and cites figures to support his contention.

Because Mr. Randell is an acknowledged expert
in his field, and has no connection with any phase

of the electrical industry, rve believe you will want
to read his speech in full before you plan your next
office building. For a free copy, write: NECA,
National Electrical Contractors Association, 610

Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036.
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introducing
Ander$en Perma-$hield.

Wi ndows
and G:iding Doors:

Anew thirdkind of window
that combines the best of the other two!

*Tradna* oJAndersen Corp. Patmts pnding.



Ali the insulating

value of wood
plus the lifetirne

maintenance
savings Of a rigid

vinyl shield.
Imaeiner zr lirrc of r'vindows ancl glicling rloors rhat cloes
not ncccl painting. Nor scrapinq. )ior rublrir-rq clorvn. \\:ith
an armor-likc' lifctirne finish that u,on't pit. \\'on't tor-
rod<'. \\''or-r't clcn1. Won't r.varlr. f)un't rust. And stub-
bornly rcsists scratc'hing.

With all the insulatir-rg sulterioritv and clirnensional sta-
bilit;' of the bcst qualitt, rvoocl rvindorvs.

11' r'ou can imasinc all that. r'ou alreadr' havc a prcttv
goocl idca lvhzit ncu' Anclcrscn Pcrrna-Shicld \\'inclorvs
ancl Glirling l)oors :rrc like. And I'ou knou' that tl-rey
must bc complctclv difft'r'crrt . . . reallv a nc',v thircl kind
of rr ind,,n .

Ancl r.ou'r-c riqht. Ncu'Anclcrscn Pcrn-ra-Shielcl clools and
winclorvs r:omlrinc lrcatccl wood ancl a tough. durable
shc:rth of rieicl vinvl to clt'ate the nrost rnaintcnancc-I]'ee.
bcst insul:iting. most vers:rtilc winclor,r's cr,<'r.

Tl'rcv'rc idcalll' suitcd to light < on.rnrcrciai. institutional.
and industrial builcling jobs... just ercat for anv lcsi-
dc'ntial application.
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How Permo,Shield Windows &re made
Perrna-Shielcl sash are produccd b1' zrn exclusivt' proccss+
wl'rcre tlrick. off-n'hite rigid r.'in1'l is extrudecl dircctlr'
ovcr a preservativc-treatcd wood core. Mitcrcd corners
are rveldcd . . . sealine out all rveathcr forcver.

Frames are produccd by bonding prcformed rigid vinylx
to the wood membcrs using a spgcial, long-iifc adhesivc.
Preforming eliminates joints at corners of frames.
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In any kind of wall, any kind of construction,
Andersen Perma-Shield Windows will orove to be
the most versatile windows ever.

Then, once the stainless-steel hinges and special finish
operator, and locks are installed, there's just not much
to go wrong . . . nor require maintenance. In the remote
possibility of a puncture, readily available vinyl filler
seals the hole instantly.

E xc ep tional w e ather ti ghtne s s

Wood, a natural insulator, and vinyl, an engineered
insulator, work together to minimize heat loss, control
condensation and sweating.
And, the rigid vinyl can be manufactured to the same
close tolerances that for 35 years have made Andersen
the most weathertisht window unirs.

Full range of styles ond sizes
Perma-Shield window units come in casement, aw.ning
and fixed types, as singles or multiples . . . 26 basic sizei
in- all. Gliding doors are available in three sizes, with
left- and right-hand opening doors (see next page).
But why leave everything to your imagination? Why not
go and see the new Andersen Perma-Shield line at your
lumber dealer or distributor's showroom? Let him dem-
onstrate all the features that sive Perma-Shield oroducts
all the advantases of the othir two.

PERFORIUIANCE-PROVED ON I,OOO UNTTS coast-to_coast on bothresidential and commercial jobs like this one. During the past dyears, these rigid vinyl/wood windows have been exbosed to all
envtronments, every climate...the harshest testins conceivable.Inert vinyl sheath remained problem-free even unier the most
severe salt-air conditions.
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W Andersen Corporation
BAYPORT,卜

`INNESOTA 55003
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f Please arrange a demonstration in my office.

f, Please rush complete installation details on the full line
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HIGH IMPACT RESISTANCE is proved
in this dramatic demonstration . . .
pointing up the armor-like shielding
of rigid vinyl over a treated wood cdre.
Rigid vinyl adds little to the total
weight of window.
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$tyled and sized for every
residential and Gommercial design
requirement!
CASEMENT

輻祠囮飩厖趙胚趙
轟閾[蟄
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PER MA‐ SHIELD CASEMENT
VERTICAL DETAIL

GLIDING D00R
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Andersen
\{fndowalls*

Window BeaulY is Andersen
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BRI needs a research arm, some-
thing it has not been able to mus-
ter, and BRAB needs a conference
forum, which is why BRI was cre-
ated as an arm of BRAB in the first
place." BRI is an offshoot of BRAB.

Among those who opposed the
merger was Robert P. Darlington,
AIA, a practicing architect, a past
technical director of BRI and a for-
mer BRAB affiliate. In a letter to
BRI members, Darlington said nei-
ther the implications of the merger
nor alternatives to it had been
thoroughly explored.

Opponents made other obiec-
lions lo the proposal, but to Evans
the overriding consideration was
that through merger there was a
chance "to build something more
creative and useful."

Wills of Stephen Curriers
Give Millions to Taconic

The wills of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen R. Currier provided for the
distribution of $eO million, two-
thirds of this to the Taconic Foun-
dation.

This enables the foundation to
make about a million dollars a vear
in grants. Taconic grants last year
totaled $2.4 million.

A Taconic spokesman said all
1967 commitments will be met but
that "we don't know just yet what
policies will continue after 1962."

Manhattan Surrogate's Court,
where the will was filed, was also
asked to declare the Curriers dead.
The couple and a pilot disappeared
Jan. 1,7 during a chartered plane
flight between Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.

Stephen Currier was 36; Audrev
Currier was 33. They were notabll
for using their wealth and energies
for the causes they embraced. The
$30 million indicated by the wills-
the distribution of *hich also in-
cluded the Curriers' three children
and causes other than the Taconic

understood to be a small
fraction of their wealth.

They established the Taconic
Foundation in 195B to deal in the
area of civil rights, Later Currier
formed Urban America as his in-
terests turned to the problems of
the Iarge cities, and Ur6an America
became one of the foundation's
dozens of grant beneficiaries.

The Woshinglon Post termed the
loss of the hard-working Currier
a "severe blow" to Urban America.
C. McKim Norton, the Urban Amer-

Contjnued on poge 79

Double Vinyl Seals

Extruded Aluminum
Edge Strips

One
Quiet
Secret
of the

Operable Classroonr. Wall
When the lncomparable 380 is locked in place, the aluminum edge
strips and the double vinyl seals help complete a sound barrier
ideal for most classroom applications . . . certified by the National
School Supply and Equipment Association to have a sound trans-
mission rating of Class E. The combination of extruded aluminum
edge strips and the double vinyl seals is just one "secret" of
the R-W 380, the superior wall for schools.

There are many more. For instance, the 380 is all mechanical in
operation-no motors, no electricity, no pneumatics, no hydraulics,
no floor bolts or fixtures. A 90-lb. teacher can open or close a
complete wall in less than 30 seconds.

At left, the 380 is being moved quickly
and effortlessly-it rides free on sealed
ball bearing hangers, virtually elimina-
ting friction. There's nothing quite like
the Incomparable 380 for classroom
f lexibility.

To find out the complete story, write
for Catalog F-266.

HUpp
CORPO日 ATI口 N

RICHARDS―WiLCOX DiViSION
THIRD STREET ・  AURORA,ILL:NOIS 60507

For more technical data, circ:e 221 on infOrmation card
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LGN
for modern door control

S

Dgtail at head for LCN ovsrhead concealed closer
shown in photograph

Main points of the LCN
5010 OP door closer:

I Principal mechanism is hidden in the
head frame
2 Double lever arm provides maximum
power to overcome winds and drafts
3 Closer supplies efficient, full rack-and-
pinion, two-speed control of the door
4 Easily adjustable general speed, latch
speed, back-check and spring power (may
be increased 50ft)
5 Fully hydraulic, with highly stable fluid
giving uniform operation over a wide range
of high and low temperatures
6 Available in regular, hold-open and fusi-
ble link release arm styles

Full description on request
or see Sweet's 1967, Sec. 16elLc

LCN CLOSERS, PRtI{CETOl{, tLL[{OtS
A Dlvlslon ol Sch|rg€ Lock Company

Canada: LCN Closers of Canada, Ltd.
P.O, Box 100, Port Credit, Ontario

PHOTO: Indiana University Extension, Kokomo, Indiana;
Daggett-Naegele & Associates, Inc,, Architects

Newslines f rom poge 77

ica vice president, called it "a great
Ioss to the whole planning move-
ment."

Currier was Urban America's
president.

The organization is budgeted
through 1968, a spokesman said. It
receives funds from a number of
sources.

AIA's Cowling Resigns;
Hollenbach Is Successor

Robert f. Cowling, AIA, director
of Technical Programs for the In-
stitute, has resigned to head the
architectural department of the
Perkins & Will Partnership in
White Plains, N. Y.

Executive Director William H.
Scheick, FAIA, said Cowling will
be suceeded by Thomas R. Hollen-
bach, AIA, who for the past year
has served the Institute as assistant
director of Governmental Affairs.

During his four years on the In-
stitute staff, Cowling coordinated
the editorial board on preparation
of a Comprehensive Design Man-
ual for Roof Systems and served
as editor of the new Uniform Svs-
tem for Construction Specifications,
Data Filing & Cost Accounting.

Prior to joining the staff, Cowling,
who is registered in Illinois, was
assistant planner for the Rockford/
Winnebago County [Ill.) Planning
Commission, operated his own ar-
chitectural practice in Rockford,
and was project architect in the
Rockford offices of Knowland, Lis-
ton & Smith; John J. Flad & Asso-
ciates, and Allen, Patton & Bates.
He received his Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in architectural engi-
neering, cum laude, from the
University of Illinois in 19b1.

Hollenbach is a 1958 graduate of
the Pennsylvania State University
where he received a Bachelor of
Architecture degree. Registered in
Pennsylvania, he served for six
years in the Lewisburg, Pa., office
of Malcolm A. Clinger, AIA.

Hollenbach will staff the Com-
mission on Architectural Design
as well as several committees,

Economic Census for'67
May Include Architects

The US Census Bureau is consid-
ering the inclusion of architectural
and engineering firms in its 1967
Economic Census.

Continued on page 24

on information cardく Circle 301
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All Kawneer Sealair Windows Exceed
Industry Standards For Weathering Perfomance!

Before your firm specifies another window, read this comparison of window
performance in Static Pressure Chamber tests against water and air infiltration.

UNMATCHED WEATHERING PERFORMANCE MADE POSSIBLE
BY KAWNEER'S EXCLUSiVE PRESSURE EQUALiZATION SLOT,JOINERY AND ENGlNEERING.

Sealair Projected Windows are watertight, even
when subjected to 4-inch rain and winds of 100
mph. That's 774% better than Industry Standards
at twice the amount of water spray required for
lndustry 7ests. In air infiltration tests, the Sealair
Projected was 75QVo better, with only O.2O cfm
leakage versus the lndustry Standard of O.5O cfm.I With Sealair windows, building interiors are free
of drafts, reducing loads on heating and cooling
systems . . . and free of dust, reducing cleaning
expense. I What accounts for this far better than
standard performance in projected, casement, top-
hinged and double hung windows by Kawneer? An
ingenious pressure equalization slot that keeps
pressure within window sections equal to that out-
side the building. Hence, no siphoning action . , .
no leakage. I Choose the finish that's best for

your design. 204R1 Alumilite is standard. Or you
can add warmth by specifying a tPermanodic hard
color in light bronze, medium bronze or black.
These optional hard color finishes are non-fading
and abrasion-resistant. t Write for complete in-
formation. Address Kawneer Products Informa-
tion, 11O5 N. Front St., Niles, Michigan.

*flademark of Kawn@r Co., Inc.
@1966, Kawnser Co., lnc.

l(awncer Company, Inc., a Subsidiart of lmcrican llrtel Climar, Inc.
Niles, Michigan . Richmond, Calilornia . Atlanta, Georgia
Eloomsburg, Penn. . Kawneer Company Canada, Ltd., Toronto

贔 蝦鵬
(翻鍬駄 :ご需l::1群3酬i柵;a耐

.°W"Waer
LONG BAR INDICATES BETTER PERFORMANCE

RATE OF AIR I‖ F:LTRAT10‖

‖」γ響Iど,mderT:盟
出出品%鵬T喫

SHORT BARINDiCATES BETTER PERFORMANCE

100 mph winds.Tested in 4 inch rain

rrtl
35 mph winds. Tested in 2 inch rain.

78 mph winds. Tested in 4 inch rain

35 mph winds Tested in 2 inch rain.

78 mph winds. Tested in 4 inch rain.

35 mph winds.Tested in 2 inch rain

55 mph winds. Tested in 4 inch rain.

| | | |
35 mph winds.Tested in 2 inch rain.

SL!DING

35 mph winds. Tested in 4 inch rain.

lltrrltl
35 mph winds. Tested in 2 inch rain.

50 mph winds. Tested in 2 inch rain.lltr
ltll

50 mph winds. Tested in 2 inch rain-

For more technical data, circle 249 on information card AIA JOURNAL/MARCH 1967 21



the most exciting ideas take shape in plyrrood



whirlpool Emplovees credit Union Building, st. Joseph, Mich /Edward R. Duffield, Architect/Holland construction co., contractor/plywood components corp., Fabricator

The jaunty cap on this glass-walled office building is a
plywood radial folded plate. Its use here proves the
versatility of the design idea, more often seen in the
august context of churches and public buildings. This
plywood roof cost less than any alternative and went
up faster. Besides saving money, radial folded plates
give large clear-span interiors because no center sup_
ports are needed. For more about this and other time_
saving, high-strength plywood building systems, send
for the new, free booklet "plywood Construction Sys_
tems." We're at Tacoma, Wash. 9g401 (USA onlv).

For more technical data, circle 2S6 on information card
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It's more practical, too . . . reflects light and heat far
better than slag or gravel . . . non'porous to defy dirt and

smoke, to wash clean and stay bright indefinitely'
Lime Crest Roofing Spar is accepted for maximum bonding

by roofing manufacturers and contractors ' ' ' contains

aimost no fines . . . often costs less than other white

aggregates.
Unfortunately no photograph can do it iustice " ' let us

send you a samPle that will.

メ

ト

Ｍ

Ｉ

Limestone Products Corporation of America
Newton, New JerseY

Please send me a sample of Lime Crest Roofing Spar'

NAME TITLE

FIRM NAME

ADDRESS

ゴ
≪
嚇
が
ヽ
都州場
ヽ

For mote technical data, circle 257 on infotmation card

For more technical data, circle 258 on information cat
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Representatives of the AIA, the
Consulting Engineers Council and
the National Society of Profes-
sional Engineers have been nego-
tiating with bureau officials on the
content of the census question-
naire.

By Iaw, response to such surveys
is mandatory. So efforts of the Pro-
fessional organizations have been
aimed at making the information
obtained through the census as

meaningful as possible to the Pro-
fessions as well as to the bureau.
Efforts have also been directed to-
ward selecting and shaPing ques-
tions least burdensome to respond-
ents.

Questions concerning the dollar
value of projects handled' the
kinds of projects, the tYPes of
clients and the organization and
personnel breakdown of the firms
will be asked, according to the ten-
ative format.

Negotiations with the bureau
continued as representatives of the
professional organizations, at the
bureau's request, furnished ques-
tions they considered material and
least imposing on Practitioners'
time. The questions were well re-
ceived by the bureau and were
taken under review.

The census will embrace other
segments of the construction indus-
try-general building contractors'
highway construction, heavY con-
struction, special trade contractors
and subdividers and develoPers.

It will be carried out in 1968 al-
though some samPling maY be done
this Jummer to test the workability
of questions.

If will mark the first time since
1939 that the construction industry
has been part of an economic
census.

Plea of Chicago ChaPter:
Time for Sound Planning
In McCormick Rebuilding

A hunied decision to rebuild
Chicago's McCormick Place exPo-
sition hall, burned out Jan. 16'
would be "a tragedY unexceeded
bv even the fire itself."

This was told Chicago's Metro-
politan Fair & Exposition Authority
tv D. Coder TaYlor, President of
the Chicago ChaPter AIA, who
urged time for sound planning. I-n a

let-ter to the authority a week after
the fire, TaYlor said the chaPter
strongly opposed the original de-
cision io Uulta tfre hall on the edge

of Lake Michigan.
Continued on Poge 28



Wanta b∝
to lktt ire
sound control problems?

\6tne looking at it!
Georgia-Pacific has put beauty, sound and fire control into one wall,
The G-P Gold crest* paneling is just the flrst rayer of a great new idea in
wall construction, Underneath, there's a layer of G-P Bestwall@ Sound Deadenino
Board, lt's earned an STC rating of 4b, Then, there's a layer of G-p Bestwall
Firestop* to earn you the best flre rating, Together, these three G-P products give
you a wall with beauty, sound and flre control all in onel About the
Gold Crest paneling, The vertical channels are one-half inch wide, Just insert
colored tape, fabric or even tiles to match any decor. Cost? Less than you think,
About $90 for an B'x 12' wall, Not bad for such a beautiful cover uo,

A ciEcrFrctA-pAcrFrc f -.,.= GR'\NTH coMpANy MOREl)〉



B common sense reasons
to use G-Pwall components!

3-Way Benefits. There's G-P paneling with
warm beauty that really impresses clients, G-P
Bestwall@ Sound Deadening Board gives you
sound control without combustible materials
that hinderflre ratings. In addition, G-P Bestwall
Firestop" is reinforced with glass flbers for
strength and an excellent fire rating.

2%″ STEIL.STUDS

%″ FlRESTOP X
APPLlED VERT:CALLY

%″ GYPSuM SouND
DEADE腱 ING 80ARD
APPtiED‐ V=RTICALL

2%″ STEEL TRACK

C‐P PANELING

Durable. G-P hardwood panels are all protected
with our famous Acryglas@ flnish that takes'17
individual steps to apply, lt looks like a hand-
rubbed oil flnish, but is so tough you can't faze
it with fingernail polish remover or alcohol,
Smudges from dirt, grease, hair oil, food and
crayons whisk away with a damp cloth,

Beauty. You can offeryourclientsthe authentic
beauty of real wood for a very low price, Prices
start at just $11,20 for a 4' x8' panel,

Easy Installation. Hardwood plywood panels,
G-P Besiwall Sound Deadening Board and Fire-
stop all come in large easy-to-handle panels,
Just fasten them in place, step by step,

Selection. G-P has the biggest selection of
styles and finishes in the business for you and
your clients. Over 1 15 different hardwood panels
in all!

Versatile. The selection of grains, colors, tex-
tures, styles and price range enables you to flt
virtually every taste, decor and budget.

Minimum Maintenance. G-P paneling re-
q u ires very little attention, lt resists scuffs, stains
and abrasions, This means less maintenance
costs for your commercial clients,

Atmosphere. G-P Hardwood paneling lends
dignity, warmth and charm to a room ' ', gives
oftlces, reception rooms and apartments an

atmosphere of elegance,

lnlaid*: Looks like the work of a master crafts-
man. You have a choice of four hardwood com-
binations,., all inlaid by hand! Style lVx: A
new paneling designed especially for men ! The
grooves are 4 inches apart. This effect used to
call for custom carpentry, Chateau*: Wide
grooves give the wall a deeper, more solid look!
Choice of 32 beautif u I hardwood plywood panels

nrices stari at iust $1 1'20 for a 4' x B' panel'
' ' ' v,,vvv vr$' r e\ Jr

!.e! il.r.! T,trr,.r, -G.orr. 
Pa:1. Co/'r.r.io'

麗幸｀ GE口 RGIA― PAEIFttC
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Send me the 1967 G-P Paneling Catalog !

Send more information about G-P
Bestwall Firestop !

Send more information about G-P Bestwall
Sound Deadening Boardl

PHONE

NAME

FRM

ADDRESS

CITY

N4ail to: Georciia-Paciflc Corporation, Paneling Dept,
Commonwealth Buildi n g, Portland, Oregon 97204

STAT[     ZIP CODE

丁 HE GROWTH COMPANY



An outomoted pulp mill on wheels.
Driven to o forest site, it sends out
remote control sotellites to fell trees.
convert logs, ond send bock wood
chips for the mill to process. The
entire operotion hondled by iust three
men: o timbering superintendent,
plont process supervisor, ond o quolity
control chemist.

Futuristic perhops, but not os for off
os you might think. In foct, the
strikingly different ceiling olreody
exists. You presently hove o choice of
three distinct Armstrong Luminoire
Ceiling Systems to help solve todoy's
problems os well os iomorrow's.
Why o Luminqire Ceiling System?
First, freedom of design ond the

flexibility to creote on olmost
limitless number of innovotive,
dromotic ceiling loyouts. Then you
hove the convenience of o single
instollotion thot combines lighting,
distribution o{ oir, ocousticol control,
ond roted fire protection.

Economics odd other good reosons
for Luminoire. As o single, totolly
integroted system performing mony
functions, it con be instolled ot costs
thot frequently sove money over
conventionol methods. For onv
desired level of light, your Luminoire
System needs fewer lomps ond bollosts.
Lower initiol requirements meon
fewer replocement units. And, your
ceiling will operote on less wottoge.
Luminoire provides completely
uniform, droft-f ree oir distribution ot

%イ

rotes from I to 5 cfm per squore
foot. lt lights onywhere from 30 to
well over 200 fc. All this with
superior ocousticol control.
Such o functionol, striking ceiling wos
inevitoble. But you don't hove to
woit for the future. lnstollotion
instructions, opplicotion-engineering
doto, ond guideline specificotions
con be yours for the osking.
Ask Armstrong, 4203 Soge Street,
Loncoster, Penno. 17604. Or for more
technicol doto, circle 211 on
informotion cqrd.
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He noted the chapter's opposi-
tion to more recent plans to extend
the hall southward along the lake
and he added: "The situation cre-
ated bv the recent fire at Mc-
Cormick Place does not alter our
opposition, in principle, to the
placement of this huge building on
the lakefront."

Taylor said the chapter's posi-
tion stems from "our professional
judgment that the lakefront is not
a proper site for such a facility in
terms of sound planning princi-
ples."

The building of nearly a half-
million square feet, erected in 1960
at a cost of $+o million, contained
no sprinkler system but had a tem-
perature-activated fire alarm. The
blaze broke out in bitter cold and
firemen used blowtorches to trY to
thaw frozen hydrants but were fi-
nally forced to draw water from
the lake.

Days after the blaze the archi-
teclural firm of C. F. MurPhv &

Associates was commissioned bY
the authority to develop plans for
the reconstruction of the hall on
the present site. And MaYor Rich-
ard f. Daley apPointed a L2-mem-

McCormick Place. after the fire.

ber committee to determine the
cause of the fire, lo suggest how
future occurrences can be pre-
vented and to recommend building
code revisions. Samuel Lichtmann,
FAIA, a member of the committee,
said the report should be ready
about May 1.

The chapter in its oPPosition to
the planned expansion of McCor-
mick PIace ioined forces with the
newly formed Fedcration of OPen
Lakefront to fight further intrusion
on the lakefront.

The authority in announcing
nlans to rebuild on the site said
inrrl.on"" terms and salvage oP-
portunities rlictated the decision
and added that the site has Proven,
in its estimation, satisfactory and
popular.

The first International Con-
tract Exposition & Congress,
scheduled to be held March 20-
22 at Ihe Merchandise Mart
and McCormick Place, was
postponed because of the fire.
W. O. Ollman, the Mart's
general manaller, said other fa-
r;ilities were sought-even in-
flatable structures were con-
siclerecl-but that the task of
holdine to the March dates
was "insurmountable." He
askt:cl those interested in at-
ier.rdinu thc event to "await our
furthcr ittrttounceme nt coll-
celnit-tg ucw tlates.

A/r, TALI(-A-PFIONE
t J v'-

HOME INTERCOM-RADIO SYSTEM
Fulty Transistorized, Everyone. in the family will enjoy the comfort, convenience, and

lJii, of rnind this system piovides..From any room in the house you can . . .
. Listen'in on baby' children' or slcK room'
o Answer outside hoors without opening door !9 strangers'
r Talk to anyone-upstairs and.downstairs' inside-and out'.
. i"ioviuUi6 in-eveiy room withthe.simple flick-of-a-switch' .

Distinctively st'ieri. eeautiiuif V fii'i.t "J 
i" richty blended gold, polished and satin silver

6;;;. E;;iiy iilliireo in inv'riijme, Built-in dnd surfac-e-mounted models available'

TALK-A-PHoNE . . . ,,Has Everything. Does Everything." The accepted standard of qualitv and

dependaoilitv in Intercommunication tor over a third-ot-a-century'

tntercom For Apartment House. Provides
instant and direct 2-way conversation between
irw Apartment and Vestibules-in buildings
of 

-any 
size. Greater periormance with these

excluiive Talk-A-Phone f eatures: ' Ample
volume without "boom" . Automalic privacy '
inoiviouat votu me selection for each apartment
o Built-in Buzzer.

tntercom For Oflice and Industry' Saves

it'ousuna" of man-hours, simplilies oJlice
routine. Distinctively styled, ruggedly built to
withstand continuous day and night use'
From 2-station systems to elaborate installa-
tions, you can do it better and more econonlr-
iirtv *ittt Talk-A-Phone. Pavs lor itsell manv

times over.

Tavlol offered on behalf of the
chapier the services of an advisory
group of architects to assist in de-
velorrment of a long-range plan for
the McCormick Place area and the
desisn of a new convention facility.

He recoenized the need to avoid
"undue de1ay" in the creation of
a conveution facility for Chicago
but said it was "absolutely impera-
tive" the architects commissioned
to design the new hall be given
"acleouale tirne to consider all re-
lated aspects of this comPlex de-
sign ancl engineeriug problem."-He 

urged consideration of the
Ccrtrlinued on Page 32

€e^"A' 6.14.7^9L
Dept. Al'l I

TALK-A-PHONE CO.' qqilL Kedzie Ave.,Chi 1:‖ nois 60625
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highest quality lighting at lowest costs per room
- - -_I"r" is an inspired new product concept from
Miller - a suspended luminaire room system that
provides its owner with iltumination oJ highest quality
at louest cosls. A true \IALUE, System_800 assures
you of unsurpassed seeing comfort and economv.
regardless of room lighting level desired. Balanced
lighted appearance, and clean shallow lines comple_
ment functional performance.

The unique light distribution and high utilization
of lamp output resulting from Svstem_800 fixture
design, make this system particularly suitable for

school, o{fice, and public areas.

The cost savings you can realize are exciting. Initial
equipment, installation, owning and operating costs
are all lower than for other systems with which
System-800 may be compared on a per room basis.
For instance, you can now save up to 24/son initial
equipment cost alone!
For complete, factual information on the perforrnance,
economic advantages, and convenience of installa_
tion and maintenance of VALUE SYSTEM_80O

- send for our illustrated 4-color brochure todav.

轟L:
∵轟議罵鮮,

THE miller coupANy . MERtDEN, coNN. o UTiCA,OH:o o MARTIN,TENN.



Ancient Egypt s grcat sun god Ra

When it comes to heating and cooling,

a Thermopane cost analYsis

is probably more reliahle than Ra

Analysis is made while your building
is on the boards. When all factors
are considered, You maY find that
you can save considerably bY using

Thermopane@ insulating glass instead

of single glazing. On the other
hand, maYbe the analYsis will show
you won't. The Point is, You'll know'

30 AIA JOURNAL/MARCH 1S67

lf you wish a cost analYsis for anY

building on Your boards, get in
touch with Your local L'O'F
representative. He is PrePared to
work with you, or Your mechanical

engineer, in selecting the most
economical tYPe of glass on the
basis of your Plans. Give him a

phone call. LibbeY'Owens'Ford
blass CompanY, Toledo, Ohio 43624'

蟷岬唸癬u:lly L000ゴ
makes            C
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The main lower levelfloor in the busy Sears store at Richmond Mall, Cleveland, is beautiful, economi-
cal, long-lasting terrazzo . . made with Medusa White as the matrix. The unduplicated whrteness
of Medusa White, used white or tinted, sets off and enhances the marble chips of lerrazzo for pat-
terns and colors that never fade. Terrazzo's non-slip surface does not indent and requires lit|e or no
matntenanceovertheyears.Askyourterrazzo contractoraboutMedusaWhiteforcolorful terrazzo
or write P. O. Box 5668, Cleveland, Ohio 44i01 for data.

『 v日 EDusz亜 、 PoRttLAND CEMENtt COMttNY
White & Gray P0rtland cements ' White, Gray & cust0m Color Masonry cements . chemc0mp Shrinkage.Compensating cement
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“

D訓 わnAs∝ は ,い dmd Genelal Cont‐
…

wm%釧 d qua Bttdprslnc C eve and Terrazzo COntractor:O A Bertn Co,c eve and owner‐ Developer of Richrnond Ma‖ :Edward J DeBarto o CO votJngstown
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Haws gives you a
world of design
possibilities. . .

HAWS Model 7R
aluminum
wall fountain

Consider the exceptional elliptical design

of Haws Model 7R cast Tenzaloy alumi-
num wall fountain. It's a standout in any

setting, yet projects only 13V2" from the
wall. Durable? The finish is permanent-
hard anodized to an abrasion-resistant,

muted bronze color. And both fountain
head and push-button valve assembly are

vandal-proof. Write today for detailed
information, available in the free Haws
catalog. HAWS DRINKING FAUCET
COMPANY, l44l Fourth Street, Berke-
ley, California 947I0.

ff ir,t',tl]'. #i, J lt'ilil 3.l?1.':1.',tl*,i'il '*,li ffi€ m =^
f:ffi'':i:fflf'ff1'I:ll?,i:;T'i:l'lxll.;l'li: \ u E*
ment; and dental fountaini cuspidor units. \---JZ ty I I

For more technical data, circle 235 on information card
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"total area" including Burnham
Park and contiguous acreage to the
west and the use of air rights over
the Illinois Central Railroad.

The Federation for Open Lake-
front also urged investigation of
other sites and contended that in-
surance terms can be negotiated'

The federation favors reconsid-
eration of the exposition hall de-
sign submitted in 1956 by Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe. The grouP
called the design architecturally
superb and said it would provide
a "scenic identification" for Chi-
cago, similar to that of Bertrand
Goldberg's Marina Towers.

AIA Cites Baltimore
For Its Charles Center

Baltimore. for its downtown com-
mercial, cultural and residential
complex called Charles Center, is
the 22nd city to receive an Institute
"Citation for Excellence in Commu-
nity Architecture."

The project was nominated bY

the Baltimore Chapter AIA, iudged
bv a iury of nationallY known ar-

"hit"itr 
Lnd approved-bY the AIA

Board of Directors'
"One of the pioneer efforts in

team design and in the rebuilding
of the heart of the citY," the jurY
called it. Jurors, imPressed with
Charles Center's total design in-
cluding graphics, textures and
works of art, termed the Project
"narticularlv of interest in view of
the compleiities, densitY and time
scale involved."

The award was Presented at last
month's annual conference of the
Middle Atlantic Region in Williams-
burg, Va., bY Institute President
Charles M, Nes jr.' FAIA.

Second Transit Conference
Set for'Transit CaPital'

Mass transit Problems and Poten-
tials will be explored again in Pitts-
bureh at the iecond International
ConJerence on Urban TransPorta-
tion.

The first such conference, held
in February of 1966 under the aus-
pices of th-e Pittsburgh gouncil for
iJrban Transportation, drew nearly
1,300 registrints and considerable
acclaim.

Leland Hazard, chairman of the
rapid transit committee of the Alle-
gheny County [Pa.] Port AuthoritY,

Continued on Poge 36



Select control to best meet your traffic or installation needs.
FOR GENERAL USAGE BY ALL TRAFFIC
Where traffic is heavy and door is opened and closed with no
conscious effort by pedestrians, ldeal for general public or where
traffrc is carrying articles or is preoccupied.

MAT CONTROL. Traff ic can be one-way or two-way. Door opens
and closes as person passes through ; a maximum degree of safety
and control (zone control) is realized.

PHOTO CONTROL. Same condilrons, but where sanitary, sterility,
heavy wheel traffic, orfloor conditions do not permit mat controt.
Traffic can be one-way or two-way.

FOR SELECTIVE USAGE BY TRAFFIC
Traff ic is familiar with method of operation, mus{ make a conscious
effort to operate; not intended for general public use. For one-wav
or two-way traffic.

DIRECT SWITCHING. Door opens when switch is operated and
closes only when switch is operated again. Door can be left ooen.
Swirches can be tap, pull cord, etc. Only two switches used.
MULTIPLE SWITCHING. Same principle as direct switching, but
multiple switches at multiple locations permit door control from
any number of locations. Door can be left open, Switches can be
tap, pull cord, etc.

1駿
I=習 NORTONう るんぁた

TOwNL鴨
尋IP増。Rttg量。9諜 IR「 62yS°

N

! Please send me complele details on Norton Automatic Door Operators,
f] Please have your representative call.

Il l'd also like to haye a demonstration in mv office.

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

DELAYED-CLOSING. Door opens when switch is operated and
remains open for a chosen length of time, then closes automati-
cally. Delay can be adjusted at the operator. Assures door closing.
May be controlled from multiple switching locations.

1127

DOOR OPERATORS
AIA‐ 37
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Beauty that endures
Geiling of the Pantheon, A. D. 12O -124,,
reign of the Emperor Hadrian.

Dlmenrlonal Depth In Llghllng rre
Conwed Modulux syslem is drcmatic, lt's
designed to reduco room noise, while the
double panel lighting diflusers hide dust -
cut maintenance costs. ldeal lor entirc ceil-
ings ot bays.

E tlcfent Alr Dlrtributlon conwod ventitat-
ing Grid is lhe newest ol the Conwed ven-
tilating systems. ,t teatures a continuous
ventilating channel that is unobtrusive and
conceals light leaks lrom above, lt is com-
patible with standatd susporded ceiling di-
mensions,

Unusual Design and Lighting Etfects /r ls
posslb/e to crcate a variety ot vaulted ceiting
designs with the new Conwed Co-planer
suspension grid, tighting fixturcs, and Lo-
Tone ceiling board.

Design for Enduring Beauty with Conwedu Ceiling Products 
$1"'rg_"",]"J#n:"r:ff :iir:rff:i;,rili

The dome of the Pantheon is a classic example of a ceiling that combines several lomation and'sampies are avlitable lrom
functions. The 28-foot diameter opening in the crown achieves both liqhtino and your Lo-Tone and Conwed prcducts rcprc-
ventilation with integrated beauty. sentetive ot acoustical contnctot. To get

Today, a designer using conwed ceiring products can accomprish a 
yout next iob rolling " ' iust giva us a call'

***fl**#fiiffi;Hffiffij G con*nred
design tile from the conwed product line. They have blended ceiling design with proper wooD coryERstot{ compaltylighting... and with the desired acoustical properties for this particular application. First Nation;r Bank Buitding,st.paut,Minnesota 551ol

For more technical data, circle 226 on information card AIA TOURNAL/MARCH 196Z 3b



to select any piece of equipment for

testing is one of the most important elements
of ARI's Unitary Certification Program.*

iutop tot"to-'--d. to e)'^r t\1-

--*T"s*ffiffi$;'

=ii"ttlt*-ti*::ll'.::"r*tequtpro,en\ '|llrt'r-_-- t\r!\atX -- -

Ttettotrsanoe \}frql.L ---
ヽ aヽnttaras.

パゞ D゛
枷

Random testing is only one element in the program. Others: Each
manufacturer must rate his units in standard British thermal
units per hour (Btuh), and submit to ARI engineers all
specifications and test data on all new models. After evaluating
this information, ARI engineers select about one-third of each
manufacturer's basic models for testing each year. Electrical
Testing Laboratories conducts .rigorous tests to find out if
equipment will perform dependably and if it will
produce the capacity claimed.

If equipment fails any of the tests, the manufacturer must derate it,
improve it, or withdraw it. If not, he loses the right to display
the ARI Seal on any of his equipment.

There are teeth in the ARI
Certification Prognm.
The ARI SeaI protects you
and your customets.
't'Tlrc ARI Unitary Certification Program
covers more than 90 percent ol all air
condition|rs and heat pumps with a rated
capacity of up to 135,000 Btah.

んだ勧働勧姥 ″ごJd懃囲 rli10rrrsr」 ilere

1815N.Fort Myer Dr市e,Arington,Va.22209
For more technical data, circie 251 on information card
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is chairinan of the April 17‐ 19 ses‐

slon in the Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel.

Numerous Pittsburgh concerns
already are established producers
of transit system equipment and
Hazard said the conference is de‐
signed, in part, to focus attention

on Pittsburgh as the“ transit capital

ofthe world."

Canty Heads lnfornlation
Center of Urban America

Donald Canty, managing editor
of ArchitecturaI Forum, has been
named director of the Urban lnfor―
mation Center, the editorial and
pubhshing office of Urban AIner‐
ica,Inc.

The center is to be a central
gathering point for information on
urban affairs and a means of getting

this infOrmation to those whOse
decisiOns shape the urban environ‐

ment,according to llVillianl L.Slay‐

ton, executive vice president of
Urban America,Inc.

Canty was public information di―
rector ofthe AIA before loining the

Forunl sta∬ five years ago.He was
editor Of the magazine Western
Architect and Engineer prior to
conling to the lnstitute.

Necrology

ROBERT L.CORSBIE
Ossining,N・ Y.

KENT CRANE
Manchester Center,Vt.

LEWVIS E.CR00K
Atlanta,Ga.

EDVVARD FRENCH
Austin,Tex.

CHARLES S.GREENW00D
Bethlehem,Pa.

ALBERT E.IVES
Honolulu,Hawaii

F.JANO IACKLEY
Baltimore,Md.

DUANELYMAN
Bural。,N.Y.

IAMES B.LYNCH
Wilnlington,N.C.

ARTHUR A.WEIDNER
01ney,Md.

NIAURICE E.VVITMER
Portsmouth,N.H.

Members Emeritus

VVILLIAM I I CHASE
Atlanta,Ca.

ARLINGTON T.HARDELL
Atlanta,Ga.

FREDERICK WV.MONCKMEYER
Nantucket,Mass.

ARTHUR E.NUTTER
Houston,Tex.



Now, wirh Modv/iloors you poy only for the corpef you
get ond you get only whot you need: size, color, fiber, density,
bocking, cushioning. And qt lower instqltotion costs.

Modu/Floors is corpet mode to your blueprints, consiructed
to your specif icotions. To meet your troff ic, environment, imoge,
moinienonce, humidity ond budget requirements.

Monufoctured in modulor widths. Custom mode-ol no
premium price.

Forget corpet by the yord. Forget corpet by the fiber.
Modu,/Floors is corpet by the lob. For the iob. To do the job.
Any size job.

Better believe ii. lt con sove you I0% or more.

Show us your blueprints. We'll show you how Modu/Floors
works to give you o superior instollotion in every woy.
And sove you money doing it.

Hold everything until you get the full story. Moil coupon now.

Commerciql Corpet Corporolion
l0 West 33rd Street

New York, New York '10001 Dept. AIA-3

Attention: Mr. Wolter Brooks

! Pleose send me complete informotion obout Modu,/Floors

! Pleose hove CCC's Modu,/Floors Field Enqineer coll on me

Nom e

Ti,le …  ……  …… …………  ………

Orgonizot;on

Address.… …  ……  … … … … …  …  … … … … … …………

City.... ....Siote
― … … … …… …… …… …… …… …… …… …… ……

Ⅲ
… …… …… …… …… ……

¨― ‐― ¨― ‐― ‐
… ……

‐― ‐― ―
l

MOd臨 !綿厘
ずけ眩 は 膠

繹器躙 蹴 趙 躙
翼用鍵

rγ

:i』∬)∫ξttFt:鷺靡|:IScW:訂

B一NOT BY TH[YARD
Commerci。 lC● 了pe,COrp。 ,●,|。 n offices n pr ncipo c"ies(PoCiflC COmmerciol Corpe,COrp。 「。lion,LOs Ange es,SOn Froncisc。 )
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As stain-resistant
as ceramic tile

(DuPON丁'S TEDLAR★ )

Acousti-Seal 51-for critical sound control reouirements-maximum sinsle
width: 64'-maximum height: 18'-hanging weight: 7.5 lbs. per square foot
of opening-S.T,C, of 51 in 14/ x g/ test opening.

Soundmaster 48o-economical classroom operable wall-efficient sound
barrier-..-.-maximum single width: 50'-maximum height: 2Ot - hani.inC
weight: 5.5 lbs. per square foot of opening.

*TEDLAR is DuPont's registered trademark for its remark-
able new protective PVF film. Can be laminated to the
tough vinyl surface of an Acousti-Seal 51 or Soundmaster
480 as an optional extra upon specification. Unaffected by
all common staining agents. Simplifies cleaning and main-
tains visual freshness. The initial cost of Tedlar is reason-
able and the orotection is oermanent.

New Castle Products, Inc.
New Castle, Indiana 47362

Please have your local salesman contact me right away.
For evaluation purposes I need cost estimates, specifica-
tions, and detailing data on

I Tedtar-clad Acousti-Seal 51

! Tedlar-ctad Soundmaster 480

Name

Title

Firm

Street

City State- Zio-

Also available now is the 1967 edition of the Modernfold Architectural Products Manual.
Write for your registered copy.



(f,/{
Tenra-z,cr wontt fly

Neither will it require constant maintenance and shampooing. lt won't damage easily. lt
does provide a permanent surface and not a temporary floor covering. Terrazzo is available
in a full range of colors, textures, patterns and thicknesses. lt can be confidently used for
either interior or exterior installations. For information and specifications write or telephone:
The National Tenrazzo and Mosaic AssociatiGthr lnc.
19Ol North Fort Myer Elrive/Arlington, Virginia e??CJ9l /Area Gode 7O3-5a5-0447

40 ArA IOURNAL/MARCH 1967
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their construction to provide whatever accommo-
dation possible without altering, in any way, the
original space configurations. In order to facilitate
the continuous sense of scale throughout each
sequence of spaces, scale figures were located
along the designated path of movement.

As the experience of space involves much more
than just visual qualities, simulations of space in
total silence or with whatever random noises may
have occurred in the viewing situation were
thought to be an unnatural condition. Graduate
students from the department of music were
therefore asked to prepare a sequence of sound
which would reinforce the qualities of the visual
experiences intended in the simulation sequence.
The simulations would then be evaluated on the
basis of two viewings, one with the musical rein-
forcement and one without.

The Models

In preparation for the actual simulation test,
the architectural students employed three basic
methods for altering the construction of their
space sequence models: the foldaway, the break-
away and the duplicate segment. The first method
involved the location of applied hinges at cer-
tain points in which the path of movement was to
change, It facilitated smooth removal of elements
which would have otherwise blocked the chang-
ing line of sight of the television camera, while
allowing the simulation model to remain intact.

The breakaway method was employed in the
few instances in which the television camera was
actually to move into the simulation spaces, some

of which were smaller in one or two dimensions
than the diameter of the zoom lens on one of the
cameras. The simulation model was carefully seg-

mented at the breakaway points, employing re-
movable fastening devices which facilitated sim-
ple replacement of the segment at the conclusion
of each of the recordings.

The duplicate segment technique was employed
when it was necessary to transfer the image from
one camera to another (usually due to a vertical
or horizontal change in movement along the desig-
nated path). The simulation model was seg-
mented, and an element common to both segments
was provided, such that the final image on the first
camera was identical to the initial image on the
second camera. By utilizing the three basic con-
struction techniques, the various methods of sim-
ulating motion fincluding zoom and focus tech-
niques; camera movement pan and tilt; and model
motion, tilt and rotationJ could be successfully
employed.

Production Problems

Within the television studio, the production
team faced problems of a different order. This ini-
tial study was intended to concentrate principally

78 AIA JOURNAL/MARCH 1S67

on variations in spatial configurations. As a re-
sult, an attempt was made to eliminate the other
independent variables, one of which was lighting.
But since all simulation model material was of the
same value and texture, the camera had no way to
convey the perception of depth or to differentiate
one surface from another except by the utiliza-
tion of highlight and shadow.

The problem was resolved by flooding the tele-
vision studio with diffuse illumination and let-
ting the shapes of the interior space respond with
whatever shading the models provided without
specific light direction. For this purpose banks of
"scoops" were hung above the working area with
all illumination directed upward toward a white
matte paneling suspended from the lighting grid,
thereby bouncing a shadowless illumination onto,
and into the space simulation models. This tech-
nique enabled the models to provide their own
shading and catchlights. It was additionally nec-
essary to use a lamp beside the camera paralleling
the axis of the lens and as close to it as possible
because many of the spaces in the sequences were
totally enclosed, and the intensity of the general
illumination was insufficient for the electronic
requirements of camera operation.

A second production problem was perspective.
It was desired to view the spaces from the simu-
lated eye level of a viewer. This effect was realis-
tically conveyed by panning, tilting and sweep-
ing the space, except when the space was fully
enclosed such as in a tower or well. Since the
camera could not get into the space to probe, the
enclosed space was rotated off its base in front
of the lens, which thereby produced the same ef-
fect as would be experienced if the eye Iooked
up to the apex of the tower or, convelsely, down
to the base of the well. The height of the station
point was set at eye-level position by raising or
lowering the base on which the models rested un-
til the axis of the lens was at a height represent-
ative of eye level for the scale being employed.

A third problem in production was the turning
of corners where the nature of the sequence of
interior spaces did not favor employment of the
breakaway method. To accomplish this, two cam-
eras in conjunction with the duplicate segment
method were employed. As the first camera
reached the end of its line of movement, a slow
"match dissolve" to the second camera produced
the effect of continuous movement around the
turn and along the new direction of travel.

A combination of several techniques was em-
ployed when a change in levels was required.
The cameras involved were mounted on field tri-
pods and dollies rather than pedestals, thus pre-
venting the adjustment of camera height during
the simulation production. However, by being
originally set at the different levels required for a

given sequence model, the match-dissolve tech-



and utilized by the commercial moviemakers in
portraying the spaces involved in various dra-
matic and documentary productions. Full-scale
sets, scale models and animation represent the
most successful devices and have been employed
by the motion picture industry with distinction.
Initial tests conducted in the School of Architec-
ture of Nebraska have shown that motion picture
techniques can be, with refinement, effectively
employed in the design process as a realistic
simulation tool. However, the necessary delay for
required film processing, editing, etc., causes the
process to be too slow for use in evaluation, alter-
ation or refinement of space and repetition. It is,
therefore, not considered to be as immediate a
method as would be required for optimum student
benefit in the study process.

Computer graphics was, on the other hand,
found to be very immediate as a simulation tech-
nique. The simulation can be performed instantly,
mathematically, by a computer, thereby relieving
the student of any necessity whatever for con-
struction of even simple study models. Although
input was, as the system was originally devel-
oped, in card form, the development of the light-
pen console facilitates direct graphic input. The
student may, at will, sketch with the light-pen,
producing whatever orthographic views he de-
sires. The perspective is simultaneously con-
structed by the computer and displayed to the
student.

The reverse process is also true. The perspec-
tive may be sketched and the orthographic views
constructed instantly by the computer. Thus the
student may work back and forth among the dif-
ferent views. He may also set the perspe-tive into
motion when desired, facilitating simulation of
the fourth dimension. At the present stage of com-
puter graphics development, however, the reality
of the simulation is not equal to that of either th!
motion picture or television media. Light estab_
lishes and qualifies our visual perception of
space. Light values, surface texture and color are
presently unavailable in computer graphic sys-
tems. It was, therefore, not considered to be as
realistic a simulation medium as the other two
investigated.

The Advantages of Television

The television medium presented the possibili-
ties of both realistic simulation qualities and im-
mediacy. The image-producing equipment was
found to be no less effective than that of the mo-
tion picture medium, and the simulation was cer-
tainly more realistic than could be presently
obtained by means of computer graphics. The
immediacy of the television medium was found
to be immeasurably greater than that of the mo-
tion picture process although it was, admittedly,
far less immediate than the computerized tech-

nique in which no simulation models whatever
were required.

One particularly desirable feature associated
with the television medium was the video tape
recording, which offered immediate playback to
the student for purposes of evaluation, adjust-
ment and re-evaluation, The simulated spaces
were found to be very adaptable to rapid altera-
tion and refinement. Additional revised simula-
tions could be recorded and evaluated for as
many repetitions as necessary to achieve the qual-
ity desired. Also, several simulated schemes could
be re-evaluated on a comparison basis, either con-
secutively or (when more than one video recorder
is available) simultaneously on separate monitors,
For the above reasons, therefore, the television
medium was hypothesized to be more worthwhile
for a thorough investigation.

An experiment for the purpose of exploring the
potentials of the television medium as an effective
and immediate tool for the simulation of space
was consequently proposed jointly by personnel
from Nebraska's School of Architecture and Uni-
versity Television with the faculty from both par-
ticipating. The proposal involved the full partici-
pation of an entire class of architectural students;
graduate students from the department of music;
a sizable television production team involving
closed-circuit production staff and crew, engi-
neers and graphic artists; and a perceptual psy-
chologist from the department of psychology. The
proposal was received, accepted and financed by
the College of Engineering and Architecture.

Preliminaries

Employing methods of observation and evalu-
ation as suggested and outlined by the percep-
tual psychologist, the architectural students con-
ducted an exploratory study relative to the nature
of four predetermined spatial types: rectangular
spaces; angular spaces (i.e., spaces with canted
surfacesJ ; curvilinear spaces; and rhythmic, un-
dulating spaces. After recording certain impres-
sionistic characteristics of a variety of individual
spaces within each spatial type, four individual
sequences of intended visual experiences were
outlined. Guided by the above preliminary study,
each visual experience sequence was translated
into a sequence of spatial configurations employ-
ing one of the four spatial types.

The architectural students visited the televi-
sion studios and were shown the facility and
available equipment. They were briefed on the
exact nature of the television equipment with
which they were to be directly involved in the
project in order to enable the students to under-
stand the operation and limitations of the equip-
ment so that they could more readily adapt to the
medium. The constructed sequential space simu-
lation models were then adjusted and refined in
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; Television as a Design Tool

BY STUART W. ROSE & M. SCHEFFEL PIERCE

Television is not only the most powerful medium
of communication that our age has produced; it is
also the most flexible. Yet its common role in edu-
cation is that of a mere substitute, called in to
mitigate the efiects of the shortage of teachers or
(to look at the matter historically) the excess of
students. That it can be more than that is shown
by two University of Nebraska faculty members,
describing an experiment in the creative use of
television as a tool in the development of that
awareness of the characteristics of space which is
among the architect's indispensable qualifi cations.

The study of architecture, in common with the
body of fine arts and in contrast to the remainder
of academia, demands that the student develop an
esthetic sensitivity to the medium in which he
works. In architectural design, the creation of
satisfying spaces for the accommodation and en-
richment of human activity is the principal es-
thetic objective; therefore, in architectural edu-
cation, one of the chief aims should be the devel-
opment of an acute awareness by the student of
the characteristics of space.

The Simulation of Space

The general method by which the architectural
student studies space is simulation: the repre-
sentation of reality. At the outset of his studies at
the university, the student is instructed in the
methods of drawing and interpreting plans, ele-
vations, sections, isometrics, perspective, etc.,
which are, in fact, simulations of a reality. The
pencil, the pen and brush are, perhaps, the most
immediate tools for preparing those types of sim-
ulations. Two specific assumptions are necessary
for the further analysis of simulation methods:
1. The more immediate the tool for creating the
simulation, the more valuable and useful that
method becomes to the student. As a result, the
pencil fand the eraser) are, perhaps, the most im-
mediate tools architectural students have for the
rapid process of simulation indication, evaluation
and alteration or refinement of spaces and forms.
2. The nearer the simulation can come to portray-
ing the real experience, the more valuable that
method becomes to the student. For this reason,
rendered perspectives or consttucted scale mod-
els of refined quality are normal architectural
design presentation media. Because of the con-
struction time involved, however, they are not
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immediate simulation methods and are not used
nearly as often for study purposes as are the
quick plan, elevation and perspective sketches.
Certain computer-aided developments, such as

Perspective Incorporated's Illustromat 1100 or
various light-pen consoles similar to that which
IBM includes as a component in their System 360,
are aimed at making the perspective simulation
considerably more immediate.

Scanning and Motion

The purpose of the study was the preliminary
development of a method which simulates space
in a more realistic and efficient manner than is
presently employed by the student of architec-
ture and which is as immediate and flexible as his
pencil and eraser.

Man visually perceives the world around him
by scanning and, often, while in motion. A space

may be considered as an entity in itself and may
thereby be experienced visually by the scanning
method. It may also be viewed as an element, or
component, within a sequence of spaces wherein
the impact of the space is critically dependent
upon the relationship the space maintains with its
neighboring spaces. The method for experienc-
ing the latter would be a combination of motion
plus scanning. If a method could be developed for
simulating the scanning of space and the motion
through a sequence of spaces, and if that method
were immediate in its application, it would appear
likely that the architectural student could develop
a considerably greater awareness of spatial char-
acteristics and space relationships than is possi-
ble within the scope of present methods of in-
struction.

The Choice of Technique

The decision to explore the potentials of closed-
circuit television in space simulation study was
neither casual nor haphazard, although most pres-
ent simulation techniques commonly employed in
architectural design studies are two-dimensional
reality. Contemporary technology has provided
several possible methods for the four-dimensional
simulation of space. These, however, are not par-
ticularly immediate to the architectural student.
'fhree contemporary methods were initially ex-
amined in relation to their potential as realistic
and immediate simulation tools: motion pictures,
computer graphics and closed-circuit television.

Motionpicture techniques have been developed



of students at the Beaux-Arts school in Paris to
ask the president of that "postgraduate" univer-
sity, Paul Quintrand, to form a summer atelier at
Aix-en-Provence, following the methods used in
the university's regular program. The experience
proved very fruitful for the participants; continu-
ation and expansion of the idea is foreseen.

Seminars, lectures and discussions which are
sponsored by building commissions such as La
F6d6ration Parisienne du Bdtiment and by educa-
tional groups such as the Bloc E.T.P. from L,Ecole
des Travaux Publics are presently attracting not
only architectural students, architects and city
planners but, in increasing numbers, engineers,
artists, intellectuals, industrial designers, doctors
and others as well. Such competent and respected
men as Ren6 Sarger (an engineer) and paul gos-
sard fan architect) have been involved with var-
ious study groups. fean Prouv6, an architect and
Ieader in industrialization development in the
building trades, is engaged at L'Ecole des Arts et
M6tiers and elsewhere in lecture series and
classes that are attended with enthusiasm fin spite
of the lack of official weight that these courses
carry as architectural accreditation). The Bloc
E.T.P.'s 1965-66 program was based on the prob-
lem of "L'Habitat et l'Urbanisme Evolutifs,'
(Evolving Living Space and City planning);
monthly panel discussions among architects, en-
gineers, city planners, philosophers, doctors, fi-
nancial promoters and some government repre-
sentatives were supplemented by frequent study
sessions.

Presentation of a new course of study and
thought in France is taking place at a school first
established in 7746, L'Ecole Nationale des ponts
et Chauss6es. This course, ,,Am6nagement-Ur-
bain et Regional" fUrban and Regional Environ-
mental PlanningJ, has been undergoing develop-
ment since the 1963 school year. Under the stim_
ulus of government-created environmental plan-
ning commissions (on national and local scales),
this school curriculum is being organized as an
educational training ground for those who would
work with the aforementioned commissions as
well as for those having different goals.

The school program includes an extensive
study of cities: their structure, origin, equipment,
population, etc.; and of city integration in a re_
gional and global surface: interaction, employ-
ment, traffic, social and political relationships,
etc. Those in an advanced class take part in a
special seminar. By means of small study groups
composed of members of diverse disciplines (en-
gineers, architects, planners, geographers, etc.),e
a large project is analyzed in several parts.10

Infl uence from other csunf ligs-sspecially from
the United States, fapan, Great Britain, West Ger-
many, Italy, Scandinavia, Finland-is making it-

self felt not only through an increasing number
of publications but in the improved quality of
worldwide coverage of architectural, engineering
and planning developments. The work of students
and many young architects is showing strong ap-
preciation of Louis Kahn in the US, of cooperative
planning groups in Great Britain, of Kenzo Tange
and Mayekawa in Japan.

A less obvious factor has helped to produce
the present change of climate in French architec-
tural education: the need, both physical and men-
tal, to reevaluate standards of criticism that stem
from a different age and seemingly fail to cope,
in part or totally, with contemporary life and
activity. Two factors are operative in this. The
first is the unlikelihood that younger architects
will see their projects built in France, although
they would be realizable and perhaps even desir-
able elsewhere.ll The second is the evident in-
adequacy of reth and tgth century planning anal-
yses in serving the individual and the masses. I
believe that the frustration of the young, coupled
with the refusal to accept former solutions that
are nonserviceable and nonsatisfying for our
times, is making itself felt in the positive deter-
mination of many students to search, by them-
selves, for paths and a structure of education that
will permit them to have a deeper understanding
of the problems, needs and desires of their fellow
men. The pity of it is that so few educators are
engaged in helping them. tr

{ In order that the Americm architect paul Nelson might teachin the French Beaw-Arts school, the minister of culiure, anar6Malraux, had to introduce a special bill in the legislature. Un-happily, the Franco-American atelier of Mr. Nelson'Lcts stron!
U-S support at the present time, although the internal activitieiof-the group are continuing,-Among th6 frenct ateiier pauons,
:l]v_t:r:gil".tly appointed b.y the;dministration fess trin rratgare paro by-the government; almost all have external architecturai
agencies and afrairs, limiting their teaching to a part_tine basis,sFor the student, choice-of and acceptance by a patron canpresent a greater problem than that of selecting a locil politicalrepresentative gd Tuy prove to be a more cositly mistak6 if thesruoenr nndg that he cannot_foll-ow the patron,s politique. Thedifficulty is further compounded ly ttre retative lali of teachereper student. In schools of archite;ture generally ln the Western
Iglt-d:-Jhi:.":l"tionship 

js in the order oI r teacter-to a up to 20srudents. At the Beau-Arts it is preseDtly 1 to 69, ud one of tleateliers has a ratio of 1 to 300.

_ 
6 The Gronde Mosse,s recent publication ,,Le Livte d,Or del'Architecture et de I,Urbonisme,' coltains 

""*r"f obvious
examples.

7 Two of these men, Robert Le Ricolais and Emile Aillaud, haver€cently left the Beaux-Arts school. Le Ricolais, in contact withthe students fo-r several years, was offered a position as directoror an atelrer ot research but preferred to accept a similar offer atan Ame-rican uiversity for this year. Aillaud, one of the mostpoetic of present-day French architicts, left claiming that he himselfwas too "rigid" in his nonacceptance of the Beaui-Arts spirit.
8 The architectural school, to be completed t?) itr' five to teny91s - according to difrerent sourceg _ ii planndd to accommodate

1,000 to 1,200 students, A second school of architecture is beingstudied for b00 students. The two centers are planned to geryE
those attending the main Beau-Arts school (O,0OO at fresent), Thenew school at La D6fense, barring any changes, will'therefore beat least two times too small by the timi of its- inauguration.

e Some studelts in the Beau-Arts school have been invlted to
take part in this year's work.

ro The proposed subject for the 1966 school year is the Le Bourg€tarea near Paris.
tt In additlgl _to the practice of allowlng only a few selected

government-tiUed archltects to effect all major public commissions
I$:l-d?t"d. mostly as 

-a _postwar 
.,security oI' quatity; control),there is at the time of this writing a serious build6c recesslon

due to economic and political difficulties.
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existing or formerly existing buildings. The
ss6end-ssientific-comprises examinations in
mathematics, descriptive geometry, statics, re-
sistance of materials, perspective, physics, chem-
istry, archaeology, etc. The third-construction

-includes 
some model making and some analysis

of structure. The fourth-artistic-encompasses
charcoal sketching of plaster figures, drawing of
various ornaments and modeling (copying) of
existing statues. The fifth division-projects-
constitutes the basis of architectural instruction.

Patrons, Massiers and the fury
The preparation of projects, as well as advice

and collateral work, is accomplished through a
system of g0 ateliers [23 in Paris at present)-
independent student groupings each under the
educational supervision of a patron, an architect
approved or directly sponsored by the adminis-
tration.a The choice of and adherence to their
"master" is of the students' own volition. The in-
fluence of certain atelier'heads on the combined
student judgings is, nevertheless, a strong influ-
encing factor in the students' selection.s

Within the atelier, the patron is aided by one
or more assistants. Student contact with these
men is on both an individual basis and through an
elected student representative [Le Mossier.]. The
Mossiers in turn form an organization which
serves as a means of communication between the
students and the administration, the patrons and
the public. At present, most of the impetus for
reform and change comes from the elected presi-
dent of the representatives [Le Grond MossierJ
and a few people around him. Although the efforts
of these few are-thoughtful and energetic, their
powers do not extend very far.

The programs for the various projects are pro-
mulgated by the director of architectural studies
and a group of advisers. In the past, these pro-
grams have been conceived in a very simplified
and non-objective manner. Recently there have
been weak attempts (after strong suggestions
were made by the Gronde Mosse) to organize
several projects for the school year under a sin-
gle theme in order to bring forth a more pro-
found study of a subject.

Although these projects are studied under the
diverse counsels and philosophies of the differ-
ent atelier patrons, all the students' efforts for
continuation in the system must be directed to-
ward the awarding of the valeur granted by a
jury of administration-sanctioned architects and
educators. To succeed in these multiannual com-
petitions, the student must attract the jury's at-
tention (during the few minuteq devoted to his
work) by means of a well-executed presentation
in an acceptable manner of rendering. Although
his solution or idea may be imaginatively or
thoughtfully conceived, he will very likely fail
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with a poor or even mediocre rendering. The
converse is not necessarily detrimental to his
entry; a well-delineated and clever arrangement
of a mediocre or copied idea will very often gain
a positive vote.6

One of the less effective forces of change in
architectural education has occurred within the
Beaux-Arts organization itself. Partially because
of a lack of space for the increasing number of
students (L,200 at the turn of the century, 4,000
in 1966, 6,000 foreseen in 1973), five ateliers were
moved from the basement of the main buildings
on the Quai Malaquais to the fine structural cover
of the nearby Grand Palais. The ateliers are des-
ignated by the names of the principal patrons:
Pingusson, Vivien, Camelot and Bodiansky (com-
binedJ, Faugeron and Candilis. During the past
year, these men, as well as a few of their col-
leagues in the other sectors of the school,T have
helped to foster a spirit of increased awareness
of present-day architectural and planning con-
cepts and changes, not solely of classical and ren-
aissance traditions of proportion, harmony and
thought as professed by the majority of the other
patrons. These differences among the educators

-compounded 
and complexed by severe finan-

cial and ethical problems in the school as well as

in the profession-have led to some violent in-
ternal disagreement. For the present, however,
the jury system, with its long fixed rules, stand-
ards and prejudices remains immutable.

The Other Schools

A development of architectural education which
almost came to realization was due initially to
the life and work of one man who was opposed,
insulted and ignored by the bulk of architectural
educators and administrators. Le Corbusier was
actively planning a museum and architecture
school in the western development of Paris known
as La Ddfense. Besides the educational and cul-
tural benefits which would thereby be offered, its
realization was anticipated by many as 1J an in-
dication that French officialdom had at last pub-
licly recognized Corbusier's importance as an
architect and educator and 2) a fulfillment of an
idea that would do much towards contributing
an active counterforce to the Beaux-Arts school
and theories. The hopes and plans have not found
total fulfillment: Corbusier died, the museum is
relegated to the government's next five-year plan,
the plans for the construction-not the function-
ing-of the architectural school fin addition to
schools of music, art, decoration and television)
are being continued by a former collaborator of
Le Corbusier.8

The objective research and coordinated stud-
ies of another school, L'Universitt! Permanente
d'Architecture et d'Urbanisme de la R6gion Pro-
vence, C6te d'Azur, recently prompted a group
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Changes in French Architectural Education
BY LEONARD A. WEISMEHL

"Beaux-Arts" has long been a pejorative in mod-
ernist circles, architectural and educational, but
the actual workinge of the school from which the
term is borrowed are not as well understood ae
they were in the days when so many American
architects attended it. Here they are described as
the starting point of a discussion of the changes
that architectural education in France is now-so
laboriously and painfully, by all accounts-at last
undergoing. The article may be read as a sequel
to "Architectural Education and French Tradi-
tions" by Peter Collins (Aug. '66). Its author is a
graduate of Illinois Institute of Technology who
has spent most of the past three years working in
various French architectural offices.

On April 19, 1966, the professors of architecture
in one of the departments of the Ecole Nationale
Sup6rieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris went on strike
in demanding "a profound reform of the teaching
of architecture and the means necessary for its
application." l Many of the students strongly sym-
pathized by joining the walkout-a recrudescence
of the discontent that led to a more massive strike
in 1959 against "the reactionary character of . . .

[the] jury and the hopelessly outdated examina-
tion policy . . . lin the] annual Grand Prix de Rome
competition." The Rome Prize, in existence since
7777 , was temporarily suspended that year.2

For 300 years, the government-supported and
-administered Ecole des Beaux-Arts has been act-
ing as the major source of and guide for architec-
tural education in France and most French terri-
tories. Besides the diploma granted by the nearby
Ecole Speciale d'Architecture (early influenced
by Auguste Perret and privately maintained, yet
closely paralleling its neighboring school in func-
tion), the certificate of completion from the
French Beaux-Arts school is one of the major re-
quirements for almost all government recognition
and a large percentage of private consideration in
France and several other countries. There are,
however, several developing forces that are not

only making themselves felt in opposition to the
Beaux-Arts practices and principles but.are also
contributing to a changing educational atmos-
phere.

The Beaux-Arts Curriculum

The entrance examination of the Fine Arts
School of Architecture in Paris is composed of
two parts: 1) general study and presentation of a
solution for a simple building and 2) several writ-
ten examinations in mathematics, geometry, ar-
chitectural history, etc. After having successfully
passed these tests, the student must advance
through three official levels: the second class, the
first class and the diploma for completion of the
course. The minimum time for total achievement
of this program is approximately S1/z years (a
feat accomplished by perhaps 5 percent of the
total number of 3,000 students in Paris and 1,000
in the provinces). The average is closer to 10
years. Although the school is classed as a govern-
ment-supported institution, most students must
work to support themselves and, very often, their
families; they therefore attend school on a part-
time basis, necessitating a longer duration of
school attendance.s

Advancement from level to level is accom-
plished through a series of voleurs, a certain num-
ber of completion certificates giving the student
the right to advance to the next class echelon.
These voleurs are in five different classifications:
analytic, scientific, construction, artistic and pro-
ject. The first-analytic-includes the copying of

I In 1965, the total budget of all the departments of the school
amounted to $800,000. An additional $220,000 was alloted for the
proposed reforms; because of politlcal ud administrative disagree-
ment8, only $40,000 of this sum wag used. The architectural com-
mission of the government's ffve-year plan proposed an increaee of
600 percent itl the 1966 architectural budget plus additional credits
for equipment, but probably nothing will be awarded until at least
January 1,1967-and at that, only a 10 psrcent increase as voted
unanimously by the National Assembly!

2 See Arts, Jue 1959 Vol, 33, No. 9, p. 12, aDd L,Archltecture
d'Auiourd'hui, Avril-Mai 1959 No. 83, p. XIII.

3 At the present time, only g percent of the studentg receive
scholarships, the highest annual award belng about g{EO; in the
univer8ity system (which does not lnclude the Beau-Arts school)
23 percent of the students receive frnancial atd, the maximum
amount being slightly above 0900.
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floors could be turned into banquet space, meet-
ing rooms and a much-needed maritime museum,
he says, and the basement jail would be turned
into a coffeehouse. The tower's beautiful view,
its intriguing clock mechanism and bell assembly
could become a tourist attraction.

Alan Liddle, AIA, a member of the Tacoma-
Pierce County Civic Arts Commission, proposes
that only the tower and the portion of the building
directly beneath it be saved. He would have the
remainder of the City Hall razed and a modern
but complementary structure built adjacent to it.

Liddle agrees with the uses Evans proposes but
would add a pedestrian mall and parking facilities
under the new building. In his view, complete
renovation would prove too costly and such a
proposal would fall short of public endorsement.

The building that would result under either ap-
proach is envisaged by both architects as a focal
point for the arts in downtown Tacoma. Situated
on the downhill side of the City Hall site is the
Allied Arts Building, primarily for the visual arts.
On the City Hall's uphill side is a building, left
vacant by a fraternal lodge, which could serve as
a center for the performing arts. The hillside ter-
rain would make possible an aerial walkway link-
ing both buildings to the City Hall.

City Councilman Dick Haley, a colleague of
Liddle on the city-county arts commission, sides
with the Evans' viewpoint. The renovation cost,
he says, would be a reasonable $1 to gTrlz million,
and he adds a belief that it would take years to
build a new building, given the financial demands
already upon the city government.

But the city-county arts commission president,
Paul Herlinger, agrees with the Liddle approach,
adding a recommendation that part of the tower
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If the preservotionists
have their way, this
hollway could. become
on ouditorium.

be used for educational and industrial exhibits.
Still another commission member, Dr. Lester Bas-
kin, would have the tower and the 10,000 square
feet of the building beneath it as the home of the
Tacoma Art Museum.

Dr. Arthur R. Anderson, a structural engineer,
maintains the building could be made usable and
safe through renovation. His plan would convert
it to a high school for accelerated learning. A cost
estimate, now several years old, for an audito-
rium, 32 classrooms, two lecture halls, two lab-
oratories and a library came to $885,000.

]ohn H. Anderson, a building contractor and
the last mayor to serve a full term in the old City
Hall, says it ought to be razed-unless the full
cost of renovation can be met through a public
donations. Anderson feels the cost of renovation
would exceed the building's use value. City Build-
ing Chief Lester Gillis also tends toward demoli-
tion, his misgivings centered on what he regards
as the high cost of extended safe gnd sound usage.

To be sure, the 16 members of the city-county
arts commission are not of one mind. Several of
the members feel, in fact, that the feasibility of
saving the building under any circumstances is
zeto,

Evans and Liddle, however, on behalf of the
commission are preparing a pair of proposals to
present to the city council. What will happen is
anybody's guess. It is as doubtful that the com-
mission will undertake any additional financial
burden as it is likely that the question will be
referred to the voters.

If a referendum is held, the current controversy
is likely to prove to be just the opening skirmish
in a battle over a dilapidated relic from a gay and
booming Tacoma time.



How to Treat a Beat City Hall
BY BRUCE IOHNSON

Preservation movements have been largely cen-
tered in history-rich regions whose settlement
dates back to the nation's fledgling years. But the
youthful Pacific Northwest, though its buildings
may be adolescents by eastern standards, none-
theless has its preservation dilemmas.

Take the controversy currently growing in Ta-
coma, Washington, where a group of residents,
including two architects, is trying to save a 78-
year-old City Hall. The building, overlooking pic-
turesque Commencement Bay, was vacated by.
the city government eight years ago. Since then
its only occupants have been the pigeons in its
belfry.

Deterioration, especially in recent years, has
been cruel. The building's shingles are gone; its
roof leaks; some of its sandstone has cracked; its
floors sag; a staircase tilts; and plaster falls.

In brief, the City Hall's condition is dishearten-
ing. But there is no disheartenment in the move-
ment to save the building. The effort is growing.

The City Hall is to be valued in both architec-
tural and historical terms, insist those pressing
for its preservation. An Italian Renaissance rep-
lica, its brick massing and ornate sandstone give
it an ambivalence of masculinity and femininity.

Its architect was Edward A. Hatherton, who for
many years was San Francisco's designer of offi-
cial buildings. Its thin brick came from Belgium as
ballast aboard the clipper ships.

Those were the Gay Nineties days when Taco-
ma's economy boomed and mariners were soon to
probe through the fog of Pugent Sound by the toll
of the City Hall's bells, which still announce their
continued though threatened existence on the
quarter hour.

With such lineage and symbolism, why any
controversy over saving the City Hall at all? The
answer lies in yet another question over its con-
tinued usefulness. On whether the building would
serve a purpose commensurate with the cost of
extending its life, residents are divided.

PRESERVAT10N ATヽ〃ORK IN THE NORTHVVEST

|oined in the cause of its preservation are two
architects who differ on the approach that ought
to be taken. Robert W. Evans, AIA, chairman of
the Washington State Arts Commission, says it
would be financially and structurally feasible to
gut the building and turn its 60,000 square feet
into a modern cultural and convention center.

The exterior should be kept as is, he maintains.
He would have the upper two floors of the five-
story main portion converted to a sloping-floor
auditorium with a 1,000-seat capacity. Lower

The Italion Renoissonce replica, despite its elegont orchi-
tecture, is becoming a delopidoted relic.
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Street scene suggests the chorocter ol the Spring Gorden oreo, where rehobilitotion meons people ond buildings.

of housing. At the orientation meeting was a large
wall map, marked to show the location of aban-
doned, dilapidated houses boarded up by the city.
Solmseen noticed that many of them were in the
Spring Garden area, a few blocks from Smith
Kline & French. He wondered whether the com-
pany might be able to do something about these
properties.

Solmssen first talked to builders about the pos-
sibility of his firm undertaking the fix-up by itself.
The builders counseled against it-too risky, they
said. He next considered whether the company
might establish a revolving loan fund to be made
available to builders at a preferential rate of in-
terest. This, he thought, might.launch a program
of house rehabilitation in the Spring Garden area.

Consultations with the newly organized, non-
profit North City Corporation fwhich Smith Kline
& French helped to foundJ led to a meeting with
the housing Authority, a pioneer in the used-
house rehabilitation concept of public housing.
Impressed with the proposal, it suggested the firm
of Hertzfeld & Horowitz Associates as a logical
developer. The firm had been in the used-house
program since its start. Hertzfeld & Horowltz was
interested.

The developer, however, did not need cash
from the proposed loan fund in order to do the
work. It was able to obtain the required capital
from its bank. As an inducement for the developer
to take on the Spring Garden porgram, Smith
Kline & French agreed to pay about 40 percent of
the interest cost on the loans which would enable
Hertzfeld & Horowitz to aquire the properties
[about 70 in the first phaseJ, remodel and sell them
to the housing authority.

The arrangement would apply on Hertzfeld &
Horowitz's borrowing of up to $200,000 at any
time, and the bank would bill Smith Kline &
French directly for its share of the interest. It is
expected that the maximum cost to the latter will
be between $ro,ooo and $zo,ooo.

Until now, the Philadelphia used-house rehabil-
itation program was concentrated on single-fam-
ily housing. The Spring Garden program marks a
change. The houses are multifamily, and the de-
veloper had to have plans and estimates prepared
for housing authority approval with only experi-
ence in the single-family housing program as a
guide.
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Work began on the house at 1625 Mount Ver-
non last July, with the entire interior stripped
away, Soon afterward t6Zg got underway and is
now completed, as is 1621.

Each remodeled house has three apartments,
one on the first floor and each of the other two
occupying the second and third floors, one in the
front and the other in the back. The apartments,
which have three bedrooms, are being occupied
by families eligible for public housing who have
demonstrated responsibility. This is necessary
because rehabilitated units are scattered and
therefore less closely supervised than conven-
tional public housing.

The housing authority attempts to locate in the
remodeled houses people already in the Spring
Garden area. Relocation problems have been min-
imized because the first units to be remodeled
were vacant. St. Matthew's Lutheran Church in
the neighborhood has assisted the authority in
locating qualified tenants and in finding tempo-
rary housing during the remodeling of occupied
properties.

"Fallout" from the program already is evident.
Seeing houses being fixed up instead of being torn
down has inspired some Moupt Vernon Street
residents to begin cleaning up. This is precisely
'what Smith Kline & French hopes to accomplish
through the program: to stimulate the people of
the area to improve conditions on their own. The
company's belief is that there are enough solid
citizens in the neighborhood to accomplish this,
and we will be watching closely to see whether
we are right.

Smith Kline & French is not pausing in its efforts
to help the neighborhood. Through the energy
and enterprise of one of our employees, 68 aban-
doned automobiles were hauled away by police,
eliminating not only a score of eyescore but safety
hazards as well. Removal of abandoned cars is
no easy matter, for records must be searched,
towing equipment must be allocated, etc. It was
a tremendous undertaking indeed.

In addition, the company's community affairs
coordinator at the Information Services Center
reports unprecedented success in organizing
neighborhood community improvement groups.
This, plus the residency of a housing authority
field worker, is changing the character of the
streets, he says.



A Philodelphio firm is demonsfrating

thot industry ond government con

ioin honds successfully to find solutions

to critical community problems.

In 1962 Smith Kline & French formalized its
corporate concern for the residents of this tragic
neighborhood by launching a community affairs
program. Early efforts centered on support of
volunteer and public agencies. Last year, after a
comprehensive analysis of the Spring Garden
area and its problems, the company decided to
take a more direct part.

Two examples illustrate the company's in-
volvement in the neighborhood prior to the hous-
ing program. Last spring it established an Infor-
mation Services Center with a staff of three. Its
purpose is to tell people in the area where they
can get help when they need it: help with food
and clothing, jobs, education, training, debt prob-
lems, community nuisances and the like. The firm
is managing and supporting the center, which will
have an annual budget of about $+o,ooo.

The author: Dr. Haakenson is manager of community
relations for Smith Kline & French Laboratories,
This article is adapted from a paper presented before
a Building Research Institute meeting in New York.

The Smith Kline & French Foundation was one
of the early supporters of the Rev. Leon Sullivan's
Opportunities Industrialization Center, a private-
Iy supported organization offering job training. It
has been so successful it is being emulated in
other cities, Last year the foundation contributed
$26,000 for establishment of such a facility across
from the one-time church building where the
Information Services Center is located.

Thus Smith Kline & French has attacked two of
the neighborhood's three most pressing problems:
the information and employment gaps. But what
of the third problem: the housing gap?

Kurt Solmssen, a longtime employee and vice
president in the company's International Divi-
sion, has been intensely interested in the Phila-
delphia community for years. He is a member of
the City Planning Commission, which was asked
by Mayor James H. f. Tate to tackle the problem

A Privately Supported Route
to Rehabilitation

BY ROBERT HAAKENSON

Last December three families took up residence
at 1625 Mount Vernon Street in Philadelphia-an
event which was watched with interest by many
persons in many places. And for good reason: It
marked the occupancy of the first units completed
in the Philadelphia Housing Authority's used-
home rehabilitation program in which Smith
Kline & French Laboratories was a participant.

We believe this is the first time a major national
corporation has demonstrated community in-
volvement on such a scale-rehabilitating people
as well as dwellings-and perhaps other com-
panies similarly situated will find that they, too,
can undertake projects of this kind. Before de-
scribing the program, let me first sketch the rela-
tionship between our firm and its neighborhood.

Smith Kline & French is located on the southern
edge of North Philadelphia, a sprawling residen-
tial-industrial area a few blocks from City Hall
that has been skidding for decades. National in-
terest was focused there when rioting occurred in
the sweltering days of August 1964.

For the past 20 years the company has been
expanding its research, manufacturing, ware-
housing, marketing and administrative facility on
this site, growing from a five-story building on
one corner to a 12-story structure occupying most
of a block. Three thousand people work there, the
headquarters of a corporation diversifying from
its pharmaceutical base with sales of about a
quarter of a billion dollars annually.

Outside the company's front door is the Spring
Garden neighborhood, a 20-block concentration
of housing blight. Its population, numbering about
21,O0O, is mostly Puerto Rican and Negro, with a

scattering of white. Families are crowded to-
gether in the increasingly fewer houses that have
not been abandoned and boarded up. Like blight-
ed zones in other cities, the area once was fash-
ionable. The row houses, three and four stories
high, were grand. But blight set in many years ago
and with it came disease and despair.
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which showed that it would be advantageous to
have an architect in private practice do the coor-
dinating. Pancoast,/Ferendino/Grafton was of-
fered the job, and the firm accepted.

The school work is kept scrupulously sepa-
rated from the firm's private practice, which at
the moment includes a new law center for the
University of Florida, a facility for the Univer-
sity of Miami's study of mental retardation, lux-
ury apartments, banks, a marine science research
center, two urban renewal studies, hospitals, a
prototype design for a restaurant chain and
other projects. City and land planning under Rus-
sell Pancoast is also a major part of the firm's
activity.

The firm is similarly broad in the kinds of
services it offers. Whenever possible, it prefers
to handle its own landscaping. Lester Pancoast,
AIA, the most recent partner, delights in select-
ing from the plant materials which flourish in
Florida's subtropical climate.

Designer Hilario Candela carriers the firm's
concern for detail into interior as well as archi-
tectural design. He has created furniture and
equipment which for the most part are manufac-
tured locally; skilled labor at modest cost keeps
prices competitive with mass-produced items.

Edward Grafton, AIA, is responsible for re-
search and promotion. His budget for publica-
tions is sizable. Instead of one overall brochure,
the firm develops separate material, on quality
stock and with sophisticated graphics, on almost

STAFF BREAKDOWN

Principals
Architectural Design
Architectural Draftsmen
Mechanical, Electrical &

Structural Engineers
Specif ications
Construction Inspectors
Cost Estimators
Research
Inte riors
Bookkeepers
Secretaria l-Clerical

TOta:  63

every major project. When there is a need to ac-
quaint a prospective client with the firm's work,
a special "brochure" in looseleaf format is assem-
bled using relevant material.

Having expanded in terms of building types and
services, Pancoast,/Ferendino/Grafton now looks
toward expanded geographic horizons. The part-
ners would welcome more work in countries
where a tropical climate imposes itself on archi-
tectural design. "We would definitely like to do
more work in South America," Ferendino savs.
"it's a natural for us."

The firm hopes to add a full-time business man-
ager to its staff soon. The partners find themselves
giving a great deal of time to administration, leav-
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the fee isn't enough in proportion to the modest
construction cost. But they enable us to keep our
people busy and maintain a more-or-less even
volume of work; we don't have to hire extra heln
for a rush job and then lay off trained people
when business slows down."

The resultant stability is an especially impor-
tant item in a firm that has felt a few recent grow_
ing pains and will probably experience more in

― ¬

That was the situation until about 10 years
ago when the partners ffour at the time, with
eight or ten employeesJ decided the moment had
come to undertake larger proj'bcts - hospitals,
apartment houses and public buildings of various
types. Among the projects to be handled by the
firm, now situated in Miami, was one that would
change the complexion of its work considerably

-a junior college campus. It was through this
project that Ferendino became familiar with the
building program of the Dade Countv board, and
the board, in turn, got to know the firm.

That eventful job (Miami-Dade,s North Cam-
pusJ came in 1961 when the board employed a
full-time staff architect and supporting personnel
to coordinate school design and construction.
Three years later, the architect resigned and the
board asked Ferendino to fill the position. He
declined.

Reluctant to leave private practice, he was also
not convinced that having a staff architect was
the best way of coordinating board work. (The
same conclusion has been reached elsewhere; in
New York, the employed architect,s office closed
down some months ago.)

What better arrangement could Ferendino sug_
gest, the board wanted to know. He had no ready
answer. All he could offer was his firm,s willing_
ness to seek the answer.

For the next five months, he filled the chair
of the departed staff architect, handling the co_
ordination and at the same time analyzing the
operation of the department of school planning.
Then he presented to the board cost comparisons
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the future. For the first several deca,l^s of its ex_
istence the firm, established during Mir:..i's 1920s
building boom, was without serious growth prob_
lems. As senior partner Russell i. pancoast,
FAIA, recalls, "We started out in Miami Beach
as a small office, doing fairly expensive residen_
tial work for the most part, urrd 

"lthough the
type of work began to change, we stayed rela_
tively small."
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P anco ast / F e r endino / G r af to n o f Miami com bines
a variety of building types with architectural
coordination lor the local boord of education.

This General Practice Has a Keel
A visitor to the offices of Pancoast/Ferendino/
Grafton in Miami might find partner Andrew |'
Ferendino, FAIA, in the middle of a phone con-
versation with the Dade County Superintendent
of Schools. Superintendent ]oe Hall is asking
about the completion schedule on his newest ele-
mentary school. It is
not, on the surface, an
unusual conversation
between a school ad-
ministrator and an ar-
chitect - except that
the firm didn't design
the school building.
Andy Ferendino is
wearing his public hat,
as architect to the Dade
County Board of Public
Instruction.

Under the terms of a
recently extended con-
tract with the board,
the firm has taken over
the coordinating func-
tion formerly per-
formed by an architec-
tural staff on the board's
payroll. With a general

Lester Pancoast, Ferendino, Russell Poncoost ond Grofton.

practice involving a variety of building types' the
firm-its staff numbers 63-thus shoulders a two-
sided, public and private, workload, and in so do-

ing represents a departure from the customary
practice pattern. The public side, Ferendino says,
"gives us a stable base." It permits the retention

of trained personnel
when valleys are en-
countered in the Private
side's workload.

"\Me don't do any of
the major school board
work-the design, that
is-in our office, except
the Miami-Dade ]unior
Colleges," Ferendino
explains. "The rest of
the major jobs are
awarded to other local
offices on a rotating
basis.

"We do the'nuisance'
jobs 

- alterations,
minor additions up to
$1oo,ooo - and we gen-
erally don't make any
profit on them. They're
too complicated andDnde County schoolmen ottenld seminor in orchitects' offices'
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that desperately needs the strength of meaningful
symbolism. We admire the qualities of the best
Christian basilicas, Romanesque and Gothic
churches. But we cannot repeat them or transpose
them to the 20th century. We must instead
achieve the same effects working with the mate-
rials and methods of our time. Each generation
must build its own idea of a church, and if their
ideas are true the expression of them will be valid
for following generations. To name a building a
church is no assurance that it will be sacred. Only
the people who use it can make it so.

The first consideration of the building commit-
tee is budget; the second is style. There are some
who confuse the perpetuation of a recognizable
architectural style with the preservation of the
church's traditions. But they fail to recognize that
what they preserve in this way is a tradition of
comfortable, secure apathy. The structure they
build is one that states that the colonists had the
best stock church plan ever devised and one that
can never be improved upon.

One of my students recently turned this idea
around in a theme entitled "Architecture for Our
Times." He said, "We fail to learn that culture
comes from being, not buying. Are we going to
persist in plundering the past of all its finery and
dress ourselves up in it as a kind of masquerade?
I fail to imagine anyone entering many of our
new homes other than in costume."

On another occasion I heard William Caudill
remark it seemed to him that people wanted
Gothic architecture, but when they went to the
hospital they insisted on contemporary surgery.
No one wanted to risk a Gothic or Romanesque
operation. Because of the misunderstandings that
arise from the use of the word "style," most archi-
tects avoid the mention of it in their discussions
with clients. The contemporary movement in
architecture had as its basic tenet the belief that
the approach and not the product was the impor-
tant thing; that once a style was established and
recognized it was dead or dying.

The all-inclusive term of contemporary archi-
tecture was used in the assurance that such a title
that connoted "of the day" could not possibly be
used as a style label. Any real estate section of a
newspaper proves this intention wrong. Houses
are billed as being available in a variety of styles:
Colonial, French or contemporary. The latter
member of these three is no less an imposter than
the other two. All are bona fide only in their de-
ception.

Gothic cathedrals, Greek temples, Colonial
meeting houses and Mayan shrines are not appro-
priate symbols of contemporary Protestant reli-
gion. Hypocrisy should not be the emblem of
Protestantism.

Too many congregations are guilty of building
a trite, mistaken idea of a contemporarv-stvled
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church, or they build in the safety of a time-tested,
recognizable style devoid of meaning for their
generation. We must have the conviction to build
a church that has the strength of our beliefs-a
church with the lasting validity of principles in-
stead of the slavish acceptance of past traditions
or present fashionable fads. Our church should
have religious impact and meaning. If it fails func-
tionally-not enough parking, too cool or too hot,
not enough seats on Easter Sunday, too noisy or
inconvenient-it fails surely, but it must satisfy
not only the physical functions; it must also
create a space that is inspiring.

My firm recently presented a design for ap-
proval to the voters of the congregation. A lady
disapprovingly said it looked like a barn. Won-
derful, we replied, for the barn is probably the
most honest basic architecture in the country. If
we had created a building that only met the rather
limited requirements and taste of that single per-
son, we would have failed in our professional
obligation to our client. fust because I may have
poor taste in clothing, I don't want the tailor to
give me a suit which will accommodate that taste.
Nor do I expect a minister to deliver a sermon to
match my small knowledge of the Bible.

Paul Tillich has stated that "Protestantism is a
religion of the ear, not of the eye. This is why
Protestants have produced good songs and poems
but not architecture." He further commented that
"only by the creation of new forms can Protestant
churches achieve an honest expression of their
faith. An element of risk is unavoidable in the
building of sacred places, just as a risk must be
taken in every act of faith."

It is generally conceded that the architecture
of any given period of history is an accurate index
to the beliefs of the people of that period. This is
true because architecture is the most social of the
arts and does not lie about society's aspirations.
Our buildings will be an authentic expression of
the convictions of the era in which we live. I won-
der what conclusions can be drawn from the
churches that we are building across the country.
Will the verdict be that our civilization was con-
cerned with timelessness or square footage, with
truth or veneer, with beauty or economy? Often-
times the reason for a building without convic-
tion can be traced directly to the lack of any real
meaning in the program that was given to the
architect. A congregation must first search for its
reason for being before it can assume its form of
being. The form of the building should be as-
sumed because of the nature of activities which
it is to contain.

A church is more than a place of worship. It is
a statement about God and an expression of
man's faith in his destiny. Every architect and
congregation should strive to design a building
that expresses this idea. n



basilicas, from which most of the plans and sec-
tions of our churches today still take their spatial
organization. The majority of our ideas about
church architecture have been passed down from
centuries past. Many of the comfortable clichds
of history have caused us to design structures for
the history book instead of the experience that
we want to take place there.

Suppose for an instant that Christ had died
only last week and now we were going to build
some buildings in which we could meet, worship
and commemorate His life on earth. Not having
all the backlog and repertoire of historical stand-
ards, I wonder what kind of spaces and materials
we would use and if we might not come up with a
church (or whatever we decided to call it) that
would come much closer to meeting the contem-
porary needs of the people it serves and who
serve in it.

Most of our churches are expressions of con-
gregations with dated standards of beauty. I
would venture to say that the laminated wood
beam manufacturers have had a greater influence
on contemporary church architecture than the
theologians. This is as much an indictment against
architects as church leaders but, regardless of
where the blame lies, it is a deplorable condition

that suggests we are affluent only in mate-
rials and not in ideas and principles.

Carl fung has stated that "the great religions of
the world suffer from increasing anemia" and at-
tributes this decline to the fact that "our present
lives are dominated by the goddess Reason, who
is our greatest and most tragic illusion." Much of
the success of a church relies on the spiritual feel-
ing it evokes in the audience, and yet little con-
sideration is given to treating the setting and
conditions that will evoke such a response. ]ung
says, in talking about man and symbols, we "fail
to understand the scientific and practical neces-
sity of giving due consideration to feeling." The
large cathedrals achieved this religious spirit by
the sheer volumes they enclosed. The vastness of
their interiors, emphasized by careful considera-
tion of lighting, created an atmosphere of mystery
and awe. But we build few cathedrals today; the
skyscraper office buildings are the temples that
dominate the silhouettes of our cities. What we
must learn to do is to build smaller buildings with
a sense of scale and appropriateness. By a skillful
manipulation of forms in light, the smallest space
can take on a monumental quality.

Everything else but the main purpose of the
church seems to receive first priority. We dot
suburbia with churches that have become stand-
ardized: sloped roofs, a bit of stained glass, a
cross in front as advertisement so that it won't be
mistaken for a residence. The symbols within and
without are those that have lost their meaning.
Our churches have become cliches in a generation



Designing a Church: An Act of Risk

"Gothic cathedrals, Greek temples, Colonial meeting houses and Mayan

BY BILL N. LACY, AIA

surprised and even disappointed to learn that
their architect is going to give them less than an
innovative, "contemporary-looking" design. Yet
if the architect is honestly trying to design a build-
ing that is called for by the client's needs instead
of untutored prejudices and preconceptions, the
end result may be simple, even austere, instead of
flamboyantly novel. Too many bad imitations of
imitations have been done as churches until medi-
ocrity has become the accepted style for most
denominations. There is no feeling of honesty and
rightness of material, form or mood in any but a
few of the churches that line our streets.

The design of a church is one of the most chal-
lenging tasks in the profession of architecture,
for in addition to the myriad of usual building
requirements, it must provide that elusive and in-
tangible quality of religious spirit. Consider for a
moment some of the problems that the architect
and the congregation should face when they de-
sign a church. Armed with their education, re-
search, experience and personal beliefs, they seek
the answer to some most difficult questions: What
is the relationship of worship and education?
What community functions should the church
properly include? How can an inspirational space
be achieved in today's society? What is spiritu-
ally expressive form? What is a church today?
They face confusing contradictions inherent in
every church design that must somehow be re-
solved into equilibrium-the temporal versus the
eternal, openness velsus enclosure, house of God
versus house of man, the functional versus the
spiritual.

The basic shape of the church has remained
unchanged since Roman times when its members
adapted the form of the halls of justices called

shrines are not appropriate symbols" of today's religion, but neither should
"contemporary" imply the novel or bizarre.

As I listened to a particularly anesthetizing ser-
mon a few Sundays ago, it occurred to me that
there were many similarities between designing
an effective sermon and designing an effective
church.

The fault with the sermon and with the building
in which I sat both lay in a rather unconscious
approach to the problem. Service by rote and ar-
chitecture by rote both fail in the same way: lack
of meaning and lack of communication. There is
no involvement or interest in a message that can
be predicted; that aspires to nothing greater than
a facsimile, whether it is in a building or a sermon.

The author: Mr. Lac-rr is dean of the School of Archi-
tecture, University of Tennessee, and a partner in the
Houston firm of Todd, Tackett, Lacy, whose early
model study of the interior of Memorial Lutheran
Church, Houston, is shown across the page. The
article is adapted from an address presented before
a church architectural conference in Nashville.

It seems that the ritual of the sermon has ac-
quired a set of rules of its own, passed from
preacher to preacher and to the students in the
seminaries. The message and the format have be-
come something that contains no surprises and no
impact. So it is with our churches. There is little
attempt to make the church building, or the
services within, contemporary in the sense that it
speaks to and serves the congregation of today.
Most people are so conditioned by modern adver-
tising psychology that they equate "contempo-
rary" with a shockingly bizarre departure from
the normal.

Change without substance has become a part of
our "buy-sell" culture. Building committees are
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sonian Building can Dot only channel movement
between the Smithsonian museums on both sides
of the Mall but also provide an unmatchable set-
ting for outdoor ceremonial functions. No more
magnificent setting for such events can be imag-
ined, as the bicentennial celebration of the birth
of James Smithson, held in 1965, demonstrated.
The decision to raise or lower these cross-axes
will not only give scale and variety to the area
without disturbing the visual flow of the monu-
mental axis but also will channel people in mean-
ingful ways in space which presently invites
haphazard movement.

The third effort to humanize the Mall will occur
along its borders. The architects, unwisely in my
opinion, have chosen to respect the military elms
which line both sides of the Mall at b0-foot pa-
rade intervals. The elm, like apple pie, has a spe-
cial place in American mythology and remains
virtually inviolate. The planners have sought to
"demilitarize" the area by interplanting within the
existing elms and by adding rows of more closely
spaced trees to both the inner edges (where the
present roadways bordering the greensward pass)
and to the outer edges fwhere other roadways
run). The present width of the greensward will
be kept, but the inner road beds-no longer nec-
essary since automobiles are expected to be kept
off the Mall-will probably become the main
pedestrian paths. Present plans call for pea-
gravel walks, a 2b-foot interval between the new
trees and the selection of a deciduous tree such
as the linden for the inner border. Present plans
call for the use of an evergreen tree, perhaps the
magnolia, along the outer borders, but the persist-
ent and questionable arguments made against
evergreens-that they are not tolerant of urban
conditions, are messy, or that their low branches
make them difficult to look out from under-sug-
gest that the planners do not really have much
interest in providing the type of tree Downing
insisted upon for the area. It may well be that
security and police problems (heightened by the
reputation of Central Park in New York) have
militated against the use of evergreens; yet if this
is so, it can only be said that it represents a sur-
render in advance to the fear that the Mall will
receive no adequate police protection, a disgrace-
ful and, I trust, unwarranted assumption.

Downing's argument that the Mall should be
meaningful above all in winter when Congress is
in session has been turned about by the present
planners who argue that the period of greatest use
is in the summer when 150,000 tourists may con-
verge on it in a single day. A "natural park,,' they
argue, could not stand the traffic. The crowds
must be channeled and controlled by formal
planting and firm lines, on the order of French
parks, so that the people stay on the gravel and
off the grass. The rationale of a summer park, of

course, means that the barrenness of deciduous
trees in winter can be accepted with equanimity.

The Smithsonian will sponsor a number of hu-
manizing activities under the arboreal cover of
the Mall and already has experimented with a
carrousel for children and temporary exhibits.
More "life" will be infused into the Mall in com-
ing years by the Smithsonian's humanistic leader,
S. Dillon Ripley.

Circulation throughout the area will probably
be provided for by minibus. Experimental use of
the New York World's Fair minibuses was made
in the fall of 1966 bv the National Park Service.
over the protests of local cab drivers. Paths con-
templated for the Mall have the minibus and the
walker in mind. An opportunity to develop bi-
cycle paths throughout the area has not been
seized, although such paths would serve the
critical urban needs of healthy recreation and
pleasurable commuting, as well as providing an
.qsthetically appealing variation to pedestrian and
minibus movement. The architects believe that
bicycles can share the areas and paths planned
for pedestrians and minibuses, but whether in
fact such mixed movement will be allowed by
administrative regulations remains open to doubt.
In any event, no great significance has been at-
tached to this form of locomotion and the very
possibility of bicycle movement may well be lost
in the shuffle of succeeding reviews and modifica-
tions of the plan and its adrninistration.

The retention of the monumental character of
the Mall and its adaptation to summer use and to
tourist convenience represents a compromise be-
tween the passionate humanity of Andrew |ack-
son Downing and the pompous formality of the
Park Commission Plan. The core of the Mall will
remain monumental, formal, awe-inspiring and
bereft of people-a classic picture from the Capi-
tol, from the Washington Monument and from an
airplane approaching National Airport. Its cross-
axes and its borders, if the attractions are imagi-
natively devised, will invite people-the summer
tourist more than the winter resident-to enjoy
its natural setting: green and luxurious half the
year, stark and naked the other half.

It is a compromise; in 2Oth century Washington
it could hardly be otherwise. It is also a flexible
plan and capable of further modification; in 20th
century Washington such changes are a virtual
certainty. It is, therefore, a meaningful, knowing
and sensitive compromise. The grandeur of L'En-
fant's conception, the humanity of Downing's
vision, the pomp of the McMillan Commission's
plan-all are included in Owings' scheme. The
political, social and esthetic demands made upon
the Mall have been hammered into an architec-
tural consensus which should endure for as long
as the elements forming the consensus endure.
That should be a long time. tr
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effect, but its major outlines have been published
and its details are being worked out.

In the practical world of Washington, success
is always qualified. A multiplicity of considera-
tions bind and bridle any creative idea. No plan-
ner there will ever have the free scope of L'Enfant
to design a theoretical city on the site of an actual
wilderness, nor the untrammelled authority of
Downing to put into execution fundamental con-
cepts deriving from personal conviction. But
within the limits of tg00-felt and prescribed,
real and imaginary-skidmore, Owings & Merrill
have achieved a qualified success. Among the
iimitations felt by the architects was the histori-
cal aura of the principal axis of the Park Commis-
sion plan, The great, sweeping topis vert running
from the Capitol to the Washington Monument
has established itself on picture post cards and in
the minds of people as an inviolate symbol of the
grandeur of the Federal City. It could no more be
reshaped (in the minds of the present plannersl
than apple pie be declared unpatriotic or the
American flag be redesigned.

Yet while accepting and cherishing the great
formal axis of the Mall, the designers have at-
tempted to humanize the area in three ways by
1,) the creation of a gigantic 

"r6ss-sxis-qn"Andrew Jackson Downing axis" as one of the
planners calls it--from the White House to the
Jefferson Memorial; 2J the creation of a series
of small ornamental and ceremonial cross-axes
across the major monumental axis; and 3J encour-
aging the establishment of humanizing activities
along the borders of the great axis.

The planting of Japanese cherry trees on the
grounds of the Washington Monument in Sep-
iember 1965 was the beginning step in the effort
to create a humanistic cross-axis from the White
House to the fefferson Memorial. The fact that
the trees were planted in rigid military formation
and that many died in the hot summer of 1966
should not obscure the intent of the designers to
create a "ragged-edged" natural setting which
would allow people to stroll in an unhurried fash-
ion via curving paths between the two focal
points of the minor axis. The blank space which
surrounds the simple shaft to Washington will in
time provide not only an overlook toward the
Capitol but also a restful connection between the
remnants of Downing's "President's Park or Pa-
rade" (whose circular carriage drive surrounding
the Parade is now compressed into an ellipse to
accommodate crosstown trafficJ and the irregu-
lar cherry tree frame of the Tidal Basin.

The series of ceremonial cross-axes along the
major east-west axis will provide other focal
points for human activity along the presently va-
cant Mall. The axis between the proposed sculp-
ture court near the National Gallery of Art and
the proposed Hirshhorn Art Museum will provide
a major stosis midway between the Capitol and
the Washington Monument. The flow of people
in this area will provide a pleasing, ever-changing
tobleou vivant to relieve the monotony of the
open spaces. Several other minor cross-axes
along the Mall will serve a similar function: The
axis between the Natural History Building of the
Smithsonian Institution and the original Smith-

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's approoch to humonization; "o meonin gf uI, knowing ond sensitive compromise."
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pression of barrenness of the empty greensward,
There is no variety.

The great vista from the Washington Monu-
ment to the Capitol is impressive on picture post-
cards and on lecturers' slides. But for those who
actually walk the Mall day in and day out the
space is not a miniaturized picture or stylized
model more appealing than the reality it seeks to
represent. The real Mall is dull and lifeless. It was
not meant to keep us happy; it was designed to
keep us in awe.

The dullness of the Mall is deliberate. The Park
Commission, seeking order and dignity in place
of the informality and lack of order that had
marked the Mall development in the previous
hundred years, longed to clear away the clutter of
buildings and trees and get back to what they
imagined to be L'Enfant's conception of a broad
ceremonial approach to the Capitol. But the at-
tempt to attain a grand vista and a monumental
avenue degenerated into pomposity, flatulence
and sterility.

On the Mall, in the "smithsonian Square," a
few evergreens and deciduous trees other than
elms remain, but probably date from periods later
than Downing's time. These few nonconforming
trees look like spectators who got mixed up in a
grand military parade. The great phalanxes of
elms that took possession of the Mall in the 20th
century never edge out of line. Four abreast on
each side of the vacant greensward, they do not
stop even to look at the odd species popping up
among them, poking up from an earlier level
through masonry "wells" to the level of the table-
top parade ground that the engineers of the 20th
century created.

Burnham, during a Congressional hearing in
1904, asserted, "We do not feel that [the Mall] can
with propriety be left in its natural state. We do
not think that in the midst of a great city, which
has formality all about it, that informality should
become the rule. We think with the Capitol at one
end and the Monument at the other, which are
the most formal things in the world, the treatment
between these structures should be equally for-
mal."

It is true that the Mall was not developed as a
unit in the 19th century, and that the temporary
and permanent buildings built upon it without
any ordered plan, the railroad that sliced it in two
and the lack of proper care in planting and main-
taining the trees that did exist required correc-
tion. But had Downing's plan for the Mall been
canied through, none of these misfortunes would
have befallen it. It was only necessary to reinsti-
tute the general plan that lay at hand, certified by
two Presidential orders for its execution. While I
do not advocate the re-creation of Downing's
plan, I do believe it can help shape what needs
to be done.

The philosophy of the Park Commission which
set the style for the Mall in the 20th century was
to underline the obvious. If a building were im-
portant it should be made to seem colossal. The
source of democratic power must be made obvi-
ous from a distance and stand authoritatively,
dominantly. There could be none of the surprises,
changing levels, odd juxtapositions, orientation
to the individual human being that marked, for
example, the center of authority in democratic
Athens.

Only the historical accident of the old Smith-
sonian Building provides some relief to the monu-
mental dullness of the formal plan sought by the
Senators and architects at the turn of the century.
Its position within the 400-foot line drawn from
either side of the axis running between the Capi-
tol and the Washington Monument was a standing
offense to the planners' sense of order. When the
subject of the Smithsonihn Building was brought
up at the hearings, the assurance was given that
it could be moved back of the line necessary to
create the desired vista. Yet all the plans, models
and maps showing the Mall as it was to be,
whether in the first, second, third or fourth dec-
ades of the 20th century, are barren of the build-
ing we now deem an outstanding product of the
genius of |ames Renwick and an ornament to
Washington that must not be destroyed. It is ap-
parent that the Smithsonian Building was expect-
ed to disappear, either by the hand of man or that
of time.

The "defects" of Renwick's Norman castle as
seen by the formal eye of 1g00 have become assets
in the eyes of those forced to live in marble halls.
The warm rusty colors, which glow in the evening
sun, serve as a standing rebuke to the colorless
and lackluster whited sepulchres around it. Its
irregular dimensions and proj ections-vertically,
horizontally, laterally-give us welcome relief
from the symmetrical boxes constantly spawning
in the Federal City. Even its failure to stand back
of the line prescribed by the turn-of-the-century
planners warms our hidden rebelliousness. It rep-
resents, in brief, the human scale ignored by the
monumentally minded park planners.

The shortsightedness of the Park Commission
has come down to the present time. The National
Capital Planning Commission's Policies Plan for
the Year 2000 [1961) warned against humanizing
the Mall. The situation has now, fortunately, radi-
cally changed: a different Planning Commission;
a different President; a different Secretary of the
Interior; a different secretary of the Smithsonian;
and a different architect have consciously turned
toward a humanization of the Mall. The specific
plan of 1966 is the product of the firm of Skid-
more, Owings & Merrill, and is usually called the
"Owings Plan" from the name of its chief creator,
Nathaniel Owings. It has not yet been put into
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ing to resign-but I will not submit to any control
from any commissioner-or even supervision."

Downing went on to say that he had not sought
the job, that he had a thriving practice elsewhere,
that he had been spending one-third of his time
on the Washington project and would spend "as
much more time as I judge necessary" later. Most
important, however, was his desire of "giving one
good example of a rea.lpark in the United States."

Downing continued, "If I am interfered with Or
tramelled by any petty commissioner I will throw
up the matter at once-as I am wholly independ-
ent of both it and the President-and shall do
only what is right and just according to my own
view of the matter,"

"I have spoken thus frankly to you my dear Sir
because I foresaw this kind of interference before
I went to Washington and therefore rather de-
clined meddling with government matters-and
my friend Mr. Corcoran assured me that I should
have sole control of my own works. I hope if nec-
essary I shall be able to convince Mr. Fillmore of
the injustice he does me, and that I may always
have your friendly aid and advice in the matter."

Downing had a friend in Henry. Together, on
]uly 1, they called on the President "to settle
the matter as to who has the jurisdiction of the
grounds, Mr. Downing or the Commissioner of
Public Buildings." Ten days later Henry visited
the Secretary of the Interior who, on fuly 11, 18b1
informed Easby and Downing that "I am directed
by the President to state that, until the plan which
he has adopted, or may hereafter from time to
time adopt for those improvements shall have
been executed and completed, the grounds in
question will remain under the exclusive control
of Mr. Downing, his agent to carry out those
plans. All disbursements on account of such im-
provements will be made by the Commissioner
of Public Buildings upon the Certificate of Mr.
Downing. When the improvements shall have
been completed Mr, Downing's appointment will
expire, and the grounds will fall under the general
supervision and management of the Commis-
sioner of Public Buildings."

Indeed, Downing's authority was extended
even beyond the Mall site in a letter of |uly 18,
1851, frorn the Secretary of the Interior to Easby
informing him that the President desired to "place
under the control of Mr. Downing all the public
grounds in the City, including the Capitol Square,
so far as the planting and replanting of trees, and
Iaying out and ornamenting . . . may extend."

Downing, h"ppy in his victory, worked with a
will. But, as Congress met again, and the need
for more funds arose, problems again appeared.
Downing, in a letter to Henry dated February 23,
1852, discussing the need to get appropriation
bills amounting to $sO,oOO through Congress to
support the work of the Mall plan, asserted: ,,I
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have a great interest in the work in Washington
and if you gentlemen who have influence in
Washington will stand by me I will make the Cap-
itol 'blossom like the rose' but I despise all mean
arts of patronage. I told Mr. Corcoran plainly, at
our final interview, that I would serve the govern-
ment in this matter with all my soul-but that I
would not beg either for office or its continuance.
If the government or Congress do not recognize
in me the man they need, then I do not wish to
serve them. But I have no reason to think there is
any real reason to fear that my plans will be
thwarted. If you and the few others who really
understand the plan for improving the Capitol
will only have faith in me and stand by me I will
gladly wait my time to convince Congress that I
can do what I undertake, and that they can trust
me without this continual protestation and cau-
cusing on my part."

However, criticism mounted and led to a fiery
debate on the floor of Congress. Although Down-
ing found eloquent defenders and a motion to
curtail appropriations was defeated, the atmos-
phere had been clouded.

Then, suddenly, tragedy struck. Downing was
iost when the steamboat Henry CIoy, on which he
was a passenger, burned and sank in the Hudson
River on July 28, 1852. President Fillmore, on
Henry's advice, appointed W. D. Brackenridge,
botanist of the Wilkes expedition and Downing's
assistant, as superintendent of the grounds.

But, as Frederick Law Olmsted noted in a paper
in 1882, "Upon Downing's untimely death, in
1852, the larger design was suspended, gradually
lost sight of, and the ground has since been in
considerable part laid out under successive acts
of Congress by parcels, with a variety of local
motives, none of which have as yet been fully
realized." Olmsted urged Congress to give the
remnants of Downing's plan, still evident in the
Smithsonian Park, "special and reverent atten-
tion as representing the only essay . . . yet made
under our government in landscape gardening."

Times change. Theories of beauty change. No
trace of Downing's Mall plan, no trees planted
under his direction, remain. The ellipse and the
lawns south of the White House-though con-
siderably altered from Downing's circular parade

-alone 
give some hint of the original plan.

In L902, the Park Commission, headed by Dan-
iel H. Burnham and including Frederick Law
Olmsted Jr., Charles F. McKim and Augustus St.
Gaudens, ignored Downing's recommendation
that deciduous trees always be supplemented by
evergreens to remind man constantly of life and
beauty, a factor of particular importance in
Washington where the Congress meets during the
winter months. The wintry beauty sought by
Downing does not exist on the Mall. The endless,
sterile rows of defoliated elms heighten the im-



air, there. This includes not only the pine and fir tribe,
with narrow leaves, but broad-leaved evergreens such as

magnolias, Rhododendrons, Portugal laurels, etc. which
when assembled together in one place, would make such
a winter garden scene as attractive, any pleasant day in
mid-winter, as most gardens are in the midst oI Summer.
It would be a particularly valuable feature in Washington,
where the Winter and early Spring months, are those in
rvhich the City has its largest population. The walks in
this garden are 20 feet wide.

4th: Smithsonian Park or Pleasure Grounds

An anangement of choice trees in the natural style, the
plots near the Institution would be thickly planted with
the rarest trees and shrubs, to give greater seclusion and
beauty to its immediate precincts.

Sth: Fountain Park

This Park would be chiefly remarkable lor its water
features. The Fountain would be supplied from a basin
in the Capitol. The pond or lake might either be formed
from the overflow of this fountain, or from a filtering
drain from the canal.* The earth that ',vor,rld be excavated
to form this pond is needed to fill up low places now exist-
ing in this portion of the grounds.

Gth: The Botanic Garden

This is the spot already selected for this purpose and
containing three green-houses. It n'ill probably at some
future time, be filled rvith a collection of hardy piants.
I have only shown hon' the carriage-drive should pass
through it (Crossing the canal again hereJ and making the
exit by a large gateway opposite the middle gate of the
Capitol Grounds.

If this plan. or such modification oi it as may occur on
applying it to the ground, is adopted, it rvould afford some
of the most beautifully varied carriage-drives in the
world. These drives would be hard gravel roads 40 feet
wide, and, commencing at the Arch at the end of Penn-

-It 

is p"oposud to turn the canal out of its present course (where
it makes an angle here) and carry it. as shown on the plan: at
once a more direct course for utility of the Canal, anal giving much
more space to the Public crounds. [Downing's note]
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Tο Hお ExceIIency TllolPibsident o′ thё l●lited States

EXPLANATORY

{To accompany the plan for improving

My object in this Plan has been three-fold:
f.i, fo fo.m a nationul p""t, which should be an orna-

ment to the Capital of the United States:2nd: To give an
example of the natural style of Landscape Gardening
which may have an influence on the general taste of the
Country;3rd: To form a collection of all the trees that
will grow in lhe climate of Washington, and. by having
these trees plainly labelled wilh lheir populal and scien-
tific names, to form a public museum of living trees and
shrubs where every person visiting lVashington could be-
come familiar with the habits and growth of all the hardy
trees.

The Public Grounds now to be improved I have ar-
ranged so as to form six different and distincl scenes: viz.

lst: The President's Park or Parade

This comprises the open Ground directly south of the
President's House. Adopting suggestions made me at
Washington I propose to keep the large area of this
ground opent as a place for parade or military reviews.
as well as public festivitjes or celebrations. A circular
carriage drive 40 feet wide and nearlv a mile long shaded
by an avenue of Elms, surrounds the Parade, while a

series of foot-paths, 10 feet wide, winding through thick-
ets of trees and shrubs, forms the boundary to this park,
and would make an agreeable shaded promenade for
pedestrians.

I propose to take down the present small stone gates
to the Presidenl's Grounds, and place at the end of Penn-
sylvania Avenue a large and handsome Archrvay of mar-
trle, which shall not only form the main entrance from
the City to the whole of the proposed new Grounds, but
shall also be one of the principal Architectural ornaments
of the city: inside of this arch-way is a semicircle with
three gates commanding lhree carriage roads. Two of
these lead into the Parade or President's Park, the third
is a private carriage-drive into the President's grounds:

恥熱、3職INCT③N
FEBRUARY´  i851.
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NOTES

the Public Grounds at Washington.J

this gate should be protected by a Porter's lodge, and
should only be open on reception days, thus making the
President's grounds on this side of the house quite private
at all other times. I propose to have the exit of guests on
reception days on this side of the house, the entronce, as

no!\r, on the other side. I have not sho\r'n on the plan sev-
eral ideas that have occurred to me for increasing the
beauty and seclusion of the President's grounds, beCausu
I would first wish to submit them for the approval of the
President.

2nd: Monument Park

This comprises the fine plot of ground surrounding the
Washington monument and bordercd by the Potomac. To
reach it from the President's Park I propose to cross lhe
canal by a wire suspension bridge. sutficienlly slrong for
carriages, which rvould permit vessels of moderate size
to pass under it, and would be an ornamental feature in
the grounds. I propose to plant Monument Park wholly
with Americon trees, of large growth, disposed in open
groups, so as to al[l]ow of fine vistas of the Potomac river.

3rd: The Evergreen Garden

Crossing 14th Street* we next come to what I term the
Evergreen Garden. This is a space of about 16 acres, laid
out with walks so as to show everv tree in detail, and
planted wholly with evergreens. I prtpose to collect here
all the evergreens, both foreign and native, that will thrive
in the climate of Washington. At present, only about a
dozen species of evergreen trees are known at Washing-
ton, but I will show that there are 130 species and va-
rieties oI fine evergreens, which will thrive, in the open
- t pr"p* finally, to have either hedges or light invisible iron
fcnces to these streets, with gates at the crossings of the paths and
carriage-drives. By arranging the planting as I have done, the streets
would injure the gencral efrect o{ the grounds as little as possible
when the tre6a are well grown.
IDowning s note]
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Downing returned to his office in Newburgh-
on-the-Hudson and worked on his conception
during the winter. His absence caused his Wash-
ington friends some concern. In a letter to Henry
on February 1, L851, Corcoran wrote, "What has
become of Mr. Downing? I fear his absence will
very materially impair the prospect for a hand-
some appropriation for the improvenrent of the
public grounds."

But Downing had not been inactive. His plan
for the "improvement of the public Mall, includ-
ing the grounds of the Smithsonian Institution,"
was presented io the Board of Regents at its meet-
ing on February 27,1851,

On March 3, 1851, in Newburgh, Downing dis-
patched a document entitled "Explanatory Notes"
to explain in detail his Mall plan, reproduced on
the following pages.

Downing's plan was accepted and President
Fillmore formally noted his approval on the plan
itself in two signed notations. One notation is
dated April 'J"2,1851,: "I hereby adopt so much of
the annexed plan for the improvement of the pub-
lic grounds of the City of Washington south of the
President's House to the west of Seventh Street
subject to such modifications as may be deemed
advisable in the progress of the work; and the
remainder of the plan for the portion lying east of
Seventh Street is reserved for future considera-
tion." The second notation, dated February 8,
L853, after Downing's death, adopts the remain-
der of the plan.

Downing soon found that in Washington, par-
ticularly when one is operating from a distance,
control over projects is not always easy to main-
tain. Criticism of the "rural architect's" conduct
emerged in the summer of tgst. When Henry

called on the President on |une L0, he learned that
the latter had been told that the last time Downing
had been in Washington he remained only long
enough to draw his pay. Henry reassured the
President, but he also hastened to send Downing
a letter informing him of the charge and urging
him to come as soon as convenient.

Downing, on receipt of Henry's letter, dashed
off an outraged letter to the President rejecting
the imputation that "the public interest there [in
Washingtonl suffers by his not being constantly
on the spot." On the contrary, Downing assured
the President, he was entirely satisfied with the
progress of the work and "he begs to remind the
President of his kind assurance that he-Mr. D
[owning]-should alone have the charge of and be
responsible for the improvement of the grounds
in question." The operations underway, he point-
ed out, were the "roughest operations of ground
labor, requiring nothing more than a monthly di-
rection on his part-together with a rigid system
of daily overseeing, that the labor shall be faith-
fully and economically done." He trusted that the
President would accept the explanation, "not ex-
pecting him to give his personal attention to the
removal of every load of earth," but relying on his
judgment and ability for the final result.

In a letter to Henry two days after his pained
response to the President, Downing confided, "I
know very well from what quarter the complaint
you refer to originates. The Commiesioner of
Pubpicl Buildings [William Esby, who replaced
the deceased Muddl is I think a very capable and
honest public officer-but he is ambitious to
monoge everything relating to Washington-and
among other matters myself. It was on this ac-
count discovering how matters stood in the outset
that I made it a particular point, as you doubtless
remember, in my first interview with the Presi-
dent that the improvements intrusted to me
should be solely under my direction. Either I am
a judge of the proper progress of my work or I am
not. If I am satisfied with it the Com[missioner] of
Pub[ic] Buildings has no right to complain. If the
President is not satisfied with me, I am very will-

Main text continued on poge 56

The author: Dr. Washburn is chairman o{ the de-
partment of American studies, Smithsonian Institu-
tion, where he has an opportunity to observe the
MalI on a day-to-day basis. He is the author of
"Natural Light and the Museum of the Future"
rvhich appeared in the AIA JOURNAL for january
1965.
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Csrridor-installed Bradley Washfountains make
supervision a snap, save money in schools!rney
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BY NATHANIEL H. ROGG
This month's guest outhor is executive vice president of
the NotionoJ Associotion of Home Builders ond a
distinguished economist in the housin g field. Tight money
is pressing upon not only housing but other building
projects, ond architects ore feeling its effects. Dr. Rogg
was asked to discuss the workings of lederol fiscol ond monetary
poiicies ond their profound impoct on the bui.lding economy.

量́ままξttζ ttξ緻雉彦炒燿醸_内‡醗輪ざヽ:After the Bitter Year
The outlook for housing will grow
brighter as 1967 progresses, but
there will be no dramatic upsurge

-not with the condition left by
1966's horrendous war for money.

There is always considerable lead
time in the housing industry be-
tween plans and execution. Builders
once again must assemble construc-
tion crews to fulfill the growing,
pent-up demand. By mid-summer,
however, the industry is expected
to begin registering a solid increase
in construction activity.

Money tightness and money pan-
ics have run throughout our history.
It was to prevent such problems that
the Federal Reserve System was es-
tablished in 1913. But tight money
was a problem our generation found
only in history books, until 1966.

The war for money constricted
the flow of savings into the finan-
cial institutions that are the under-
pinning of our industry. The flow to
the savings and loans, mutual sav-
ings, commercial bank time depos-
its and life insurance companies
declined by 40 percent, a drop from
1965 of $rz billion.

That would have been enough
money to finance the building of
one million additional houses-
houses vitally needed by the nation.

As it was, housing production
in 1966 finished on the order of 1.2
million units, down 20 percent from
the 1.5 million mark of 1965.

The construction industry and
homebuilding bore the brunt of this
condition, and many an American
family was squeezed out of the mar-
ket because of tight money.

How did it happen? History prob-
ably will record that fiscal and mon-
etary officials failed to face up to
the challenges confronting the na-
tion in 1966. Either they did not
face up or their timing was off.

The disastrous money situation
which beset the housing industry
throughout almost all of 1966 was
actually triggered in December 1965.
It was then that the Federal Reserve
Board, with the economy booming,
raised its rediscount rate to 4rlz per-
cent and, in addition to raising
the cost of money, permitted com-
mercial banks to up the ceiling on
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certificates of deposit from 41lz to
5t/z percent.

The war for savings was on, and
homebuilding suffered. The money
supply still grew at a spiraling rate.
Banks expanded credit at a time
when they were already heavily
loaned up, but the money didn't go
into the mortgage markets; it went
into business expansion.

There was an unprecedented de-
cline in the savings flow into the
S&Ls and the other thrift institu-
tions that supply the lifeblood of
the building industry.

The National Association of
Home Builders repeatedly called
attention to the deterioration of the
mortgage market. Government fis-
cal and monetary officials paid
scant attention, apparently because
housing production was moving
along at an annual rate of about 1.5
million units through April.

In May, the skid began as build-
ers' commitments started to run
out. Production fell to a rate of 1.3
million and then to 1.08 million in
Julv.

It wasn't until summer that the
Federal Reserve Board and the Ad-
ministration moved to counter the
situatiori.

That they did act may be attrib-
uted in good part to the major cam-
paign mounted by the NAHB to
demonstrate graphically to the Con-
gress, the Administration, govern-
mental agencies and the public the
disastrous results that could ensue.

A "Call to Action" went out from
our headquarters in the National
Housing Center, and more than 800
builders from throughout the na-
tion responded. They presented the
situation in cold detail to govern-
ment representatives.

In September, the Federal Re-
serve Board sent out letters to its
12 Federal Reserve banks telling
them to slow their business loans
and making it unmistakably clear
that the member banks could not
expect to get unlimited funds to
lend in turn forbusiness expansion.

At the same time, President fohn-
son asked Congress to suspend the
7 percent tax investment credit by
corporate business. Almost simul-

taneously Congress approved legis-
lation which lowered the interest
rate on certificates of deposit and
allowed S&Ls to raise some rates.

In October, the 7 percent busi-
ness tax investment credit was
suspended.

Nonetheless, because of the lag
between the supply of money and
actual construction activity, resi-
dential construction dropped by 35
percent in late 1966, and total con-
struction sank from an $80 billion
rate to $70 billion.

What followed these belated fis-
cal and monetary actions? The total
economy began slowing down in
the last two months of the year. A
decline occurred in every sector of
the private economy.

Concumently, more money was
released for construction activity;
the flow of funds to mortgage lend-
ing institutions improved; and
mortgage rates declined somewhat.

While this is desirable from the
homebuilding industry's point of
view, the changed picture made it
patently evident that major miscal-
culations had been made-fiscally
and monetarily and in timing and
purpose.

One thing became clear: There is
an obvious need for closer coordi-
nation among the various agencies,
the Federal Reserve Board. the
Home Loan Bank Board and the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development in charting the na-
tion's economic path. Unilateral
actions are simply intolerable.

As the new year began it ap-
peared that the Federal Reserve
Board would continue to ease
credit. President fohnson called for
a 6 percent surcharge on corporate
and personal income tax, a call that
itself was a fiscal move that created
changed economic conditions.

Mortgage money began loosening
in the early months of the new year.
Interest rates softened somewhat.
The flow of savings into the thrift
institutions that supply the money
for mortgages began to increase.

After a bad experience, things
were looking better for the home-
building industry and the American
family. □
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nique after a camera "tilt-up" or "tilt-down" cre-
ated the effect of moving from level to level. In
other cases, such as ramps and stairways, the
model was prepared by either the foldaway or the
duplicate segment method. The model segment,
providing access to the new level (i.e., the ramp
or stairJ, was tipped or rotated in front of the
television camera lens, which produced the same
effect as movement up or down the stair or ramp.

The major problem of production was the com-
munication of a sense of movement through the
spaces, especially the long, confined ones. Pre-
liminary experirnentation revealed that the use
of a zoom lens to narrow progressively the angle
of view through the length of a confined space
effectively conveyed the sense of movement. With
either fixed focus or the zoom lens a sense of
movement could also be attained by means of fo-
cusing progressively from the initial to the distant
point of observation. For this effect. the studio
light levels were kept purposely low, and the cam-
era worked close to the sequence models in order
to provide a limited optical depth of field so that
the progressive center of focus produced the
sense of movement. Because the illumination.
value and texture of the model were held os con.
stant as possible, the scale figures placed through-
out the spaces were found to play an important
role in reinforcing the sense of depth and move-
ment, while also providing a point of reference
for the cameraman as he focused along the desig-
nated path.

This particular experiment employed two im-
age orthicon cameras which proved effective un-
der the conditions provided. Many closed-circuit
television studios employ vidicon-type camera
equipment, but it is doubtful if they would have
conveyed in as satisfactory a manner the visual
impression of movement within the interior
spaces. Also, the vidicon camera is subject to
"lag," which makes panning for scanning of
space) jerky. This fault would destrov the em-
pathy of the viewer by calling attention to tech-
nique. Further limitations of vidicon equipment
are the requirements for higher light leveis and
the shorter focal length lenses which would have
resulted in less flexibility for the procedures em-
ployed in this pilot study. The compactness of
the vidicon camera would serve as an advantage,
however, and economy is also significantly in
favor of vidicon.

Presentation Procedures

The four spatial types were presented in sepa-
rate units. The order of the presentation of each
sequence began with preprogram information for
the first two minutes. Such data, consisting of a
test pattern and an identification slide for the
program, normally precedes each closed circuit
television recording at Nebraska. The procedure

permits the preparation of the audience for view-
ing and listening to television presentation (i.e., it
is a transitionary element) and also allows adjust-
ment of receiving sets without interfering with
the reception of the program substance.

A series of slides was next presented, identi-
fying the spatial type about to he viewed, the
names of the students involved in the project, the
class title and instructor, and the College of En-
gineering and Architecture. The studio produc-
tion then faded in on the first viewpoint as the
television cameras began their movement to rep-
resent the visual impressions of an observer see-
ing the spaces in sequence for the first time. Iden-
tification slides were also employed to terminate
each presentation and to provide a transition
from the empathetic experience of viewing de-
signed sequences of spaces to the reality of the
television viewing environment.

Each unit required approximately five minutes
from beginning to end of the studio production.
No predetermined elapsed time for movement
through a given sequence was established. The
spaces themselves required varying lengths of
time for the scanning process. This depended up-
on the size of the volume, surface or edge charac-
teristics and depth of the volume through which
the observer must move. Either to hurry or to
drag through the spaces would create an artifi-
ciality in the movement.

Pacing was deliberately slow, approximating
the speed of a leisurely walk. This was done, in
part, to facilitate scanning of the spaces but also
to allow time for the establishment of a psycho-
logical reaction to each space so that the progres-
sion into the next space would become even more
meaningful. One of the key features of the tele-
vision medium as a simulation tool is the ability
to emphasize, through time and motion, the rela-
tionship between the spaces to allow the student
to sharpen his awareness of the sequential expe-
rience of space.

In the playback, each segment of the video tape
(representing a particular spatial type in se-
quenceJ was presented separately, after which the
machine was stopped. The first playback was pre-
sented without the audio signal so that only the
video portion would be displayed to the vieradng
panel. The tape was rewound and the segment re-
peated, after an appropriate interval. The second
playback utilized both the video and the audio
tracks, which allowed the musical impressions to
reinforce the visual impressions sought for each
of the spatial sequences.

The Experiment Evaluated

Evaluation of the project was accomplished in
a three-step process. First, the student groups es-
timated the psychological effects of each ip"""
in each spatial type and in the progression from
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one space to the next in sequence, Second, a pro-
file of the observed and evaluated characteristics
of the various individual spaces within each of the
designated spatial types was prepared by the stu-
dent groups and presented, for review, to a panel
of judges. The panel was comprised of profes-
sional architects, architectural educators and cer-
tain nonarchitectural university faculty. Third,
the panel of judges and the students were shown
the two video tape playbacks of each sequence
to determine the degree of conformity between
the expectation and the actual production.

From this type of original research in the appli-
cation of television cameras and video tape as an
architectural design tool in the "simulation of the
visual experience of scanning and motion through
a designed sequence of spaces," certain conclu-
sions can be cited. In this pilot study, student ob-
servations, while done with certain accepted ana-
lytic methods and procedures, could not be used
as a reliable basis for predicting human behavior
or reaction to a space. Sampling was insufficient
in both quantity and randomness.

Positively, this procedure did provide the stu-
dent with an exposure to a procedure requiring a

more exacting methodology than that to which he
was before accustomed; it allowed him to gain
an understanding of the effects that could be pos-

sible in the design of architectural space by vari-
ation of the spatial configuration; and he may, one
hopes, be made aw'are of the means by which
spaces are experienced to the point of considering
these factors of scanning and motion sequences in
his design work.

The common agreement among the viewing
panel that evaluated the spatial simulations was,
however, that a spatial experience was provided
which could not, perhaps, have been made in any
other way. In addition, all critiques of the simula-
tion playbacks, despite the anticipated flaws at-
tributed principally to lack of precedent and re-
sulting inexperience in the execution of a tele-
vision production of this nature, were expressed
in terms of spatial qualities, smoothness of mo-
tion through space, r:tc. At no time was reference
made in terms of the simulation model.

Refinement and dervelopment of this design tool
is required before it can become an integral part
of the design studio and the architectural design
process. The television medium must be ex-
amined for its capacities to simulate accurately
various designed illumination and color condi-
tions. Special television accessory equipment
may have to be developed to adapt the medium
to this architectural application. The subject in-
vites the challenge of architectural research. E

bolization" in Norberg-Schulz's Intentions in Ar-
chitecture. Whether the author is justified in bas-
ing the substance of his main chapters (i.e., Sec.

3-"Theory") on symbolism is a matter which
will be discussed in due course. But it is important
to make clear at the outset that a symbol, as he
understands it, is not simply what the dictionary
defines as "a thing regarded by general consent as

representing something else"; it is part of a whole
philosophical system termed in Chicago Erkennt-
nis [i.e,, total cognition) and elaborated by Ernst
Cassirer in his monumental work The Philosophy
of Symbolic Forms.

Norberg-Schulz's footnotes clearly show that
his terminology, and much of his argument, is
based on a little-known article by Charles W.
Morris entitled "Esthetics and the Theory of
Signs," published in the final issue of a now de-
funct periodical called the /ournol of Unified Sci-
ence. And this article states in its first paragraph:
"The Theory of Signs 1 (semiotic) offers a vantage

Symbolism and Architectural Theory

Intentions in Architecture. Christian Norberg-
Schulz. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1965' $S.50'

Last year, the Architectural Undergraduates'
Society of McGill University organized a series

of lectures entitled "symbolism" and invited a

number of distinguished architects as guest speak-

ers. All these lectures were extremely interesting,
but what was most remarkable was the extraor-
dinary unanimity displayed by the participants
with respect to the theme. Every lecturer an-
nounced that he had no intention whatsoever of
devoting his talk to symbolism (about which he

claimed to have only the most rudimentary no-
tions); and proceeded-very rightly-to spend his
allotted time talking about architectural problems
with which he was familiar and which, in his
view, presumably had no relevance to symbolism
at all.

Why should architectural students be now so

concerned with symbolism, and what is the value
of this concept in developing their latent talents?
Perhaps the easiest way to grapple with this prob-
Iem is to examine concisely the chapter otl "Sym-
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l The terms "sign" and "symbol" ate synonymous as used by
this group of scholars.



point from which to consider, and upon which to
ground, many disciplines which have long been
felt as related, but whose relations to each other
and to the natural sciences have not been easy to
state: such disciplines include logic, mathematics,
linguistics and esthetics." In other words, Nor-
berg-Schulz's aim is not simply to coordinate the
theory of architecture with a general theory of es-
thetics as has so often been attempted in the past;
it is to coordinate it with a theory which forms
what Immanuel Kant would have called the ,,ar_

chitectonic" basis of every possible branch of
human knowledge,

It was inevitable that the rapid fragmentation
of specialized knowledge during the 20th cen-
tury, involving as it did a variety of new disci_
plines each producing its own esoteric terminol_
ogy, should prompt philosophers to seek an
integration which would, as it were, extend Kant's
system 2 to infinity. Thus, in addition to the work
of Ernst Cassirer just mentioned, we have Suz_
anne Langer's well-known study on ,,The Sym_
bolism of Reason, Rite and Art'; entitled phiios_
ophy in o New Key. Nevertheless, it cannot be
asserted too emphatically that, like Benedetto
Croce's system, this philosophy is essentially an
aspect of iinguistics fas Morris clearly denotes in
his triple division of ,,semiotics', into ,,svntac_
tics," "semantics" and ,,pragmatics") 

so that far
from being an objective mea.rs of interrelating
"logic, mathematics, linguistics and esthetics,,, it
is really a means of subordinating logic, mathe_
matics and esthetics to what is esseniially a lin_
guistic technique.

It might therefore seem wise, before following
Norberg-Schulz further in his attempt to fit the
theory of architecture into a philosoihy of sym_
bolic forms, to find out to what extentitris piit_
osophy is considered fruitful by those who spe_
cialize in linguistics; and here one gets one,s first
shock of surprise, for an authorit| such as Ste_
phen Ullmann, professor of romance philology at
Leeds University, dismisses the whoie theorv of
semjotics with thinly veiled contempt.s However,
Professor Ullmann may be wrong, though his at_
titude should make us cautious iniccordlng C. W.
Morris s theory the value evidently ascribed to it
by Norberg-Schulz.

Another reason for caution relates to the whole
technique of arguing from analogies, especially
linguistic analogies. I have comm"ented. on some
of the dangers in Chapter 17 of Changrng ldeols in
Modern Architecture, but I should lik-e here to
emphasize that although many distinguished phil_
osophers, from Croce and Collingwood onward,
have tried to relate a general theory of esthetics
to some aspect of linguistics, all have significantly

^ 
, F"" K"",k ,ri"u's of symbolism, see his Krjti& der Urteilskruft,Part I, para. 59.
r S. Ullirann: Semontics (Oxford 1g64J: Introduction,

avoided discussing architecture. Thus not only
does Suzanne Langer confine her own discussion
to music in Philosophy in o New Key; she specifi-
cally warns her readers against the danger of ar-
guing analogically from one art to another. ,,We

should take warning," she writes on page 20g,
"against the fallacy of hasty generalization-of
assuming that through music we are studying all
the arts, so that every insight into the nature of
music is immediately applicable to painting, ar-
chitecture, poetry, dance and drama; and above
all, that propositions which do not have obvious
analogs in all these departments are not very
valuable in their restricted musical context."

C. W. Morris's approach is similarly architec-
iurally unilluminating,. because although he also
perceives that his arguments will carry no weight
unless he discusses art in terms of ,,abstraction,,'
he confines his analysis to abstract painting, thus
robbing himself of the only chance to introduce
the two art-historical disciplines he considers rel-
eva_nt to his theory of signs, namely iconography
and iconology. As he himself says, ,,A 

"o-pteiesthetic sign is by definition iconic," and ,,what
differentiates esthetic perception from other per-
ceptual activities is the fact that perception iJ di-
rected to value properties which are directlv em-
bodied in certain of the iconic sign vehicle, *hi"h
form part of the total sign complex.,,a Hence he
finds himself in the quandry of having to admit
that, according to his theory, abstract art can
mean anything to anybody-or as he phrases it
with appropriate philosophical profundity:,,Ab_
stract art is simply an extreme case of high gen_
erality of semantic reference, the generality of the
component iconic signs and the total iconic sign
being so high that their range of possible denotata
is very large." 5

Since architecture is, as Viollet_le_Duc ob_
served over a century ago, the most obvious type
of abstract art, and probably the only sophisti
cated abstract art of space, it seems sirange that
these philosophers should not have discussed
architecture with respect to the philosophy of
symbolic forms. There is, of course, the well-
known case of an art historian making an attempt,
namely E. B. Smith's Architecturol symbolism of
Imperiol Rome ond the Middle Ages (princeton,
1956J; b_ut Norberg-Schulz is writing specifically
about the present and the future, raiher than
about the past, so his statements about symbolism
might have been expected to be more enlighten_
ing. On page 68 of Intentions jn Arch itecture
he states that "art symbolizes value_objects,,
('symbolization' having already been defined on
page 57 as "a means of representation of a state
of affairs in another medium by means of struc_
tural similarity"]. On page ZO he writes that__=--------

; l;,T.:"i."lir:tfed science, vor. vrl, p' 1se.
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" 'Style'is defined as the formal probability-struc-
ture of the symbol-system." But on the same page

he asserts that whereas "artistic originality al-
ways has to be 'measured' relative to the style,"
"symbol-systems have a varying capacity of
symbolization and may thus be considered more
or less valuable."

Now it may be that these statements are too
profound for my comprehension, or that they are
more meaningful when translated from German
into Norwegian (which is Mr. Norberg-Schulz's
mother tongue). But as far as I can make out, they
simply mean that the merit of a building is to be
judged a) by its ability to be symbolic in a given
age;bJ by its noncomformity with contemporary
building types; and c) by the extent to which it
represents 'value-objects' by means of tangible
materials. If this interpretation is correct, the first
two theses can be refuted by the fact that 1) forms
only become symbolic by constant and consistent
use, so that in an age such as our own, when cul-
ture and technology are evolving rapidly, the like-
lihood of creating genuine architectural symbols
seems remote; and z) since the gimmick of the
"one-off" building popularized by famous form
givers is now losing its initial appeal, it would
seem that self-conscious nonconformity is not
only the principal characteristic of contemporary
architectural 'symbolism,' but that this "symbol-
ism" is only'symbolic' in the sense used by public
relations consultants.

For in our age of "status symbols" and "graphic
symbols," any distinctive building becomes a

symbol once it is deliberately publicized with
this purpose in view. The harmful effects of this
influence have been commented upon by Reyner
Banham with respect even to the Pirelli Building
in Milan; so its supporters can hardly claim that
it helps raise the standards of architecture, since

an ugly building can be just as commercially sym-
bolic fas Frank Furness so brilliantly provedJ as

one that is harmoniously designed'
It would seem, therefore, that only Norberg-

Schulz's insistence that architecture, by defini-
tion, is something which "symbolizes value-ob-
jects" presents any difficulty; but this difficulty
is mainly due to the fact that he nowhere defines

the term 'value-object,' nor does he use the ex-
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pression elsewhere in his book. To judge from
his remarks on pages 68 and 722,however, he con-
siders the phrase "art symbolizes value-objects"
to be synonymous with the phrase "art expresses
values"; and if this is so, he is merely relegating
his thesis to the well-trampled battleground of
Crocean esthetics-i.e., to the linguistic theory
that all art is explicable in terms of poetry; a no-
tion first propounded by Baumgarten when he
invented the neologism "Aesthetico" in 1750.

For 200 years, the theory of architecture has
been bedeviled by linguistics, whereby genera-
tions of German philosophers, obsessed by the
the desire to reduce the products of imagination
to an all-embracing transcendental system, wrote
procrustean treatises on "The Philosophy of Art,"
into which architecture fitted as best it could. Any
architectural qualities which refused to fit into an
all-embracing "Theory of Art" (such as firmitos
and utilitos.) were unostentatiously neglected.
Any components of art theory which were not
evident in architecture (such as "the expression
of emotion"J were sophistically assumed to be so
implicitly evident as to need no formal justifica-
tion. As a result, architectural students must be so
befuddled by the conflicting criteria of Iiterature,
painting and sculpture that it is a wonder they
have any coherent architectural criteria at all.
Nor is the dilemma alleviated by "library sci-
ence," since catalogers still make little distinc-
tion between art and archaeology (though they
steadfastly discriminate between architecture
and building technologyJ, while in at least one dis-
tinguished seat of learning the /ournol of Esthet-
ics is classified as "philosophy" and filed in a

different building from that housing the library
of the department of fine art.

After two centuries of argument, there is still
no agreement as to which arts ate "fine" and
which are not. Indeed, Morris claims that any ob-
ject becomes a work of art if any person regards it
in that light; or to use his more precise phraseol-
ogy: "There is a work of art wherever something
is the object of esthetic perception-and there is
nothing which in this sense and to some degree
cannot become a work of att." 6 Hence it is not
surprising that practicing architects, faced with
the intricacies of Dos Erkenntnisproblem, should
unwittingly take refuge in Norberg-Schulz's 87th
footnote, where, after 104 pages of semiotics,
Gestalt psychology and apt quotations from Witt-
genstein's Tractotus Logico-Philosophicus, he
concludes that his whole theory can be reduced to
"Vitruvius's categories utilitos, venustas, firmi-
tos." Perhaps we could all profit by studying these
categories, to the point where we even get them
in the correct order.

PETER COLLINS
McGiII University

NEW ACSA EDITOR

With the publication of this issue, Donlyn
Lyndon takes over the ACSA editorial chair,
which has been occupied since 1962 by Marcus
Whiffen. Literary contributions and other
communications should be sent to the new
editor at the Department of Architecture, Uni-
versity of Oregon, Eugene.

S Ibid. p. 139.
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"Iapanese
architecture has
maintained a
consistency and at
the same time
a hierarchy of form."

|apan is a strange mixture
of ugliness and beauty. Much
attention is paid to detail and the
individual structures, yet there
exists a feeling of apathy for
the community space and the
community esthetic. It is difficult
in fapan, unlike the United States,
to lose yourself in nature in order
to avoid the unpleasant physical
environment; still, this idea seems
to manifest itself in the fapanese
wall as in the American suburb.

To a Westerner who cannot enter
into the way of life of the East,
many of the fapanese buildings
appear empty, almost lifeless,
particularly when their functions
are misunderstood. The archi-
tecture, which provides a sensitive
and fitting background, is
greatly enhanced by the designed
landscape and the play of
its shadows across the plain
walls of the structure. Man
is forcefully related to nature, and
everything is done to spark his
awareness and to increase his
curiosity in the world about him.

I was especially impressed by
three aspects of Japanese archi-
tecture: the clarity of structure, the
use of natural textures and the
dominance of the roof form. The
essence of structure, clearly
expressed and exposed, is to
produce form, and the utilitarian
purposes are almost lost, I have the
feeling that there never has been
a conscious study of the interior
spaces and how they relate to one
another; instead, there has been
an understanding of mood in an
appropriate framework. The in-
volvement with nature, the planned
garden and the introspective mind
are the stimuli that have created
these spaces.

The textural qualities of the
architecture are found mainlY in
the tile and thatch roofs, the wood
beam ends and bracketing, the
coffered ceilings, the floor mats and
the half-timbered construction.
The surfaces age gracefully,
possessing a quality of human scale
as viewed from afar and close uP.

The roof form is completelY
distinct from the spaces below,
which have different types of
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ceilings, most of them flat. One
feels the strength of tradition here
and thereby gains insight into
the entire spectrum of fapanese
architecture. Although the subtle
curve is a part of the roof, this
rarely shows up in the plan, which
is usually geometric. In a large
complex of buildings, numerous
kinds of roofs seem to relate
through similar materials, colors
and textures.

Many of the aspects we have
come to associate with contempo-
rary architecture had their
beginnings in Japan. The modular
plan and the flexibility of interior
space made possible by the
structural frame and movable

partitions, the relationship of
interior and exterior, the use of
natural materials in a natural way,
and the use of wood in its own
right-all seem to have gained
favor with the architects of the
West and of our time. The scale of
the ancient fapanese buildings is a
human one, but when enlarged to a
huge size, it does not work. The
structures are usually symmetrical
and have a sense of grandeur and
serenity about them. However,
when structural necessities become
multiplied for the sake of
ornament, the sense of form is lost.

The interiors for the rnost part
are subtle in their warm colors and
textures except for certain
ostentatious ceilings. The conflict
between the interior space as
suggested by the exterior and the
actual space itself apparently has
not concerned the fapanese.
What these buildings lack in
this regard is made up for in the
way they allow their occupants to
live: They encourage a wonderful
relationship with nature through
the plan and the beautiful use and
placement of natural materials.

The concept of the wall cannot
be separated from that of fapanese
architecture of the past. It is,
indeed, its very essence. The de-
velopment of religious complexes
assumed that walls were necessarv
in order to separate the planned
from the unplanned, the ordered
from the chaotic. Much is made of
the entry points themselves.
Sometimes the gateways are so
symbolic that they are used only on
special occasions. The point of
entry always is clearly marked by
a roof or gate, which may take

on a variety of forms, sizes and
directions. There is no functional
use for these gateways except
for housing the temple guardian
statues. The entry leads into the
area or compound and not the
building itself. Thus the wall allows
the structure to be simple and
pure and the planned garden to be
small yet highly intense.

Japanese architecture has
maintained a consistency and at
the same time a hierarchy of form.
All residential work is lighter in
structure and more delicate in
feeling than the temples with their
religious signilicance.

I believe the large Buddhist
complexes such as Daitokuji,
where I lived, have many ideas to
offer us in our rush to provide
housing for the expanding
population. One is made aware
of the fact that quality has little
relationship to size and that the
Western idea of huge buildings on
heavy columns in huge parks
must be reconsidered.



"If one word
sums up
the architecture of
ancient India
it is enthusiasm."

To r-'xperience India is to sense
great beauty which sometimes is
subtle, sometimes bold. It is a
beauty that is found in architecture,
texl.iles, folk arts and in Indian
faces, There is something beautiful,
too--though horrifying at the
same time-in the numbers of
people and all kinds of animals
crowding, nudging, living a life
of survival.

The architecture is as varied
as India itself ; but the main
impression it evokes, especially so
with the great buildings, is that
its creators were sculptors; its
medium, stone; and its principal
influence, religion. It is as though
the profuse and elaborate carvings
were rendered to the gods; as
though the Indians, along with their
will to survive, were asking the
gocls' help for a better future.
A great human tranquilizer is
knowing that the gods, at least, are
happy. Indeed the architecture
bespeaks a sacrifice, not of animals
but of human means. methods
and effort.

The Buddhist caves and stupas,
the Hindu temples and the Mogul
buildings of regal living and dying
make up the panorama of Indian
architecture. It is staggering to try
to imagine the manpower, talent
and desire that went into the
carving of the temples, some of
which are cut from a single stone,
others carved out of rock cliffs
and still others so elaborately done
that there is no surface left
to apply a chisel.

Still, a feeling of restraint marks
even the most enthusiastic temples.
There is a relationship between
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the details and the overall form
and design-the Jain temples, being
an exception, prove that money
alone cannot substitute for strong
discipline combined with strong
talent.

The Hindu temples are chiefly
mounds or pyramids that protect
the idols, relics, etc. Courtyards,
ablution pools, ceremony halls,
monastery cells and gateways are
related to the final, innermost
chamber, passage to which is
usually confined to the priest in
charge. The extant Buddhist
structures are the relic mounds or
stupas, solid and thus circum-
navigated rather than entered.

Most of the buildings are in
sandstone or marble with colors
running from white through black
ftan and pink predominating).
The stone is used in many different
ways and with considerable
tension such as in roof overhangs.
Much of the detailing and carving

comes from wooden structural
forms, and most of the sculpture is
concerned with the embellishment
of the base, the podium, the plinth,
the entrance and the sanctuary.
Several of the Buddhist rock-cut
caves are reproductions of frame
buildings.

Hindu temples and precincts are
laid out in a symmetrical way,
having a major axis and sometimes
a secondary one. This is not true
in many of the larger temple
complexes, however, with their
scattered and unrelated halls and
pools. But in any case, the religious
ceremonies and their reflection
in the physical environment have
much to do with the four major
directions.

The Hindu temple is a design
of symmetry, stone monumentality,
of light and shade, sculpture, of
complex corners, podiums and
bands of decorated friezes. The
basic idea is to provide beautiful

housing for the idol. It seems, at
times, that the former is more
important than the latter. So much
intense sculpture is there in the
background that its purpose as a
foil is defeated; the religious
experience of those somewhat
removed from the idol diminishes.

The interiors of many temples
are as completely carved as the
exterior and dimly Iit by a few
carved stone grills of various
patterns near the entrance. The
effect proceeding toward the inner-
most chamber is one of increasing
darkness and mystery,

No stone buildings have been
more beautifully related to the
ground through the use of podium
and plinth than the temples of
India and Cambodia. A study of
horizontal bands and vertical
forms, the typical temple offers
much to both the distant and
close-up beholder. The sculpture
itself is sensitive and vital-gods,
animals, loving couples, dancers,
warriors, priests and priestesses,
floral and leaf motifs and abstract
design. The changing play of light
and shade as the day progresses
is fantastic.

It is interesting to note that most
temples acquire a sculptural look
at their corners by thrusting out
the planes of the sides. If decora-
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tion is to have significance, it
must start and end at meaningful
points, and what better place to
begin than at the corners or other
changes of plane?

India also displays another
architecture from the past, the
Moslem-influenced design of the
Moguls which show us how the
royalty lived, played and prayed.
Notwithstanding their completely
different religious stimulation
and construction technique, these
buildings exhibit the same desire
for a decorated surface. The
conquering Moguls brought with
them Persian craftsmen who did
much of the inlaid marble work on
such projects as the Taj Mahal.
The Moslem religion allows no
imagery of animals or humans and
the decoration therefore is floral,
abstract, or Koran writing itself.

This forcing of the decoration
to be more creatively abstract led
to the development of numerous
geometric and curvilinear patterns.
Although colder to the touch than
the Indian work, the brightly
colored tiles of the Mogul buildings
add a feeling of visual warmth. The
carved screens, windows, inlaid
marble and other stone designs
are delicate but disciplined. The
Arabic script of the Koran, when
cut of a dark stone and inlaid in
white marble, looks from a distance
like relief sculpture,

If one word sums up the
architecture of ancient India it is
enthusiasry. n
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Building or remodeling?

Move up to Stainless
Steel-we'Ye got the
cost down!
Here's the first truly cost-competitive stainless steel fenes-
tration system-USS lJr-truBt Stainless Steel Wall Fram-
ing. There has never been a stainless steel system like it.

All USS IJr.trupr components are roll-formed-for pre-
cise part-to-part uni:formity and fit, greater strength, lower
cost fabrication, and faster, lower cost erection.

USS Ur,rrvror framing is first-quality nickel-chrome stain-
less steel-in a new softline architectural finish. Includes
narrow-stile doors and horizontally-pivoted sash. Meets
NAAMM test requirements.

USS Ur,trrvror flush-glazed components can be erected
more simply and quickly than ever before possible with
stainless steel fenestration. Most members just lock into
place. No on-site cutting. No welding, no exposed fasteners.

And USS lJr,rrur:r components give the architect a
completely integrated series of structurally efficient and
easily fabricated and erected stainless steel shapes that
lend themselves to a great variety of architectural ex-
pressions and appli<:ations.

If you want to use stainless steel fenestration in building
or remodeling, don't let cost worry you any longer. USS
IJr,rrunt Stainless Steel Wall Framing is available now,
at a price you can :rfford.

For a copy of "IJSS lJr-rrunr Stainless Steel Wall Fram-
ing," write United States Steel, Room 4308, 525 William
Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. Or contact a USS
Architectural Products Representative through your near-
est USS Construction Marketing or Sales Office. USS and
IJr.truor are trademarks.
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Glass wall construction-N'ith
all its advantages of airiness,

color, reflectivity and versatility

-gives 
the architect

uncommon freedom of expression.
For detailed information,
please get in touch u'ith your
nearest PPG branch office or
distributor, consult Sx'eet's

catalog file, or write
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
One Gateway Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Federal-Mogul Corp. General Offices, Southfield, Mich.
Architect: Giffels & Rossetti, Inc., Detroit
General Contractor: Barton-Malov' Co., Detroit
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PPG makes the glass that makes the difference
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Virginia's'Compost' Preservation

For all its considerable geography,
Virginia is a state brim-full of his-
tory and heritage. In Virginia, pres-
ervation is no small job.

Nonetheless, a small group of
women is due much of the credit
for the high level of preservation
of so many of Virginia's historic
sites. The group, the Garden Club
of Virginia, has been at it since
7528.

What they do, in a sense, is what
the compost-pile gardner does when
he nourishes "plants with plants."
The club nourishes historic gar-
dens with private gardens.

The vehicle for this is Historic
Garden Week, always held when
Virginia is especially beautiful-
during the final week of April. It is
a week when many mellowed Vir-
ginia homes-and a few modern
ones, too-are opened by their
owners to the public. The gardens,
of course, are the key, and the pro-
ceeds from the public's visitations
are turned over to the club which
uses the funds for the restoration
of historic gardens-or other open
spaces.

Over a half million dollars has
been raised by the Virginia women
since the program, interrupted only
by World War II, was begun.
(Plymouth, England, received the
1941 proceeds to help recover from
the devastation of bombings.)

Proceeds from the 1966 garden
week, for example, were used in

the restoration of the Mews, a 30-
foot-wide landscaped area that runs
for a full Richmond block and is
immediately west of historic St.
|ohn's Church where Patrick Henry,
during the Second Virginia Conven-
tion, cried, "Give me liberty or give
me death!"

The completed Mews will be ded-
icated and presented to the His-
toric Richmond Foundation this
spring.

Next in a long line, Ghrist Ghurch.

The club's current restoration
project involves the grounds and
churchyard of Christ Church in the
Old Dominion State's Lancaster
County. Three centuries old (it was
first mentioned in court records of
1675), it is said to be the only colo-
nial church in Virginia never to
have been altered.

Robert "King" Carter, its build-
er, worshipped here up until his
death in 7732-the year George
Washington was born. This project

will extend still further an already
imposing list of grounds and gar-
dens of historic shrines of national
importance that have been restored
by the club.

Historic Garden Week this year
is April 22-29 and will include, as
always, the display of fine antique
furniture, art, silver, china and
glass of many of the homes that
are to be opened. In a number of
areas of the state, women of local
churches will provide home-cooked
luncheons. And green arrows-the
mark of the week-make it conver-
ient for highway travelers to ffnd
their way to the homes and gardens
on display.

An official guide book giving de-
tailed information on places to be
opened this year can be obtained
from AAA offices and Travel Bu-
reaus in most states, the club says.
Chambers of Commerce in Virginia
have them too, or they can be ob-
tained directly from Historic Gar-
den Week, Hotel Jefferson, Rich-
mond, Ya.23279.

As a brochure on this 34th an-
nual week puts it:

"Come and see where Washing-
ton, Madison, Monroe, Jefferson,
Lee and many others who made
Virginia famous, lived. See also the
many restorations of ground and
gardens of historic shrines which
have been accomplished with the
proceeds from this event since
1929." □

The Mewe will be dedicated this spring and preeented to the Hietoric Richmond Foundation, completing 1066 proiect.
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Reflecting your tasteo in a s,harp

‐カ

Beautiful stainless steel finishes from J&L
create new dimensions of excitement in archi'

確≦

evokes a soft and mellow,mood. And for a
taste that ties between lhese two distinctly dif-
ferent special finishes, J&L ofiers a standard
line of stainless with varying degrees of reflec-
tivity. ! In any stainless steel from J&L,
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Books

Contemporary Synagogue Art: De'
velopment in the United States,
1945-1965. Avram Kampf. New
York: Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, 1966.276 pp. $10

The synagogue is a singularlY
significant institul"ion today be-
cause, as Kampf relates, it is the
central force which unites |ews in
fellowship, assuring "their survival
as a religious group, their cultural
identity and their historical con-
sciousness." In contemPorarY
America the threat to |udaism is
not from hostile outsiders, as has
been tragically true in other times
and places, but rather the danger
lies in the loss of Jewish identitY
in a lax American environment.

It is not surprising, then, that
since World War II more than 500
synagogues have been built in the
United States, It is logical that art
should be called upon not onlY to
enhance the beauty of the struc-
tures but also to play a part in in-
creasing spiritual awareness and
in stimulating pride in ]udaism.
Kampf points out that there has

been controversy about the use of
art-the second commandment for-
bids the making of images. Many
Tewish leaders believe that the re-
itri.tio.rs against the use of hirman
forms in art is not valid since the
fear of idolatry is meaningless to-
day. They look upon the use of art
as a means o[ buttressing the sig-
nificance of the synagogue and of
helping to convey the cultural and
religious ideals of ]udaism.

According to Kampf, the "aver-
age" architect is not comfortable
in fields of art other than his own
and looks upon art as something
to be added after the building is
comoleted. He calls for a close col-
laboiation among rabbi, artist and
architect where each acquires
enough understanding of theology,
art and architecture to achieve a
unified conception of design.

A large portion of the book is
given over to an examination of
the manner in which various con-
gregations have used art to further
the basic ideals of the synagogue.
Kampf, an art historian, considers
the way stone, conctete, metal, mo-
saics, murals, pylons and inscrip-
tions are used on the exterior to
proclaim the building's identity to
the community. He explores art-
work for the vestibule and the
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prayer hall and the use of stained
glass windows, giving examples of
how art has been used successfully
(and sometimes not so well] to give
vitality to the f ewish tradition.
There are many illustrations-but
how one wishes that some of them
were in color. This is a book of
value to anyone interested in |ew-
ish art or in the architecture of
synagogues. It is also of interest to
the student of contemporarv art in
the US.

You and Architecture: A Practical
Guide to the Best in Building. Al-
fred B. Parker. New York: Dela-
corte Press, 1965.278 pp. gfZ.SO

Designed to give the lay reader a
feel and appreciation for architec-
ture. Following a brief historical
summary of some of the principal
styles and periods, the author dis-
cusses various factors, both tangi-
ble and intangible, which may be
used as guides in measuring aichi-
tectural value. A brief chapfer con-
siders the function of the archi-
tect. In the chapter on "Homes,"
suggestions are made for the treat-
ment of the various rooms in a
house. In conclusion, parker offers
some thoughts on the home of the
future. The book is liberallv illus-
lrated with photographs by Ezra
Stoller so that the pictures form a
major part of the presentation.

Louis Christian Mullgardt, 1866-
1942. Santa Barbara: Universitv of
California, Art Gallery, 1966. 3g
pp. $1.7s

This is the illustrated cataloe of
an exhibition marking the cenien-
nial year of Mullgardi's birth held
{ .l!r" Art Gallery, University of
California, Santa Barbara, April S-
May B, and at the M. H. de ioune
Memorial Museum, San Francisco,
June 27-August Z, 1966.

, T.he ArJ Gallery is doing a great
deal to highlight and d.-ocuirent
California's architectural historv.
and this exhibition organized by
Robert Judson Clark is another oi
its achievements. During the late
1890s and early 1900s, is Gallerv
Director David Gebhard points oui
in his introduction to the catalog, a
fine array of architectural tal"ent
was drawn to the Bav area.

Louis Christian Muligardt, who
had begun his architectuial appren-
ticeship in St. Louis, arrived b" tt e
scene in 1905, after having worked
in Chicago, again in St. L=ouis and
in England. In 1915 he was ao_
pointed a member of the archite-c-
tural commission for the panama-

Pacific International Exhibition. He
achieved his "supreme moment"
with his design of the Court of
Ages for the Exhibition. There fol-
Iowed fame but also bitter disap-
pointment, and Mullgardt finally
died a pauper on January 1,2, 1,942.

The aim of the exhibit presented
by the Art Gallery is to show Mull-
gardt's contribution to California's
architectural history. The Court of
Ages, states the catalog, was sym-
bolic of Mullgardt's life-"extreme
exuberance and enlhusiasm, nour-
ished by fantasy and easily de-
stroyed by opposition and his own
impatience." In addition to the
photographs and drawings selected
by Clark for the exhibition, the
catalog includes a bibliography, a
chronology and a list of Mullgardt's
buildings and projects.

A Dictionary of Contemporary
American Artists. Paul Cummings.
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1966.
331 pp. $15

This directory of America's
prominent artists contains 697 en-
tries. It provides biographical in-
formation on the artist and in-
cludes a list of his one-man shows
and of significant group shows in
which his work appeared. It also
lists the important collections in
r,vhich the artist's work is renre-
sented. A bibliography is provided
for those artists outstanding enough
to have received critical comment
in books and periodicals.

Early Nantucket and Its Whale
Houses. Henry Chandlee Forman.
New York: Hastings House, 1966.
291. pp. $12.50

This is a delightfully written and
superbly illustrated account of the
early life, customs and structures
of Nantucket Island. The author-
architect, also historian and ar-
chaeologist-knows his sub ject
thoroughly and he handles it with
contagious enthusiasm. The livelv
text is supplemented by many o?
his own drawings and photographs.

The author writes that for the
most part this is not a book about
Nantucket's justly famous Main
Street mansions built on whale oil,
nor is it a tale about the ereat
whaling epoch of the 1830s ancl
'40s. It concerns Nantucket's hum-
ble beginnings and its typical early
dwellings-boat's crew cottases
and lean-to dwellings.

Forman's scholarship in this vol-
ume adds to the historv of Ameri-
can archilecture. In his 

-own 
words:

"For the first time in thrs counrrv a
hanging-loft or baulk building has

Continued on poge 704
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one of the most imPortant Products
yo″ car″ヮs is the vapor seal,

$r{Itgttl

For complclc
inlormslion tGgussf
Cotofog No.756.

h凹 Ⅷ  wnh

permanently protects the structures 0n which reputations rest

The effective function of a structure and almost all of
the producfs used within is dependent on the positive
elimination of soil-based moisture migration into ihe
itrritur". PRE-MOULDED MEMBRANE with PLA$
MnrtC CORE permanently blocks every possible en-

trince througd;EicF-moisture could enter the struc-

tuie from th-e site' This permanelce is important' A

vapor seal installed during original conslruction must

ii tn" lifetime of the structure . . . rugged, durable
piE,rnOufoeD MEMBRANE will do iust that. ln fact

laboratory tests prove that this vapor seal not only

"f"tt 
tt" lowest'WVT rating on fhe market but main-

iains this rating even after destructive alternate

wetting and drying tests. Will not puncture or lear

Juring'application. Available in 4' by 8' sheets or

rolls 4' wide, lengths to 50'

comhines the efficiency and durahility of asphalt with

manυ facture.

W.R.MEADOWSヮ INC。
15 KIMBALL STREET ELGIN, ILLINOIS 60120

嶋 朧 島
織ド

r欄
椰 i獣

抑

the ductility and longevity of modern copolymers'
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St. Jude.Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, founded by Entertainment Star
Danny Thomas for the study and care of children's diseases. Architects:
Paul R. Williams, F.A.t.A., Architect; Mahan-shappley, Superuising Architects,

HILLYARD
FL00R ttREATM ENTS

GUARANTEET When applied in accordance with
manufacturer's directions, it is guaranteed to
meet all claims made for it.
HA|NTENANGE., Sweep daily with a Super Hil-
Tone. treated-dust mop (do not use an oily mop
d-ressing). Buff periodi-ally. When floor is ioiled,
clean with Super Shine-All or with Clean-O-Lite
(if a sanitizer is desired). Traffic lanes mav be
patched in and buffed to blend in with the rest
of the floor. Reseal as needed, depending upon
traffic and usage.
APPnovALs.. This is the type of penetratins seal
recommended by the National" Terrazzo" and
Mosaic Associati-on. U,zL listed as to slip resist-
ance and fire hazard.
EXCEPTIOHS.. Where conductive terrazzo is spe-
cified, consult your Hillyard representative ior
treatment specifications.
REFEPENeE9.. Sweet's Architectural File. A.I.A.
Building Products Register, Hillyard A.I:A. FileNo.2.iG 

-l

i tr{ swEErsl
lAiililrEcIunauVY

A, certified Hillyqr! Architectural Consultant will
gtad.ty dtscuss wtth your specification writers the
prop.er,_approued procedures and materials for the
ortgtnal tr.eatment 

-of -any type floor you specify. He'lt
arso proutde Iree Iollow-up 'Job captain" seruice to
protect your specifications. Write, wlre or call collect.

The most widely recommended and approved treatments for every surface

YEARS AFttER ORIGINAL SEALING WI丁H SUPER

ONEX口SEAL「  S丁.」 UDtt FL00RS L00K LIKtt NEW
SyPer. Onex-Seal protects and enhances the beauty and life of terrazzo-protects against penetration
of-moisture, dirt and bacteria into the floor. Thus,-the high degree of sanitation t.4uir"a l" a 

-tiospi-

tal is easily achieved through a simple daily maintenanc6 prog"ram.

PRODUCT DEScRrpttON; A modified ester pene-
trating sealer that buffs to a hard, wear-resisiant,
lustrous finish. For Portland ierrazzo. othei
synthetic binder types of Terrazzo, Magnesite
ano otner masonrv surtaces.
spEctFtcAfton ino ,tow to al|ply, onto a

perfectly clean, stain-free floor, apply in thin,
even coat with lamb's wool applicator. Let dry
until pressure of fingers pulledacross the surface
prodrrce a squeaking sound. Buff after applica-
tion. Apply secpnd thin coat and buff for daaea
lustre.
covERAaE, 60_0-900 sq.feet per gallon depending
on porosity of floor.
TEcHntcaL DATAT NVM-i0.5% minimum. Film
properties: Drying time-45 minutes maximum.
Appearance-free from particles: semi-transpar-
ent. Tackiness - none. Water resistance - no
loosening of film; no removal of gloss. General
Appearance: Color-light, containi no pisments
or dyes. Odor-non-objectionable at ani time.
Viscosity-heavy bodied liquid mixture. -

Si‖C[ 1007
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Books /rom page 701

been recognized, identified and de-
scribed in this book about Nan-
tucket." It also adds to the history
of whaling, Forman points out, "be-
cause the hanging-loft house was
used on Nantucket as a whale
house-something the writers of
the whaling histories have not yet
recorded."

The American City: An Urban
Geography. Raymond E. Murphy.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1s66.
464 pp. $10.95

This is a geographic inquiry into
the American urban scene written
by a scholar who has devoted his
academic life to a study of eco-
nomic geography. Such a dynamic
field makes any book out of date
in a relatively short time, but the
author lays down certain principles
in his study of the spatial aspects
of urban development which wiII
be useful for a long time to come.
Intended primarily as a text for
students, the book will be of inter-
est to those who wish insights into
such problems as the urban eco-
nomic base, urban land use, trans-
nortation. the central business dis-
irict and residential, industrial and

political patterns. The bibliograph-
ical reference at the end of each
chapter are useful indeed.

The Regional City: An Anglo-
American Discussion of Metropol-
itan Planning. Derek Senior, edi-
tor.Chicago: Aldine, 1966. 192. pp.
s7.s0

In July of 1964 a group of English
and American leaders in urban and
physical planning met in Oxford-
shire to consider the distinctive
structure and function of the urban
region. Here is a detailed report
of the discussions providing in-
sights into the strategies and ma-
chinery for making regional plan-
ning effective.

The Architect and the City. Mar-
cus Whiffen, editor. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 'J.966. 1.73 pp. $5.95

The papers published here were
delivered at the seventh annual
seminar for teachers of architec-
ture held at Cranbrook Academy
in 1962, under the auspices of the
Association of Collegiate Schools
of Architecture and the American
Institute of Architects. Among the
contributors are G. Holmes Perkins,
John B. ]ackson, Romaldo Giur-
gola and Jacqueline Tyrwhilt.

La Tourette: The Le Corbusier
Monastery. Anton Henze. New
York: Wittenborn, 1966. 7L pp,
s4.50

Corbu's last religious tour de
force was La Tourette, built for the
Dominicans near Lyon, France, in
1960. This monograph, in which
the 48 photographs by Bernhard
Moosbrugger make a contribution
equal to the text, is a tribute to the
creativity of the architect and an
insight into the way in which a
structure can reflect relieious as-
pirations.

Toward New Towns for Amer-
ica. Clarence S. Stein, Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1S66. 263 pp. $2.95

In 1951 Lewis Mumford wrote
the introduction to the first edition
of this work, concluding it with
the words, "Let the planners of the
coming generation ponder this tes-
tament." Now this document of the
housing and planning experiments
begun during the 1920s is some-
thing of a classic. The present edi-
tion in the MIT paperback series,
has the same text as the second,
revised edition published by Rein-
hold in 1957. A short supplemen-
tary annotated bibliography has
been added. □

BECAUSE: The durability of Shaw Model

"A" PanelVector makes it the logical
choice for tugged duty locations.

ln large, wide open areas, such as the gymnasium shown
left, a specific type of heating equipment is required.
Often these broad interiors and all objects or equipment
within them are subjected to rougher treatment than
other more general areas in the building.
Attractive, space saving and easy to clean, Shaw Model
"A" is the ideal selection for such locations.With a depth
of only 3/tfront to back; heights and lengths of various
sizes, Model "A" offers you great versatility of applica-
tion. Make your initial installation a Shaw PanelVector
and be assured of the highest standards in performance.
Write for literature and information. See specifications
in ASHRAE Guide and Data Book.

FEATURES
1. Built-in air chamber for hot

water application.
2. Box sections for radiation and

directionalized convection.
3, HeaW reinforcing rings between

sid.e walls and copper heating
coil.

4, Steel heating fins placed on Y2,,
centers for maximum air circu"
lation and elimination of foreign
matter.

5, End clip prevents pan from
being pushed inwardly.

6. Compression fittings provide
permanently sealed iunction be-
tween primary heating element
and external piping.

7. End pan seals open end sections
for finished appearance.

/raノ a/soヵ Pψ●ぶ■ed力 arr al.耐rr7″″●onst“●
=i●"rarゐ
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Utilities adapt jet engines
for emergency power, with
sound control systems from Koppers

To provide power for peak loads and emergencies, electric
utilities are installing modified jet aircraft engines to operate
standby power units. Noise control is a must for such a

unit. Jet engines have thin wall housings and transmit
noise easily.

Special sound control systems from Koppers have solved
noise problems for two utility companies : Cincinnati Gas &
Electric's 125,000 kilowatt plant at Middletown. Ohio. and
Public Service Electric and Gas Company's 140.000 kilo-
watt station at Sewaren, N. J. Since Koppers silencers elim-
inate more than 99% of the noise energy of the engines,
sound is virtuallv inaudible 1,000 feet from the installa-
tion. (Read details in the photo captions.)

Koppers experience in sound control originated in de-
signing noise attenuation systems for jet aircraft. We can
work with you in the design and installation of silencing
equipment. or provide sound-absorption panels and sound
traps for air transfer ducts. fan plenums, machinery enclo-
sures. test rooms, and plant offices. in addition to Jet-
powered gas turbines. Check coupon for information.

You're looking past the inlets of 1 0 jet engines in a fish-eye
photograph taken at Cincinnati Gas & Electric's standby power
installation; silencing equipment is at the rear. The engines were
quieted at inlet and exhaust by custom-designed Koppers
silencers; pressure drop was a low 2.5tt of water.

Koppers exhaust silencers quiet eight
jet engines at Public Service's Sewaren.
N. J. installation, largest gas turbine
generator unit in the world. Primary and
secondary intake silencers were
also provided by Koppers.

' . :.. " :-:. .l|.. a:, ::.::':a:.

Fish-eye view of 36-foot high perforated galvanized
steel Koppers silencers which elrminate 99% of jet engine
noise at Cincinnati utility's standby unit.



Koppers
Building Products

Problems . . .

and low-cost solutions

■Tn▲
BU:LT‐ UP R00FING

WATERPR00F:NG

DAMPPR00F!NG

CORROS:ON PROTECT!ON FOR STEEL

00RROS:ON PROTECT10N― CONCRET[&MASONRY

PROTECT:ON OF ASPHALT PAVEMENT

lNSULAT10N

LOW.COST PILING, POLES & STRUCTURES

F!RE PROTECT!ON FOR W00D

TERMITE, ROT & DECAY PROTECTION

SOUNDPR00FING

WATERPR00F ADHES!VE FOR W00D

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

[NV!RONMENTAL 00NTROL

For additional information about
Koppers products featured in this
file . . . please return this coupon.
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makes
products
better
tor you

Archltects

|∩ deslgn

USe
In their design of the f irst two
buildings for Miami University's
new branch campus in
Middletown, Ohio, the archi-
tects accented low roof lines
with nnrr^plain pnamel fascias
in a dcen nrpcn NatrrreTonev' vu' ' l !v

hue. Using a rich non-reflective
color as well as form, they not
onlv estahlished a visual
element that unifies the two
structures but also emphasizes
their width and length,

The distinctively designed
norcelain pnampl nanels on the
si ngle-story li brary serve
both as fascia and coping. On
the classroom building, the
panels are flush with the out
side wall. In both cases, raised
channels covering panel joints
are rrscd as a desion element.

Utilize the design advantages

Raised channels simply slip into
brackets to cover joints.

r'rcated hv srrhdrred earth-vJ vvvvvvv I

tone colors in matte f inish
porcelain enamel on Armco
Enameling lron, Twenty-four
d ifferent Natu reTone colors
selected by the Architects
Advisory Council of the Porce-
lain Enamel Insiitute are now
available, For a booklet
dcnictinr^r thcsp colors or thevvyIvL|||vL||vvvvvIvi!

names of pxnerienced archi-
tectural porcelain enamelers,
write Armco Steel Corporation,
Dept. E-'1 141 , P, O. Box 600,
Middletown, Ohio 45042.

|∩ porcelal∩

colo r and form

Of

achleve

campus bulldi∩ gs

enarnel to help

u n ity

ARME● STE■ L 一呻Ｖ）

Porcelain enamel panels serve as both fascia
and coping on campus library, areas of classroom building on Miami

University's new branch campus.

Flat porcelain enamel panels accent single-story
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8″BRIGK
BEARING WALLS
IⅡ APARTMEⅡTS
Oakcrest Towers lll,
Prince Georges County,
Maryland

Arch itect/ Bucher-Meyers & Associates
Engineer/H. L. Keller & Associates
Contractor/ Banks Engineeri ng Corporation

8" b_rick bearing walls are used through the entire eight floors
of Oakcrest Towers lll, located in Prince Georgei County,
Maryland, just outside Washington, D.C. Completed at a rafe
of one story per week, this apartment building contains 161,334
square feet of floor space. The contractor saved more than $1
per square foot of floor area by using brick bearing walls
rather than structural frame. (Speed of erection also offers a
savings in interim financing.) Construction was simple because
all brick wall thicknesses are identical from the foundations
to the roof. In essence, Oak Crest Towers lll is a series of
eight one-story buildings, one atop another.

Maintenance of corridor and shear walls is eliminated be-
cause exposed brick serve as the interior finish and as the
structural walls. The 4-hour fire resistance of the 8" brick wall
provides safety and low insurance rates. Privacy, extremely
important to tenants, comes from brick bearing walls with 5b
decibels sound resistance. Oak Crest Towers lll is another
significant example of the modern brick bearing wall concept,
providing structure, finish, fireproofing, and sound control.

Corr:dor
Bearing
Wal:

Carpet&Pad

5″ Concrete S:ab
VVith 6x6 4/4 W.M.

Brlck

3カ″x7後″x ll擁″

23'‐ 4'′ CIear Span Exterior

Bearlng
Wa‖

ツ2″ Setback

Note――End Of
Joist Coated

Brlck

3ツ2′
′
 x71/2″ X llツ 2″

Finish Floor
Wood B:ock

Underlayment

2t/2" Conclele foo.
Deck

Steel Bar Joist

Gypsum Board

Board
Sprayed On
Polyuretha ne
lnsulation

|IⅡ I∬ 駆 Itti°

n about朧 釧 嘲 eCOnomiC杓輸 輌 晩 面 Щ
…

お

)roducts lnstitute,1520 18th Street NW,Washington, DC 20036 Area Code 202‐
483‐4200
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Cobot's S?oins, in 35 unique colors, preserye the
wood, enhonce the beouty of rhe groin. Stoins
grow old grocefully . . . never crock, peel, or
blister . . . cos? only holf qs much os poinf.

The obove is o model home in lhe Cope Cod communily of
New Seobury. ln plonning this hone. the orchilecl wos slriving
lor beouty, quolity, ond economy. In lhe seleclion ol exferior
ond inlerior finishes, sloins were used insleod of poinls. Thus

the orchilect reolized his con(eplion of beouty, kepl corts ol o
reosonoble level, ond redured fulure moinlenonce while preserv-
ing ond profecling lhe wood for o long, lrouble-free life. Todoy
the lrend is loword sloins-

For the home... Inslde and oulside

墜奎壁I翌

STA:N WAX■
S:oinst woxeS Ond seois in one
opero,:on.3rings。 し

'the be,l inwood′ enい111ing the grallllld

HOuSE &・ TRIM
I‐ ‐PA:NTS

灘驚i撤撤]鮮

SAMUEL CABOT ttNC.
345 Sou,h Terminol Trust Bldg.′

Boston,Moss.02210

Pleose send <olor <ordr ond intormolion on Cobgl'3
Stoins ond Cobot's Poinl3.

酪
t鶴謳耐ゞ
■1ンゴ

“
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Calendar
April 1-7: American Society of Planning Officials Na-

tional Planning Conference, Shamrock Hilton Hotel,
Houston

April 1-7: American Concrete Institute Annual Con-
vention, Royal York Hotel, Toronto

April 17-19: International Conference on Urban
Transportation, Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh

Apfil 23-27 : Architecture-and-the-College Conference,
University of Illinois, Urbana

Apfil 25-272 Contract '67 Industry Trade Show, the
Coliseum, New York

May 7-10: National Association of Architectural Metal
Manufacturers Annual Convention, Bismark Hotel,
Chicago

Is'{,ay 72-14: Association of Collegiate Schools of Ar-
chitecture Annual Meeting, Barbizon-Plaza Hotel,
New York

May 14-16: Illuminating Engineering Society Annual
Theater, Television and Film Lighting Symposium,
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, Calif.

May 14-18: AIA Annual Convention, New York Hil-
ton Hotel, New York

May 29-31: Construction Specifications Institute An-
nual Convention, Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami

|une 18-23: International Design Conference, Aspen,
Colo.

AIA Regional ond Stote Conventions

April 5-7: North Central States Region, Sheraton-
Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee

April 2$-zz: Gulf States Regional Convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, New Orleans

Oct. 3-7: Florida Association of Architects, Diplomat
Hotel, Hollywood-by-the-Sea

AIA Committees ond Related Meetings
(At the Octagon unless otherwise noted)

March 9'10: Building Construction
March 13-15: Board of Directors, Carefree Inn, Care-

free, Ariz.
March 19-21: National Architectural Accrediting Board
March 22-232 AIA-Marble Institute of America Jury
March 23-24: Insurance
April 4-5: Homes for Better Living ]uries
April 14-15: Building Regulations
Apfil 27 -29 : Documents Review

Internotiona.l

fune 19-25: 1967 Colloquium on Theatre Design,
Canadian Theatre Centre, Toronto

|une 19-28: International Commission on Illumination
Session, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C. (at-
tendence by application only, to US National Com-
mittee of CIE, Secretary, L. E. Barbrow, c/o Na-
tional Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.)

|uly 3-8: UIA Congress, Prague
Aug. 28-Sept. 2z'J,967 Ecumenical Congress on Reli-

gion, Architecture and the Visual Arts, Hilton [Io-
tel, New York

Tours

Mexican Architecture and Interior Design Seminar-
Tour, meeting Mexico City, Sept. 30, 14 days. Reserva-
tions accepted in order received with deposit of $50
per person toward cost of $358, airmailed to T. H.
Hewitt, Apartado Postal 5-251 , Mexico 5, DF. I



SALES OFFICES

New York 1.0017:30 East 42nd St. (212) 697-
5393; Lee Kent, Eastern Sales Manager;
Jack Morton, A. E. Fountain, District Man-
agers.

Chicago (Highland Park) 60035: 'J.27't Crof-
ton Ave., (312) 432-4773; Charles A, Ullrich,
Lorraine Ullrich, District Managers.

Atlanta 30305: 3108 Piedmont Road, N,E.,
(4O4) 233-6729i Morgan Pirnie, Harold
Brown, Charles Reynolds, District Man-
a8ers.

Los Angeles 90057: 2801 West Sixth St.,

[213) 388-2286; ]ohnny fohnson, District
Manager.

San Francisco 94105: 417 Market St,, [415J
982-9537; Jerry Nowell, Gene Watts, Dis-
trict Managers.

Washington, D. C. 20006: 1735 New York
Ave. N.W., (2O2)393-7050;Henry E. Kleiner,
Business Manager.
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Tcmltcr.atute f,;isc
(ot Drop) tou Nccd-
at TodsJ's
n$h Duct Veloaities

Don't go to the expense of increasing the area at
the exchanger section to slow the air down.
Use Aerotin SMOOTH-FIN colls and operate at full
duct velocity.

Aerofin coils have the needed extra capacity per sq

ft, of face area. Smooth fins prevent excessive
turbulence. Air resistance is normal, You don't need
bigger blowers or more power.

Aerofin standard encased units are arranged for
quick, economical installation.

ENGINEER:NG OFFiCES iN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Co‖

Flexitube

Steam Coil

,4rnofl N ConpoRATtoN
lγ

"C力
bυ″g′ Virginio 24505

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus,

List on request.
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us...
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATOR:ES
HERCULES,:NC./PHIL:P MORR:S
TEXAS:NSTRUMENT

…that Vulcathenざ cOrrOsion Resistant

Drain‖ nes won't fa‖ ,wear or change..ロ

even after years of service.

!t's nice to be in such distinguished company― ―and that goes for every
one ofthe over 25,000 Vulcathene Drainline insta‖ ations at work today

These systems have been handling the toughestlaboratory wastes,some
of them for up to fifteen years.  alkanes, salts, organic compounds,
minera!acids,radioactive wastes.The performance is always the same

A proper!y insta‖ ed Vu!cathene Drain‖ ne system won't fa‖ ,won't need
maintenance,won'tshow any sign ofchange And,this top quality system
insta‖ s in halfthe time of other materials.The patented Po!yfusion method
gives leak―proof joints in seconds――with subStantial savings in tirne and

do‖ a rs.

Comp!etely integrated polyolefin systems― ―sinks, pipe, traps, fittingsi

adapters,couplers,and dilu● on tanks――are availab!e in stock from l1/2

to 6 inches See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural or!ndustrial Con―
struction F‖ es or write Dept. 4603, Nalgene Piping Systems Division,
75 Panorama Creek Dr,Rochester,N.Y 14602

NALGENE P口 PING SYSTEMS/NALGE CttMPANY

a division of Ritter Pfaudler Corporation

For more technical data, circ:e 271 on information card
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Letters
Cheers for the Uniform System

EDITOR:
I have studied AIA Document

K-103, Uniform System for Con-
struction Specifications, Data Fil-
ing and Cost Accounting.

This carries my sincere and
deepest congratulations to the In-
stitute on its coordination and co-
operation with the Construction
Specifications Institute, the Associ-
ated General Contractors, Produc-
ers' Council and other valued
parties relating to the construction
industry.

Now that the AIA has develoPed
the wonderful Uniform System, I
would hope that it will develoP
with the CSI a set of master sPecifi-
cations. This is something to which
every office aspires and never
truly develops within a lifeftime.
Only the larger offices are capable
of setting aside a group of people of
sufficent capacity and give them
the time to develop the proPer for-
mat and contents.

Once given the format and con-
tents, it still requires a schooled
and experienced individual to pre-
pare a proper set of specifications
for each project. It would be good
to have a short form as weII as a
long one. Then, in addition, it
would be reasonable to have a side
edition to explain or discuss cer-
tain pros and cons of using this or
that material in specific cases.

Again, congratulations to the In-
stitute. Certainly it is a much
awakened and most valuable pro-
fessional organization as compared
to its rather quiescent attitude of
some years ago,

VICTORWULFF, AIA
Bonito. Cqlif.

Clarification of Credits

EDITOR:
Regarding the 1966 Awards Pro-

gram-Building with Fallout Shel-
ter [Jan.], the architects for the
Watsonville [Calif.] City HalI
should read Robert B. Wong, AIA,
Donald Sandy fr. and William W.
Hedley fr., AIA.

STANLEY MCGAUGHAN, FAIA
Professionol Advisor

Woshington, D.C.

Correction: In its article entitled "For
Beauty's Sake" in the December issue,
the AIA JOURNAL inadvertentlY
failed to credit Engineering News-
Record for several quotations.



Next Month
Sick Cities-a Look Around: The
ills that beset our metropolitan ar-
eas-decay at the center, sPrawl at
the edges, traffic jams, racial unrest

-are common knowledge. Every-
body talks about urban problems,
and statements are so often con-
tradictory that almost anybody can
be his own expert.

In an effort to bring some order
out of the resulting confusion, the
Institute joined with the National
League of Cities, the Lincoln Foun-
dation and Time, Inc., to bring to-
gether a group of 33 experts (real,
not self-styled) for a roundtable
discussion of urban problems.

The design professions were rep-
resented by the then AIA presi-
dent, Morris Ketchum fr., FAIA,
and six other architects. Other par-
ticipants: league executives, plan-
ners, the new president of the Na-
tional Association of Home Build-
ers, mayors, economists and fed-
eral-level policy-makers.

The results have been distilled
for the AIA JOURNAL by Time's
Perry Prentice, Hon. AIA, who
moderated the discussion. His ar-
ticle will be published simulta-
neously in Nation's Cities, the
league's magazine.

Powder Room-a Look Inside: Ar-
chitects rely on personal experi-
ences and feedback from the pub-
lic as tools in developing design.
But there are some areas where
this is difficult for the male profes-
sional-and a case in point is the
powder room. The author is "in a
peculiar position as architect, city
planner and woman to be of help
to my colleagues seeking practical
information of a type not found in
the Graphic Standards."

Models-a Look Ahead: An archi-
tectural photographer is specializ-
ing in a technique which permits
the architect and the client to view
full-scale structures as they will
appear when completed and sur-
rounded by existing neighbors. A
series of photographs will demon-
strate his method of superimposing
models on their respective sites.

PHOTO CREDITS: Ashley & Crippen-p. 10,
right; Photo by permission of the Chicogo
Sun Times-p. 28; Maurice Miller-p. 61;
'tierney & Killingsworth, Inc.-pp. 63, 65 [2),
66 (1) ; Peter R. Bromer-pp. 65 (1), 66 (a) ;
Hugh M. Grey Jr.-p. 6s (3); SK&F Labora-
tories-D,70,

褥

PREMOULDED TONGUE
AND GR00VE JO]NTS

. , , saves time and dollars,

Development of lhe ft" thick Premoulded rongue and Groove Joint provides a
joint material that not only functions as a full-depth expansion joint and gasketed
key-joint' but is also rugged enough to be used as a form and screed support.
consider how much time and labor this could save you in the construction of
industrial and commercial floor slabs. Functionally, Tongue and Groove Joints
provide a gasketed keyway to take up the flexing action of adjoining concrete
slabs. This keyed-joint action assures maximum efficiency in. load transmission
to help keep the slab at a level grade even under the heavy loads of constant
industrial traffic. sealtight rongue and Groove Joints are economical and easv
to install . . , they are waterproof and will not extrude.

provide a form and screed support
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R.MEADOWS,INCロ
KIMBALL STREET  ・  ELGlN, ILLiNOIS 60120
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Armstrong offers the widest variety
of resilient floors. The best is the one

that suits your design.

Here, the best is
I m peria I M odern Excelon Tile.
Four different colors of lmperial Modern were used in

the project-over 100,000 square feet.

Your next project? Whatever your requirements, there's
an Armstrong floor to suit them. And a flooring specialist
to discuss them: your Armstrong Architect-Builder'Contrac'
tor Representative. You can depend on the discussion be'
ing oblective. With the world's largest line of resilient
flooring behind him, he makes recommendations that best
suit your needs. Call him next time you're considering a

floor specification. Or write: Armstrong, 503 Sage Street'
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604'

SPECDATA, IMPERIAL MODERN EXCELON TILE' Design: tight'mottle
graining available in 11 colorings. TyPe and gauge: through-grained
vinyl-asbestos tiles, 9' x 9" and 12il x !2't' /s" gauge. Performance:
excellent durability and ease of maintenance. Installation: above, on,
and below grade. Excelon and lmperial are registered trademarks of
Armstrong Cork Company.

Latrobe Senior High School, Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Architect: Bartholo'
mew, Roach, Moyer & Walfish, Inc., Greensburg, Pa. General Contractor:
L-D Building Company, Latrobe, Pa. Flooring Contractor: The Flooring
Specialists, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The architects for this 6-million-dollar school complex
wanted to highlight their strikingly modern project with dis-

tinctive flooring. Yet, they had extra'heavy school traffic to
consider. And the usual budget restrictions.

They chose lmperial Modern Excelon (vinyl'asbestos) Tile
for three reasons: First, its distinctive, tight-mottle graining
richly complemented the interior decor and could be counted
on to conceal scuffs and heel marks.

Second, they liked lmperial Excelon's wide range of co-

ordinated colorings, usable individually or in combination.
With 11 colors to choose from, all in the same basic pattern'

they could be sure of achieving variety without losing unity
of design.

Third, economy. lmperial Excelon's premium is in its rich,
good looks, not in cost. As a matter of fact, all Armstrong
through-grained r/e" Excelon has the same low price. And
the pattern goes all the way through to the backing, so the
graining lasts the life of the floor.

FLOORS BY rnstrong
For more technical data, circle 278 on information card
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Pace-setting
automation for

an existing
ospital complex

攀‐● ●

Johnson control center at North Carolina Memorial Hospital, university of North Carolina at Chapel Hi.

C0nsulting engineers: Watson Engineers, Inc., Greensboro, N. C. Mechanical contractorsr Hicks & lngle C0., Charl0tte, N, C.

Centralized control for an existing building complex (hospital, clinic, infirmary, psychiatry wing'

and dental school) is provided by this new Johnson solid state electronic control center. In just

seconds it can scan all 281 control points essential to the operation of 19 air conditioning systems.

lt can transmit, remember, compare, analyze, communicate, alarm, select, control, record,

display, start, stop, and log. lt enables the engineer to program system operations with complete

f lexibility, then leaves him f ree for other duties.
Johnson offers the most advanced solid state electronic control centers for automating any

or all building functions in new and existing structures. And they pay for themselves in just 3'5
years through prolonged equipment life and savings in energy and man'hours. You can rely on it!
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JOHNSON SERViCE COMPANY M:LWAU KEE,WISCONSIN 53201・ 110D!RECT BRANCH OFFICES

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS ・ BUILDING AUTOMAT10N o CONTRACT MAINTENANCE ・ INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTAT10N CONTRACTING

For more technical data, circle 280 on information card


